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The Short-Wave Congestion
An Editorial

By HUGO GERNSBACK

THERE are now a total of between 8,000 and 9,000
short -wave radio -phone stations on our globe. These stations transmit modulated speech, music, and various forms
of entertainment, which are received by listeners in all
parts of the world. In addition to these radio-telephone
stations there are also many thousands of code stations.
We will disregard the latter, and for the time being consider only the broadcast telephone stations; as these are
the ones in which the average listener is most interested

nowadays.
These 8,000 -odd broadcast stations, to be sure, do not all
operate simultaneously, for very good reasons; because, if
they did, it would be impossible to listen to any program of
any kind. The short wave spectrum in which most shortwave radiotelephone broadcasting goes on nowadays lies between the frequencies of 21,540 KC. (13.93 meters) and 3600
KC (83.5 meters). In this spectrum there are located 1,794
channels normally spaced 10 kilocycles from each other.
In addition to this, we have the ultra -short wave spectrum,
which comprises a band between 29,982 kilocycles and 299,820 kilocycles, (1 to 10 meters). This section can also
accommodate some 26,983 channels, all 10 kilocycles apart.
But, for the present, we will only consider the normal shortwave spectrum, where most of the radio entertainment
comes in; and that is the range from 37,480 kilocycles to
1,499 kilocycles (8 meters to 200 meters).
In this spectrum alone, there are many thousands of
short -wave stations, comprising the short -wave broadcast

stations, airplane stations, police stations, amateur stations
and television stations. (The latter, while they broadcast
a television signal, also use voice and other entertainment;
particularly when some of them broadcast simultaneous
sight and sound.)
From this, it will be seen that -inasmuch as we have only
will be imposa relatively few channels in this spectrum
sible to operate all the thousands of stations, let alone many
thousand amateur phone stations which are springing up all
the time, as well as the thousands of airplane stations.
For the purpose of this article, we will consider only the
regular short -wave broadcast stations, which transmit
speech and various kinds of entertainment. There are probably over a thousand of these, and it will be seen that there
are not so many short -wave broadcast channels in the normal assigned spectrum, which covers, roughly, from 21,540
kilocycles (13.93 meters) to 3600 kilocycles (83.28 meters).
What then happens? It is certain that not all of these
short-wave broadcast stations can operate at the same time;
because if they did there would be entirely too much interference. For one thing, the time difference, divided over the
globe, helps the situation somewhat. When some stations
are on the air, others are off, and vice versa. Thus, when
you listen to Australia between the hours of 5 and 7 in the
morning (if you are an American listener) the chances are
that no American short -wave broadcast station is on the air
at that time. Then also, while we have thousands of li-

-it

tensed short-wave broadcast stations, not all of them broadcast regularly, day in and day out. Many are licensed for
purely experimental work, and for that reason use their
equipment only for various short periods during the month.
Others broadcast only two or three times a week.
But nevertheless, there is a considerable amount of congestion in the "ether" at the present time, and if allowed
to continue, it is apt to ruin every short -wave radio broadcast that is put on the air. What is particularly aggravating, at the present time, is the heterodyne interference
which is occasioned by some of the important short-wave
stations. For instance, those in this country who listen to
the English and German stations are often highly annoyed
by the "peanut" whistle which is audible when tuning to
these important stations. Often, this heterodyne whistle
is so strong that it is impossible to listen to the powerful
European stations.
Frequently, during the past few months, the English and
German programs were utterly ruined by several small
South American stations, which were not only operating at
the same time but using practically the same channels
(around 6,000 kilocycles) and thereby played havoc with the
programs. Such interference was, of course, not intentional; it is usually carelessness of the interests of the
broadcast listeners. But the smaller stations are not solely
responsible for this situation, since the large ones themselves are sometimes to blame for that situation. Not long
ago, it was found that some of the powerful European stations were off their frequency; in technical parlance, they
wandered off their frequency. Two adjacent powerful stations, thereby, were caused to interfere in such a manner
that both programs received in America were ruined.
Neither of the important stations (who were written to by
SHORT WAVE CRAFT) confessed to any deviation because
both of the transmitters are operated by crystal control,
which is not supposed to vary; though once in a while, in
spite of careful watching, such "wandering" will occur. It
does not happen often because, the more powerful the station, and the more expensive the equipment, the less chance
there is for this to occur. The main trouble at the present
time, however, is the interference caused by the small stations with the larger ones, and it is here that readers of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT can be of real help.
It is suggested by the writer that listeners who hear
heterodyne whistles, which mar the program of an important foreign station, should report such an occurrence, providing they can identify the offending station or stations.
In other words, it will not do to say only "This or that
station was interfered with." The point is to see if you can
unscramble the stations, and then report to SHORT WAVE
CRAFT the call letters of the two stations; or even three, if
such should be the case. If there is persistent heterodyning,
SHORT WAVE CRAFT wishes to know about it; and will
undertake to untangle the cause of complaint by notifying
the station or stations at fault.
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2 -Way POLICE
CALLS on 5 Meters
New five -meter police car system permits
two -way talking with Telephone Subscriber

Captain Walter Kirchoif of the
New Rochelle, N. Y.. Police De.
partment, using the new French
type radio telephone; note hook
on dash.

type police radio car system that provides
communication
from a moving car was acclaimed by the police in a
recent demonstration at New
Rochelle, N.Y. Unlike other
attempts at two -way communication from mobile
units this new system eliminates external antennas on
the roof of the car -the
standard rear bumper alone
serving as an aerial. In fact there is nothing about the car that would indicate it is
radio- equipped as far as the outside is concerned, which is considered quite an advantage by detectives.
Photo at right shows Patrolman John H. Moon conversing with cars from Headquarters by means of microphone attached to dial telephone. The system is so designed that several transmitters located in different parts of large cities can be turned
on by dialing their code numbers. On left of photo is Headquarters receiving equipment used for police car work with loudspeaker incorporated on right of panel. This
is one of the first practical two -way systems devised and the quality is just like that
in ordinary telephone conversations. Both the police cars and Headquarters can converse
simultaneously just as in ordinary conversation, without anything more than lifting the
phone off the hook. The car operator can also talk direct to a "telephone subscriber" through a mixer circuit located at headquarters.
Another feature of the system is the (Continued on page 503)
A NEW

two-way

rear bumper of the new
car acts as the "aerial" and
from the body of the car. The
charged antenna is shown by
The

G.E. Police
is insulated
power of the

the
lamp. which is here shown lighted
wire only.

15

-watt

on one

5 -meter police car
equipment is so designed that no
one can distinguish the car from
any other. Note rubber -mounted
transmitter in rear trunk; directly below.

The new G.E.

t.

Here we see the tuning unit and also
the support for the French phone
which is clamped on the dash. The
5 -meter receiving set is shown under
the dash at lower right. Once set,
the tuning dial is left alone. Note
how phone is supported in cradle;
lifted it closes the circuit.

Finger points to insulated bushing
supporting the rear bumper; this insulated humper acts as the "antenna.' The wire connecting the insulated bumper to the transmitter can
be clearly seen and also the insulating
washers.
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Admiral Byrd Opens
Radio Show via
Short Waves
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THE National Electrical and Radio Exposition held in
Madison Square Garden, New York City, was officially
opened by a short-wave signal flashed from Little America
by Admiral Richard E. Byrd. When Admiral Byrd at his
advanced weather observation post, 123 miles south of
Little America, pressed the key, the signal was relayed
through the 1,000 watt broadcast transmitter in Little
America, and when it arrived finally at the Radio Exposition it caused the lights in one of the studios to flash on.
The accompanying drawing shows how this remarkable
short -wave demonstration was carried on. When Admiral
Byrd pressed the key at his advance post, it caused to be
radiated a telegraph signal from the small portable radio
telegraph transmitter with which the advance post is fitted,
this signal being picked up by a short -wave antenna and
receiver at Little America. The signal immediately passed
into the 1,000 watt transmitter at Little America and
started on its journey to Buenos Aires, S.A. Here the
signal was instantly relayed through
How a short -wave
a powerful short -wave transmitter
code signal was
and leaped northward again to Riverflashed by Admiral
head, L.I., where the RCA long -disByrd over 10,000
tance receiving station is located.
miles of space to
From this point the signal, after being
officially open the
wire
over
a
suitably amplified, passed
National Electrical
and Radio Exposicircuit to New York City, through the
tion in New York
RCA control switchboard in lower
City. T h e operaNew York, and thence up -town to the
tors in New York
Columbia Broadcasting System Buildcould talk to Ading at 485 Madison Ave., then to the
miral Byrd by the
Madison Square Garden studio conreturn "cuing" cirtrol switchboard located just outside
cuit from Rock
Exposition.
the
Radio
l'oint direct to Litthe studio at
page
tle America.
on
503)
As the dia- (Continued
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Short Waves Relay MORRO CASTLE Survivors' Stories
with NBC headquarters in New York was 8.66 meters.
A special short -wave receiver was erected in the Hotel Monmouth at Spr ing Lake to pick up the short waves from the
mobile unit, which picked up the tales of the survivors and
officers in charge of relief work at several different locations about Spring Lake, anywhere from 1 mile to 4%
miles from the special hotel receiving station.
The voices of the survivors were carried over special
telephone circuits from the Hotel Monmouth telephone
switchboard to the RCA control station in New York and
then passed on to the NBC headquarters at 711 Fifth Ave.,
New York, where they were broadcast over the telephone
and radio network across the country.
The mobile short-wave transmitting
HOTEL
MONMOUTH
SAM
unit has served in several important
`:.
SPRING LANE,
çív
RECEIVER-t.
I
'MORRO
E4
N.J.
events in recent months and it marks
CASTLE
r'
TELEP.S.W.
''or'
a long step forward in the presentation
" {.:.,BD.
RCA.CONTROL
of spot news to the radio listening
POINT N.Y.C.ry
or
ÿt7_,AfraW:
public
The power of the short -wave transTELEPHONE
<.L\
CIRCUIT
mitter in the mobile unit is 150 watts.
v
-5wThe car is fitted with receivers for
IAMILES TO 4 MILES
different wavelengths and it is equipped
NBC
°E
(VARIED) (34.6 MEGAHEADQUARTERS
to transmit on a number of different
CYCLES)
frequencies which are 34.6 mc., 34.7
mc., 1606 kc., 2102 ke., and 2020
SURVIVORS
kc., and 2760 kc., crystal control. A
tMIK GARAGE
collapsible antenna is used. It has a
range from 20 to 25 miles on ultra
high frequencies-greater, of course,
on the lower frequencies. A gasoline
engine -driven generator is used to provide the power for this mobile unit.
MOBILE
Crystal control is used on all frequenUNIT CABLE
cies and the installation is complete
with the receivers to operate on all the
How the NBC mobile transmitter unit served to pick up the voices of survivors of
above frequencies.
the "Morro Castle" and put them on the broadcast network.

THE mobile short -wave transmitter owned and operated
by the National Broadcasting Company, played a star
rôle in relaying "hot news" stories told by survivors of the
ill -fated Morro Castle. The part played by the mobile
transmitter is shown pictorially in the illustration on this
page. The survivors who landed at Spring Lake, N.J.,
were asked to tell their stories briefly before the microphone of the mobile transmitter. The microphone is arranged with a long flexible cable, so that it can be placed
in a building or out in the open when desired. The wavelength used by the portable transmitter to transmit the
voices of the survivors to the necessary line connecting
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RADIO COLONIAL,th¢
French Empire Station
One of the world's most powerful short -wave transmitting stations,
heard frequently in this country.
Left -beautiful lay-

out of one of the
main
short -wave
transmitting apparatus rooms of the
Pontoise station.
The corner of the
power room shown
is t h e short -wave
transmitter, master
oscillator, and quartz

crystal regulator.
Below -we see the
interesting assembly
or line -up of shortwave receivers for
the different channels at Pontoise.

Top photo shows 300 foot antenna masts
at the Pontoise station. Each transmitter
is rated at 15 kw. Photo directly above
auto- oscillator used in short -wave trans-

-

mitter.

Right -Building at right of photo houses
the S.W. receivers; Center building contains wave control apparatus; building at

left, office and power -house.

Radio Colonial has been on the air
for over three years and it has been
heard in practically all parts of the
world. There are actually two transmitters located at Pontoise, a suburb
of Paris. Both of these transmitters
are capable of working on any one of
three different wavelengths (19.68,
25.2, and 25.6 meters). Two different
directional antenna systems are available also. One of these radiates in an
East -West direction for the benefit
of Asia and North America, and the
other in a North -South direction, used
primarily for service to South Africa.
The original purpose for this station
was, as in the case of the British station at Daventry, to give a broadcast
service to the French Colonial Empire.
However, it has been found that the
station serves the whole world today,
and for this reason the French Government is using this station to further
its good -will relations with other coun-

tries of the world. The station is on
the air every day with programs for
different parts of the world. The power
employed by each of the transmitters is
15 kw. Generally only one transmitter
is used at a time, although on occasion
two may be used together. Most of
the announcements are made in French
although recently the directors have
started an English News Service each
evening. The programs radiated from
this station are mainly excerpts from
programs from the various long wave
stations in France. Formerly a great
deal of time was given to long talks,
but more recently the directors have
been emphasizing musical programs.
This station broadcasts to North Amer-

www.americanradiohistory.com

ica every day on a wavelength of 25.6
meters from about 6:00 o'clock in the
evening until 9:00 and from about
10:00 until midnight E.S.T. The programs are generally very well heard
during the summer months. In addition to this, they are on the air from
noon to 6:00 p.m. on a program intended for Africa, but this program is frequently heard very well in this country.
In the afternoon they use a wavelength
of 25.2 meters.
In addition to the transmitting equipment there is also a building housing
several sensitive short -wave receiving
sets. These are used for the purpose
of picking up foreign short -wave sta(Continued on page 503)
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Picture above shows how letters, telegrams, and pictures will be transmitted tomorrow by means of ultra short waves or "micro
waves" as they are frequently called. As the range of these waves in the region of 3 meters or less is limited, "repeater" stations are used to bridge great distances. When the speed of picture transmission is raised to that of motion picture projection,
or 20 images per second, radio movies will he a fact.

THE president of the Radio Corporation of America,
David Sarnoff, recently gave the radio- minded public a
glimpse of what they may expect tomorrow. Thanks to
ultra short waves, 3 meters or less in length and which
will be relayed where necessary by suitable repeater stations, erected on high buildings or other elevations, apparatus and systems are now being built and coordinated by
the RCA engineers so as to provide an intercity network
for the rapid transmission of photos, drawings, and hand
written letters, bank notes, checks, etc. Tomorrow, we
shall be able, according to Mr. Sarnoff's predictions, to

picture is taken of a fire or other scene and the film rapidly
developed in one of the new style high -speed photographic
dark -rooms mounted on a truck. The images can then be
passed through a high -speed scanning apparatus and the
various ultra short -wave signals corresponding to the light
and dark portions of the scanning bands or lines for each
image transmitted and relayed as (Continued on page 497)

24 -Inch Waves Demonstrated

David Sarnoff, president of the Radio Corporation of America, recently stated that facsimile pictures transmitted by ultra short waves will prove to
be the gateway to television.
By using micro
waves and suitable repeater stations, pictures can
be transmitted in a fraction of a minute. A wavelength of 3 meters is being used in experimental
tests at present. Eventually hand- written or typed
messages and pictures will be transmitted at a
speed approximating that of motion pictures or at
the rate of 20 to 30 pictures per second.

write a letter or note in code or otherwise which will be
transmitted to our friend or business associate in the
twinkling of an eye.
At present it is a matter of several minutes before a
photo or drawing is transmitted by a rapid series of radio
signals exchanged between the transmitting and receiving
picture stations, but tomorrow Mr. Sarnoff promises the
speed of transmission of images will be stepped up until,
thanks to the micro waves, pictures will be hurled through
the ether with a rapidity equaling that of the motion picture speed now used, or about 20 pictures per second.
Once we can transmit images as fast as the speed of
motion pictures, 20 to 30 frames or images per second,
we shall have arrived at one form of practical television,
such as our picture portrays. In other words, a motion

A glimpse of the Radio Research Department of the famous Bell
Telephone Labs., in New York City. Mr. J. G. Chaffee is shown
testing an ultra short -wave experimental apparatus designed to
produce waves 60 centimeters or 24 inches long. Four tuned
circuits are utilized in the detector circuit of this apparatus.
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1-Tu be"Pocket
By GEORGE W. SHUART,

W2AMN

conveniently mounted; a socket. The set was designed to cover
small camera case of the flat only the 49 meter S -W broadcast band,
variety should serve just as as most of the stations can be heard
well. A metal case can be used in the evening on that wave- length.
but there is no necessity for one However data is given for coils that will
as not the slightest sign of body cover the other S -W broadcast bands;
capacity effects were noticeable, this will be found at the end of the
even though not the least bit of article.
shielding was used.
Due to the set covering only the
S -W broadcast bands a small tuning
Super- Regeneration Used
is used. This is one of the
By referring to the circuit condenser
Hammarlund ultra- midget affairs,
diagram we find that the circuit new
having total
of 50 mmf. It
is straightforward in every re- is verya small capacity
size (1" x 1% ")
spect. In order to obtain the and allows morein room
for the other
tremendous amplification neces- parts in the set than would
one of the
sary in a set of this kind, the regular size midgets.
regentube was made to superThese small condensers are equipped
erate by supplying its own
quenching frequency. It is a with a very short shaft, intended for
well -known fact that if the num- screwdriver adjustment and it is necesber of tickler turns are in- sary to extend it somewhat in order
creased over the usual amount to use the dial. This was done by
necessary to obtain ordinary re- simply soldering to it a one half inch
generation, the grid of the tube length of quarter inch shaft. The conwill "block" at intervals, the fre- denser is mounted slightly to one side
quency of which is more or less of the case in order to leave room for
Music from Europe without an antenna! This
controlled by the value of the the tube and coil. The wafer type tube
pocket set did it! The batteries are carried
in the case with two
grid -leak and grid- condenser. In socket is mounted
in the pocket.
so that
this manner a very sensitive short angles; mount the socket
there is space enough to insert and redetector will result.
There is one serious drawback move the tube easily.
There is no regeneration control proMANY of our readers have sent in in super-regeneration -and that is the
requests for a simple short -wave re- strong signal which is radiated from a vided, but the tickler coil is made just
ceiver that could be used for portable set of this type. Therefore it is rec- the right size to produce the right
work and small enough to fit in one's ommended that it be operated only in amount of feed -back. The size of the
pocket. While it is nearly impossible the less congested areas where there grid -leak should be just one megohm,
to construct an elaborate set for this are few short -wave receivers and where no more or less. A .001 mf. plate by -pass
purpose, it is quite possible to make the danger of interfering with others condenser is necessary in order to keep
one that will work very nicely and one is nil. We have seen 5 -meter super - the r.f. out of the phone cords and aid
on which foreign stations can be re- regenerative receivers radiate a signal in obtaining smooth oscillation. Also
be sure that the grid condenser is of the
ceived with surprising ease. In fact, over a distance of 5 to 7 miles.
The tube used is a type 230 Radio - size indicated in the diagram. We had
stations in Europe were received with
this set without an antenna of any de- tron and is the most convenient for a quite a bit of trouble in obtaining super scription. In sets of this kind it is not set of this kind, inasmuch as the fila- regeneration at the start until we found
practical to use more than one tube be- ment requirements permit the econom- that this condenser was incorrectly
cause of the heavy filament current re- ical use of very small batteries. The marked; if in doubt, use one marked
slightly larger than the one shown in
quirement which would necessitate use coils are not of the plug-in type as order
to be on the safe side.
of an A battery of considerable weight. there was not enough room for the
The main objective is to keep the battery element as light as possible and
small enough to fit in another pocket.
This little set will operate very nicely
with a 22.5 volt block of batteries for
the plate supply and two regular flashlight cells for the filament.
Many different ways of mounting and
carrying the batteries will suggest
themselves to the reader undoubtedly.
However we show in the photographs
of the set two methods of arranging
the batteries. In both cases they are
of the home -assembled style. Pen flashlight cells are used in making up
the "B" block. One method shows a
very neat arrangement wherein they
are all mounted on a strap which forms
a belt that can be worn around the
waist. This is an old stunt used in
stage tricks. The other is more simple
and does not require so much effort in
The
cartridges are
construction.
strapped together to make a flat affair
which can be carried in the pocket.
The writer happened to have available a bakelite case which once contained a shaving set. This case measures 1 %" x 3" x 6%" and proved to be
just the thing. However any other case It is a cinch to build the -tube pocket short -wave receiver by following the simplified
having dimensions similar to it will wiring diagrams here presented. By using coils having different numbers of turns
all the S.W. hands may be covered.
serve so long as the various parts can
be

1
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Set" Gets Europe
30

TYPE TUBE

ANTENNA

the fact that this
-tube short -wave
pocket receiver actually picked up European
stations without an aerial. The unusually high
sensitivity of this set is due to careful design
of the c rcuit. With a short aerial, this -tube
pocket set picked up stations galore when
tested by the editors inside a steel frame
building in New York.

A.stcnishing indeed
remarkably compact

CON D.

is

ANT.

I

POST

v-

I

COIL

TUNING
CONDENSER

Only 1 Tuning Control
The antenna trimming condenser is mounted on the inside of the case and needs little adjustment. No external
knob was found necessary. Merely adjust it for the particular antenna you are using and leave it there. This makes
it a very simple set to tune, as there is only one control to
adjust and that is the main tuning knob.
The adjustment of the antenna trimmer has quite an
effect on smoothing up the regeneration so adjust it for
best results. Best action of the detector is obtained when

the antenna is adjusted to the point where tighter coupling
will cause the tube to stop hissing. The usual hissing sound
characteristic of super-regenerative receivers is present,
although it will completely disappear when a moderately
strong station is tuned in. Thus it is not the least bit
annoying while listening to a station.
The antenna can be anywhere from 5 to 100 feet long.
Best results were obtained with an antenna only several
feet long and with the antenna condenser adjusted to maximum capacity. The filament battery has three volts and
it is advisable to insert a resistor having approximately 16
ohms in series with it in order to insure long tube life.
This can be either a fixed wire -wound affair or in the form
of a 20-ohm variable rheostat mounted on the battery.
Coil Data
Tickler
Band
Grid
49 meter
18
18
25 -31 meter
10
10
19 meter
5
5
All coils close -wound with No. 26 D.S.C. wire on a 1 -inch
tube, spacing between tickler and grid coils 1/8 inch.
Parts List for Pocket Set
1 -100 mmf. Antenna trimmer, Na -Ald.

BY -PASS
CONDENSER
GRID LEAK

& COND.
T
PHONES

TO

IN

BATTERY

POCKET

i

The "innards" of the remarkable l -tube "Pocket Receiver" which
proved to he astonishingly sensitive and selective. With only
a short aerial. stations thousands of miles away were picked
up and European programs were actually heard without any
antenna at all:

-50

mmf. tuning condenser (see text) Hamniarlund.
Aerovox.
Aerovox.
'neg. % watt resistor. Ohniite.
1
prong wafer socket, Na -Ald.
1 -Phone binding post strip, Na -Ald.
1- Antenna binding post, Na -Ald.
Bakelite Case (see text).
1
1
1
1

-100 mmf. mica condenser;
-.001 mf. mica condenser;

-1
-4

1-RCA
1

30 Radiotron.

POCKET SET

Batteries for the pocket receiver may he arranged in a number of different ways. By using pen -light flashlight batteries, which
measure about .5 inch in diameter, the "A" and "B" units can he arranged in a group as at 1, or in a home-made belt (2). 3 is
the pocket receiver and 4 the 2,000 ohm head -phones.
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Latest "Doerle" Set
By H. W. SECOR

955 Is a Triode
These new tubes are only the size of an acorn, measuring
1 x 1tá inches, including terminals.
By comparing the entire receiver with the regular screen -grid tube also shown
in one of the photographs, you can easily appreciate the
extremely small size of the tube. In every respect except
size, this tube closely resembles the older type 37. That is,
it is a triode having an indirectly heated cathode; the heater
requires 6.3 volts, although the current requirements are
much less than the 37's, being .16 amperes for the new 955.
The internal capacities are much lower of course, as it was
designed for the ultra high frequencies. The plate -to -grid
capacity is 1.40 mmf.; the grid-to- cathode capacity is 1.0
mmf. and the plate -to- cathode capacity is only 0.60 mmf.
This valuable little tube will oscillate in conventional "feedback" circuits at wave -lengths as low as one -half meter!

Here's the "2 -Tube Midget DOERLE Receiver" held in the palm
of a hand; it is made possible, thanks to the new RCA "Acorn"
955 tubes. The set, as you see, is complete with batteries ready
to connect to phones and aerial. All the principal "foreign"
S.W. broadcast stations, as well as "locals," were received with
good head -phone volume.

WE KNOW that our friends will certainly be tickled to
learn that the RCA Radiotron experts have at last
brought out a real "midget" tube. For years we, you, everybody, have been waiting for a tube of this type and we
can hardly believe our eyes when we gaze upon the new
RCA 955. Of course the prime purpose of this wonderful
little tube is for operation on the ultra high frequencies
below 5 meters. But this does not mean that it will not
work on the lower frequencies, that is, those that take in
the short-wave "broadcast" bands or 19 to 50 meters. It
does, and very efficiently at that. It is now possible to
build a receiver that will operate anywhere from 1 to 200
meters. The set shown in the photographs was built for
the express purpose of investigating the qualities of the
new tubes. It was possible to operate this set perfectly all
the way from 200 meters down to 1 meter. This little set
created so much favorable comment when viewed by our
friends that we decided to present it to the readers of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT in its original form.
The set is complete in every detail and is operable in any

-

location without any accessories, other than an aerial and
a pair of head-phones. The batteries are built into the
under side of the chassis; "A" and "B" batteries, believe
it or not. The entire set measures only 61/2 by 41/4 by 5
inches and weighs but 3 pounds. Needless to say it should
be housed in a protective box of some kind and it sure
would make a "nifty" portable-and what a Christmas
gift!

A

bottom view of the Midget DOERI,E 2 -tube Receiver, showing
42 -volt B and 6 -volt A battery. The B batteries comprise
fourteen 3 -volt "pen" flashlight batteries wired in series.

the

Rear view of the 2 -Tube Midget DOERLE Receiver, showing
the position of the two RCA Acorn tubes, the tiny new Ham marlund tuning condenser in the center of the panel, also a
spare tube and one of the socket clips appearing at the right.

Socket
The construction of the tube, except for the method by
which the leads from the elements are brought out, is the
same as for any other tube, only that it is much smaller.
At this time there is no socket commercially available for
the 955 and it is likely that the reader will have to build
his own after the style shown. Five small clips are furnished with each tube, one for each of the five leads corning out around the sides of the tube. Complete details are
given in the drawings for the construction of a suitable
socket and the reader should have little difficulty in constructing it.
Circuit for 955 Acorn Tubes
Glancing at the diagram we find that the circuit is a
conventional one. The detector has the usual tickler for
feed -back and regeneration, and is transformer-coupled to
'the audio amplifier. Forty -two volts are used on the plates
of the tubes; the actual detector plate voltage, of course,
depends upon the setting of the regeneration control. A
variable series resistance is used to control regeneration,
in order that there will be no undue drain on the "B" batteries, which usually is the case when a potentiometer hookup is used. The "B" block consists of 14 Burgess "pen flashlight" cartridges (3 volts each) connected in series and
these very conveniently fit into the base. The heater voltage is supplied by four of the "baby" type flashlight cells.
While these do not give economical service due to their
short life at the current drain of .32 ampere, they very
nicely serve the purpose in this set. After all in a set of
this type we are willing to pay a fair price for compactness.
Plug -in coils are used and are wound on the National
midget four -prong R39 4 -pin forms. Data is given for
various wave -bands in the coil table.
When operated on wave -lengths above 10 meters the set
was used as a regular regenerative affair, similar to the
Doerle, after which it was named. On wave-lengths below
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"Acorn" Tubes

meters it was made to function as a super- regenerative set. In this instance the tickler coil was
made the same size as the grid coil and by turning
the regeneration control full on, the detector breaks
over into super- regeneration. No changes are needed in the circuit, the only difference being in coil
construction.
In a set of this type where a very wide range of
frequencies is to be covered, it must be stressed that
the leads be as short as possible; otherwise the set
will not work well on the higher frequencies. The
tuning condenser is the new Hammarlund ultra midget type, having a total capacity of 100 mmf.
It measures but 1 x P/2 inches. This is far too great
10

"Hier

!°! '

ist

ACORN
TUBE

Kurzwellensender

DJC Hallo Nordamerika"
.
this German greeting as well as
Paris, Madrid, Rome, and other
short -wave broadcast centers in Europe were
picked up easily on the new Midget 2 -Tube
DOERLE Receiver, built around the new
RCA "Acorn" tubes. This is the very latest
in short -wave receivers and it weighs but 3
pounds, complete with A and B batteries;

it measures only

41/4x5x61/2

COMPARE!
NEW ACORN"
TUBE WITH OLD

STANDARD"
TUBE
Compare the tiny new RCA "Acorn" 955 tube with the standard
receiving type tube at the right. The Acorn tube snaps in and
out of the socket. Note the new Hammarlund midget tuning

inches.

The
editors will pay liberally for articles on
"miniature receivers" using the new Acorn
Tubes. So Get Busy!

condenser

\
Heater Current ...f
Maximum Plate Voltage

Grid Voltage
Maximum Plate Current
Mutual Conductance

a capacity for the ultra high frequencies if comfortable tuning is desired, but this can be overlooked as
this set is not designed for that particular purpose.
(These new tiny variable condensers are
available in 25, 50, 75 and 100 mmf. capaci-

/

iÁ.16

amp.

1180/volts
3 volts

4.5 milliampa
2,000 micromhos

(Continued on page

501)

ties.)

The characteristics of the 955 tube are as

follows:

Heater Voltage

6.3 volts

It's Here! The Tiny Tube
You've Wanted
SWITCH
O NM FOTNO(ONE

/

UNT )

4

V

13 6 ii

-

A close -up of the radio tube "the world has been waiting for"
the new RCA "Acorn" 955 tube! it is the size of an acorn and
it is particularly well adapted to the ultra short waves.

Schematic and picture diagrams of Midget "DOERLE" 2 -tube set
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3 Tubes Equal 5 in This
By George W. Shuart,

W2AMN

worth -while improvement over the usual arrangement. In
this circuit the detector tube functions only as a triode rectifier and the amount of regeneration necessary to produce
oscillation is taken care of in the other section of the 19.
This is unquestionably the most efficient way in which to
obtain feed -back. Heretofore it has not been very popular, because it has been necessary to utilize an extra tube.
However the use of the 19 twin -triode nicely overcomes
this disadvantage. The stability obtained is really marvelous and the smoothness of control makes one wonder if
this is really a regenerative receiver. You can set the
regeneration control at any point in either the short -wave
broadcast or amateur bands and the whole band can be
covered without the slightest need of readjustment; it
tunes like a superhet!
In adjustment of the regeneration control it differs
slightly from the single -tube autodyne detector, in that
the point of maximum sensitivity is not on the very
threshold of oscillation, where much distortion exists. In
fact maximum sensitivity is present quite a ways from the
oscillation point, and remains such up to the point where
the tube oscillates, providing a rather broad regeneration
control. The regeneration control has very little if any
effect on the tuning. Needless to say, the quality of a

Did you ever crave

real smooth -working
regenerative receiver using 3 tubes, which
would tune in the stations like a good super het? In this brand new receiver recently
developed by Mr. Shuart, smooth and absolutely positive control of the regeneration is
assured by utilizing one of the triode elements of a 19 tube for the regeneration
alone; the other triode of the first 19 being
used as a detector. A second 19 tube provides two stages of resistance -coupled
audio, while a 34 acts as an R.F. tube.

You will find it a very simple matter indeed to build up this
3 -tube receiver. rear and bottom views of which
are shown above. By employing Na -. ld or other "hand-spread"
coils the stations can he "spread over the dial" very nicely.

extraordinary

MANY of our readers have asked for battery -operated
receivers using the 2 -volt type tubes. Many of these
"Boys" are located in the rural districts where there is no
main power source or where the lighting service is of the
32 -volt type. Of course even the fellows in the cities have

requested the battery sets because of the minimum amount
of noise present in this type of receiver. There is no
doubt of this when one considers the fact that most of the
receivers used in the trans- Atlantic telephone are battery operated. This is because of the extremely quiet operation afforded by a battery type receiver.
If care is taken in the design of battery -operated sets,
it is possible to obtain results very closely approaching the
sensitivity of an A.C. operated rig. In the receiver presented in this article the sensitivity is extremely high and
operation is as good as any A.C. set. The set uses one
type 34 tube as a stage of untuned r.f., a 19 as a detector
and separate regeneration tube and, finally, a 19 as two
stages of resistance- coupled audio.
Separate Tube Element Used for Regeneration
The use of the 19 in the special detector circuit is a very

a

signal received on a detector of this type is far superior
to the regular detector.
Untuned R.1.. Stage
The untuned r.f. stage was used solely for the purpose
of eliminating the effects of the antenna upon the grid circuit of the detector. There is not the slightest trace of
dead -spots in this set. It is a stable and as smooth as a

broadcast receiver!

The second 19 tube was used to obtain good quality

rather than volume. A type 33 could have been used, but
the quality would not have been near as good as the two
stages of resistance -coupled audio afforded by the 19.
Then again two stages of resistance -coupled audio will give
very fine volume with practically no tube noises, where as
the use of the 33 pentode would have resulted in more
set noises.

Controls Are Simple
Looking at the front of the set we find the tuning dial
in the center of the panel and the regeneration control
knob in the lower left -hand side. The right -hand knob is
the filament control rheostat. The 34 r.f. tube is the one
shielded and directly in front of the plug -in coil. The 19
detector and regeneration control tube is located to the
rear right of the base, and the one nearest to the panel
represents the two stages of audio. The front panel is
seven by ten inches and the base is eight by seven and two
inches deep. This provides plenty of space for the parts
and there is no undue crowding. A five -prong socket is
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Battery Receiver
Featuring Separate Regeneration Triode
used for the plug -in coils and provides

For the
short-wave broadcast bands the new
Na -Ald broadcast band -spread coils are
used with a very nice band -spread tuning effect. For the Amateur bands,
the amateur band -spread coils are used
and the "ham" bands are spread over
nearly the whole dial. If one wishes
to cover the entire short -wave range
of from 15 to 200 meters, the five prong general coverage coils are used.
All these arrangements are possible
without the slightest change in the wiring of the set. For the battery supply
of this set many combinations can be
a very versatile arrangement.

used.

It is suggested that "B" batteries
be used for the plate supply. Either
the portable or regular type should last
a long time, because the total drain on
the B's is but 15 milliamperes with 135
volts on the tubes. The set will operate very nicely with 90 volts but the
increase in volume is well worth the
135 volt potential. The filaments require 2 volts at .58 ampere. While a
pair of No. 6 dry cells will give excellent service it is recommended that
some of the other types be used for
economical operation. A 2 -volt storage battery should give years of service. Heavy duty 3 -volt "A" battery
(Continued on page 495)

says W2AMN.

34

ANT

f

The designer of the "3 -tube equals 5" Battery Receiver, which features the use of
a separate regeneration triode, is here shown giving the set its final test. "O.K."

l
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Wiring diagrams, both schematic and physical, are reproduced above so that even the inexperienced "fan" can easily build this
3 -tube receiver which really gives 5 -tube results.
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WORLD -WIDE SHORTThe Editors have endeavored to review
the more important foreign magazines
covering short -wave developments, for the
benefit of the thousands of readers of this
magazine who do not have the opportunity of seeing these magazines first -hand.
The circuits shown are for the most part
self- explanatory to the radio student, and
wherever possible the constants or values
of various condensers, coils, etc.. are
given. Please do not write to us asking
for further data, picture -diagrams or
lists of parts for these foreign circuits.
as we do not have any further specific

THE R.1
ANTINODAC
COIL

information other than that given. If
the reader will remember that wherever a
tuned circuit is shown, for instance, he
may use any short -wave coil and the appropriate corresponding tuning condenser.
data for which are given dozens of times
in eavh issue of this magazine, he will
have no difficulty in reconstructing these

foreign circuits to try them out.

f'

Short Waves at the English
"Radio Show"
England has just celebrated the annual
radio show at Olympia -that eagerly

SHORTWAVE COIL UNIT

ift

It is interesting to note that with this
type of construction, the usual tuning condensers are dispensed with, since tuning is
accomplished by the movement of the core.
Two knobs are shown on the unit pictured.
One is the tuning control and the other
is the wave- change switch for changing
from one band to another.
These units are made in different types
having varying numbers of coils, and units
are also available for superheterodyne use
having oscillator coil characteristics to
match a predetermined intermediate frequency. This is accomplished by a change
in the core shape and size on the oscillator
section, so that its frequency range is limited to the required degree.
The last of the short-wave items displayed in the popular English magazines,
from which these items have been chosen
(including Wireless World, Popular Wireless, Amateur Wireless and Wireless Maga,:ine) is a "B" power unit ( "Anode (plate)
convertor" the British call it) designed
particularly for the short -wave receiver.
The unit contains such features as a neon
tube voltage stabilizer, a three -section filter and a built -in line noise filter. A unit
of this type should provide substantially
quiet plate voltage and has the additional
advantage of being adaptable to sets using
class "B" amplifiers (which are very popular abroad) because of the voltage stab-

anticipated event of the radio year. The
magazines received by the Editor from
that country are filled to capacity with
new sets and parts or components, as our
British radio cousins call them.
ilizer.
Among these are a number of interesting new coils for the short -wave experiA Unit for the Amateur
menter. A few of these are shown here
This month, we have a new magazine in
for the benefit of American readers who
the list from which we extract interestlike to know what is going on abroad.
The first is a completely shielded coil ing foreign items. This is a magazine pubassembly, covering the popular short -wave lished in Sydney, Australia, and devoted
broadcast bands of 18 -31 and 30 -56 meters. to radio subjects in general, with a genThe coil also includes a wave- change switch erous section devoted to the transmitting
incorporated as an integral part of the amateur. The name of the mazagine is
coil. This method of construction keeps Radio Realm.
In this amateur section, appears an inthe wires short and completely shielded
and also simplifies the task of set con- teresting article on the ills and troubles encountered in phone transmission -such as
struction, as the coils are then wired like frequency
modulation, lopsided modulation,
single -band inductances.
over
etc., and the way in which
Another interesting example of coil de- these-modulation,
can be checked and corrected by the
sign is the multi -coil assembly, which resembles closely a coil unit of American use of a combined modulation meter and
monitor.
manufacture. However, this coil is entire- phone
This modulation monitor is simply a V.T.
ly different in electrical design, as it covers voltmeter
using either a 37 or a 56 tube
the unusually wide wave -band of 10 to or
2,000 meters.
Thus even for European firstthe triode portion of a 55 or 75. In the
circuit,
L2, Cl is tuned to the frebroadcast conditions, it may be termed an
of the transmitter, with Ll coupled
"all- wave" coil unit. Five coils cover this quency
wide range, which includes the short waves, through a lead having one or two turns at
medium waves, and long waves (according the end coupled to the transmitter tank.
to English terminology).
Several types This will draw practically no current from
are ramie covering superhet and regener2.500
ative circuits.
56.57
OMUS
Still another coil shown here is especially
designed to remove those annoying dead spots which so many short -wave fans are
bothered with. This coil bears the attractive name of "Antinodal" and although an
examination of the picture fails to reveal
the secret of its success, the latter is without doubt found in the careful choice of
wire size and spacing for each wave -band.
The last of this interesting group of
coils uses a form of insulation which is
F}L
finding much favor among radio engineers
for high frequency work, because of its
fine insulation and ideal power factor. The
insulation is called ntycalex and is made by
fusing glass and mica under terrific heat
and pressure until a fine textured gray The coils
colored material is produced.
shown are wound on strips of this insulating material -they are made in a variety of
shapes for plug-in and solid mounting.
Along similar lines, is the permeability
tuner pictured here. This is a complete
tuning unit, covering both the broadcast
band and the most popular of the short
waves. It depends in its operation upon the
use of special cores which slide in and out
of the coils and which vary the inductance
of the coil, depending on the position of the
cores.
The latter is made of extremely
finely divided magnetic material which is Circuit for simple and effective modula
tion monitor.
especially designed for the purpose.

-

SNORT-WAVE
COILS WOUND ON MYCALEX FORMER

-

ANODE CONVERTER (B SuP LY)FOR S.W. REC.

MOVABLE
IRON
CORES

"BAND"
SWITCH"

,

1

TONING)
CORE
CONTROL

WITH A 160MMF
VAR. COND. THE NEW
TELSEN COIL COVERS
18-31 AND 30-56
METERS. THE WAVEBAND SWITCH IS
INCORPORATED
IN THE UNIT

Ac
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WAVE REVIE
the tank coi:, so it may be left permanently
in this position.
In operation, it will be found that with
R2 out of the circuit the tube may draw
about 0.4 ma. R2 is used to drop the current to almost zero, so its value will vary
with different tubes and different plate
voltages.
With this in order, couple the loop to
the transmitter. The plate current should
move upwards, and the circuit L2, Cl should
be tuned to resonance. Coupling to the
transmitter should now be varied in order
to bring the plate current to 0.4 ma. and
then the transmitter modulated.
The needle should remain steady, and if
it moves down there is insufficient excitation. If nothing happens, modulation may
be increased until there is a movement.
But if the needle moves upward, this shows
the presence of lopsided modulation, which
is certain to result from over-modulation.
This instrument, therefore, shows how
high the transmitter can be modulated.
It is possible to hear and monitor the
actual transmission, although for this purpose we would recommend the use of the
circuit at B. The switch in the plate lead
is to cut off the plate current when the
unit is not in operation, because of R1
and R2.

W

background noise, when the converter and
set are in operation.
The coils Ll and L2 are wound on two
lengths of tubing 1% ins, in diameter. The
four coils of L1 are wound on one tube
and the four oscillator coils on the other,
with a space of about 1 -inch between windings. Number 22 enameled copper wire
is used for all windings.
Tap from
Turns L1
Turns L2
ground
461,2
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The constructors of short -wave sets who
like to wind their own coils, have long
been handicapped by the lack of some device which will tell them just what tuning
range they can get with their latest masterpiece.
A well -known English writer, in Amatear Wireless magazine, recently gave some
interesting pointers on how to determine
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country, it is an interesting example of the
methods employed by our cousins across the
"big pond" in utilizing the full advantage
of a new tube, by varying the method of
aerial coupling for different wave bands.
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Several months ago, we announced t e
introduction of a new tube for f quency conversion or translation in supe
heterodyne sets, known as the Octode.
It will be remembered that this new to e
was similar in design to our well -kno n
2A7 and 6A7 tubes, except that an ad tional element had been added, a suppr ;sor grid, in the screen -grid circuit, whi h
had the effect of stabilizing the tube acti n
as well as increasing its usefulness t
mendously on the high frequencies, whe e
the 2A7 has a tendency to stop oscillator r.
In a recent copy of Radio -Welt magazi e
a circuit appeared which was specifica Y
designed for this tube, to bring out all .s
hidden qualities as an all -wave tube.
Y
a complicated switching arrangement, s
tions of the aerial and oscillator coils e
short -circuited out of the tuned circu :s
for high frequency reception. The aer sI
is also switched from a band -pass tuning
circuit to direct grid coupling on the hig sr
frequencies, so that the greatest gain e n
be realized.
While this circuit has little practi a
value to the set constructor, since se
octode tube cannot be obtained in t i
ANT.
COUPLE
TO

SW.
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FIG.1
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circuit design `or use with the " Octode" tube.

A Circuit for the Octode Tube

While converters have been on the wane
in this country, due to the introduction
of so many all-wave sets, this condition is
not true in other countries. An example
appeared recently in New Zealand Radio
News, in which the circuit here appeared.
The unit consists of a detector and an
oscillator, using a type 57 and a type 56
tube. It will be noticed that these tubes
are American types which are sold extensively in Australia and New Zealand.
The converter uses two separate tuning
controls, as the author points out that full
sensitivity over a wide range of frequencies
is difficult to obtain by the amateur constructor, if two or more condensers are
ganged together.
The values of the parts used in the set
are indicated on the circuit which is easily
followed. Condenser Cl is a small adjustable aerial condenser which has a maximum capacity of about .00002 mf. This
may be in the form of two twisted insulated wires or any of the other convenient
forms of condensers which have been described in past issues of SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
The radio receiver to which the converter
is attached should be tuned to about 1,000
ke. and coil L3 with its tuning condenser
(L3 is a regular broadcast coil of any convenient construction to cover the regular
broadcast band) is tuned to the same frequency as the radio receiver. This adjustment can be made by listening to the

.

LS

L

to interesting short -wave converter, comrising a detector and an oscillator, using
57 and 56 type tubes. Coil L2 is the 56
grid coil.

Le

I

I

An improved

.iw

v

ANT. ON SET,

The wavemeter circuit shown will pr ve
useful in calibrating short-wave receive s.

meter. I have made up one or two units
that have come in very handy when I have
been in doubt as to the coverage of a new
receiver.
"Without question, the simplest wave
meter is the absorption type which is merely a coil tuned by a variable condenser,
as shown in the illustration here. The
coil should be similar to the one you are
using in the receiver. Mount it on a base
and fasten the tuning condenser next to it.

In
A

"January"
The B -S

"band- spread"

4 -tube

Issue

4
set that works

loud- speaker.

"Tune in a station on your receiver that
you have positively identified and leave

the set just gently oscillating. Bring the
meter close to the tuning coil in the receiver and adjust Cl until you hear a plop in
the reproducer (phones).
"Do this with all the stations that you
have identified until you can draw a curve
in the usual way. Four stations well spaced
over the dial are all you need, and if the
dial readings and frequencies are plotted
on a piece of square, ruled paper, a line
can be drawn through the four points so
that all the stations in between can be located.
"There is only one snag to this arrangement and that is the dial reading or calibrations remain constant only as long as
the wave meter is always held the same distance from the tuning coil. A variation on
this circuit works quite well and overcomes
the above difficulty. This consists of adding
a primary coil to the previous unit and
coupling the wave meter to the aerial binding post on the set, in series with the lead in. The wave meter should be a distance
from the set in this case, to minimize direct
coupling between the two coils."
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Report From Charles Guadagnino,
Detroit, Mich.
RECEPTION here in September has
greatly improved, especially on the 49meter band. The South Americans on 49
meters are being received here on my Patterson PR -10 from R -6 to R -9+. with good
modulation.
With the winter months coming, DX
should be very good for Australian stations and South American stations.
The following stations were received
here this month:
HC2RL, 45 meters, Guayaquil, Ecuador.
Sundays, 5:45 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. Tuesdays 9:15 p.m. to 11:15 p.m. Strong
Signals.
HJ1ABB, 46 meters, Barranquilla, Colombia. Daily 7 to 10 p.m. Very good.
HJ3ABF, 48 meters, Bogota, Colombia.
Daily. Little fading. 7 to 11 p.m. R -r'.
YV2RC, 49 meters, Caracas, Venezuela.
Daily. This is old (YV1BC) 5 p.m. to
10 p.m. R -9. Good programs.
W9XF, Chicago, III., 49.1 meters. 3:30 p.m.
to 1 a.m. On Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, and Sundays.
HCJB, 73 meters, Quito, Ecuador, Daily.
Fading. 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Fair volume.
W1OXDA, 21 meters, Schooner "Morrissey"
Irregular. Near the Arctic Circle. Tests
with amateur stations. Very good. R -9.
DJB and DJD-R -8, 19.7 meters, 25.5
meters.
Have not heard 12R0, Rome, Italy, in quite
a while. Must still be repairing.
ÉAQ, Madrid, Spain. Not so hot lately.
Poor modulation and fading.
LSX, 28.0 meters, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Irregular. Tests with New York. Near

6 p.m.
Hope to hear from other fellows who
own Patterson PR -10 or Patterson Pre -

Short
Wave
SCOUT
NEWS
heard on Saturday, Sept. 15. RKI was
heard on 15,040 kc. and RNE on 12,000 kc.
'rhe time was 13:30 G.M.T. RKI was heard
QSA5 /R8 and RNE, QSA5 /R5.
"La Voz del Tropica" located in San
Jose, Costa Rica, continues to come in

very strongly. Their frequency is approximately 6,700 kc. Their transmissions
are usually from 8:00 to 10:00 p.m. E.S.T.
KNRA was heard several times. Usually

Herman Borchers Thinks Trophy
Is Beautiful

Report From O.L.P. of John Sorensen,
New York City

FIRST I wish to make a correction in
the July report on OXY, 49.5 meters.
Veri should have been 11' 25' 26 " East
Longitude instead of West Longitude. I
repeat the report from LCL Veri as you
did not list this. Why, I don't know.
They confirm reception from their S.W.
St. LCL on 42.92 meters the 8th of May.
LCL is situated 50 miles south of Oslo on
the island of Jeloy, relaying programs on
one of the following wave- lengths: 31.45

(meters), 48.94 Ms., 60.98 Ms. 73.17
antenna is a dipole, aerial power 1 kw.
Veri received from VK2ME and VK3ME,
two very intesting cards.
Reception has been good one day, bad
the next day-still the following stations
have been heard several times during the
Ms.
Ms.

month.

OXY on approximately 49.35 Ms. (met-

ers).

LCL, 31.45 Ms.- VK3LR, 31.31 Ms.
JVM on 27.93 Ms.- VK3ME- VK2ME.
HJ1ABB, 46.53 Ms. and also 49.67 Ms.
XEBT, 49.5 Ms. also 49.8 Ms.
San Jose, Costa Rica on 44.7 Ms.
YV5RMO, 49.39 Ms. -HC2RL 45 GIs.
HJ4ABB, Manizales, Col. 41.6 Ms.
HJ3ABD, 40.54 Ms. -LSX, 28.98 Ms.
CT1AA, 31.25 Ms.-HBL, 31.27 Ms.
ORK, 29.04 -station in Costa Rica on

meters or 51 meters and many more.
"G" stations and "D" stations have been
good also. EAQ was good also.
Heard several South American stations
not identified.
RW15 has been heard before 5 a.m. but
not good enough for report to station.
PHI, 16.88 has been good -FYA, 25.2
meters good. PRF5, Rio Janeiro, 31.58
meters. A good many unidentified stations have been heard.

Charles Guadagnino,
15226 Mack Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Official Listening Post Report of Ceo.

Sallade, Sinking Spring, Pa.

THIS post has enjoyed excellent reception in the past few weeks. Every
continent (excepting Antarctica) was
heard with an R8 signal, at some time

during the month.
The Australians have been heard almost
every morning sending out excellent signals. Reception was best when VK3ME or
VK2ME were broadcasting, but even
VK3LR was very good at times. They
were heard well on Sept. 6 with a QSA5 /R9
signal. How many fans are hearing
W2XAF and VK2ME testing for a coming
event? VK2ME, by the way, uses a fre-

quency of 10,520 kc. They test very frequently at 11:00 GMT.
The Japanese stations JVL, JVM, and
JVN are heard very often at this post.
Their respective frequencies are 6750 kc.,
10,740 kc., and 10660 kc. The best time
to tune these stations in Eastern Pennsylvania is around 11:00 GMT. At present
I have no definite station information, but
it seems that different wave -lengths are
used from day to day. On Sept. 19 JVN
was heard, while on the twentieth I heard
JVL.
Several South Americans were heard
testing this month. Among these were
LSQ on 19,400 kc. testing with "Rio."
LSQ was heard QSA5 /R9. HJB on 14.8
megs. frequently calls WMC in Hialeah,
Fla. I heard them on Sept. 2, at 16:00
G.M.T. LSX was heard on a special transmission for NBC on Sept. 6. Their broadcasts are among the best from the distant
South. LSN, and LSL were heard sending out a fine musical program on Sept.
7. The program was specially broadcast
for "Rio." LSL used a frequency of 7,900
kc. and LSN, 9,900 kc.
On Sept. 9 I heard IRM testing with
Buenos Aires. The frequency used was
9,823 kc. and the time was 20:00 G.M.T.
Frequently the announcer would call
"Pronto, pronto, pronto -pronto Buenos
Aires." A bird call similar to the warbling
notes of a feathered songster was used
during the broadcast.
The Soviet stations RKI and RNE were

just before nightfall.

50.8

Selector.

D.

by consulting the local newspaper their
broadcasts can be determined. Their frequency is usually determined by the time
of day, etc.
Station COC is back on the air and can
be heard almost nightly. The best time
to hear then[ in Eastern Pennsylvania is

Edward M. Heiser, Brecksville, Ohio,
Reports
THE month of September has been the
poorest month of this year at this post
for short -wave reception. The stations
could be heard, but there were about three
evenings, which could be called good.
There are quite a few new South American stations on the air now and they have
surely made a mess of the 49 -meter band.
I have not been able to identify any of
them as yet.
One of them is on about 58.5 meters,
usually between 7 and 8 p.m. and come in

"The surprise of my life came when I
opened the big brown box and beheld my
beautiful silver trophy. It is a superb
piece of workmanship and I think I should
know whereof I speak, having been more
than ten years in the silver and jewelry
trade. I can honestly say, that my efforts
to succeed seem small in comparison to
the rich reward that I have earned. I am
very very grateful, to SIIOItT WAVE
CRAFT magazine for my beautiful reward
and also for the many interesting articles.
which have been the official guide to all
the thousands of Short -Nave "fans," who
appreciate their unlimited and everlasting
aid and information." -Merman Borchers,
Winner of the eighth Trophy Cup.

Latest "Hot" Tips for Short Wave listeners from our
"OFFICIAL LISTENING
POSTS"

www.americanradiohistory.com

pretty fair.
Another is on practically the same wave
and with about the same signal strength
as DJC (49.83M.) and causes a very good
heterodyne whistle. This station gives
three fast calls like a cuckoo bird between
numbers and open their broadcast with a

very fine soprano, singing "Ave Maria."
Another is on about 38 meters, between
8 and 9 p.m. and gives two cuckoo calls
after each number. This station is in
Colombia, S. A., and when heard, they were
advertising "Johny Walker" whiskey.
There is a new commercial phone station, HJY, in Bogota Colombia, S.A., on
16.5 meters and when heard they were
testing with CEC in Santiago, Chile. Have
heard then several times between 10 and
11

a.m.

I had never done any listening when
the Australian stations were on, so I tried
it this past month. The evening I listened
(Sept. 8) was not very good and I could
just hear them. Usually when a station
gives their call is the proper time for
them to fade or have a fine burst of static,
but this time I was very surprised. Although the music could just be heard,
when the call was given it came in as
clear as a hell.
(Continued on page 484)
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SHORT WAVE SCOUT
OLIVER AMLIE

TENTH "TROPHY" WINNER
Oliver Amlie, 56th City Line Ave..
Overbrook, Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.
For his contribution toward the
advancement of the art of Radio
by

Stations;

94

47 Verifications

OLIVER AMLIE of Philadelphia,
Pa., takes the Short -Wave Scout
"Trophy" this month. Mr. Amlie is
well- known to the short -wave fraternity
for his J -tube DX -er receiver circuit
which was described originally in the
April. 1932 issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
It was this circuit which he employed
while rolling up his log of 94 accepted
stations, 47 of which were verified.
Mr. Amlie deserves a lot of credit as
he has consistently gone after some of
the hardest short -wave "catches" and
all on 3 tubes -regenerative detector,
and two audio stages.
The list of stations submitted by the

Magazine

ON this page is illustrated the handsome trophy, which was designed by
one of New York's leading silversmiths.
It is made of metal throughout, except
the base. which is made of handsome
I lack
Bakelite.
The metal itself is
quadruple silver- plated, in the usual

manner of all trophies today.
It is a most imposing piece of work.
and stands from tip to base 221Fr ". The
diameter of the hase is 7% ".
The
diameter of the globe is 5! ¡ ". The
work throughout is first -class, and no
money has been spared in its execution. It will enhance any home, and
will be admired by everyone who sees it.
The trophy will be awarded every
month. and the winner will be announced in the following issue of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The winner's

entrant in this Trophy Contest may be
for any 30 -day period. Keep your list
of stations until you have received at
least 50 percent veris, so that you can
mail the veris, list, letter, and oath all
in one package. Bear in mind that

the verification cards must be those received in answer to inquiries made regarding programs heard during your
selected 30 -day Official Listening Period. Arrange your station list in two
groups, if possible, the first the verified
group and the second, the unverified.
State in your letter the total number
of stations logged and also the number
of verified ones. Before you mail your
list and the veris, go before a local Notary Public and take an oath to the
effect that the person submitting the
list of stations has personally listened
to the stations named. Also, state in
your letter what 30 -day "Listening Period" the list of stations is for.

name

t rophy.

will

be

hand

engraved

on

the

The purpose of this contest is to advance the art of radio by "logging" as
many short -wave commercial phone stations, in a period not exceeding thirty
days, as possible by any one contestant.

The trophy will be awarded to that
SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has logged
the greatest number of short -wave stations during any 30 -day period; at least
50 percent must be "verified."

HONORABLE MENTION
AWARDS
There were no Honorable Mention
awards this month as the other entries
besides Mr. Amlié s failed to have the
qualifying 50 percent verifications.

Mr. Amlie's Verified Station List
CSH- Daventry, Eng.. 13.97 m., 21470 kc. -Daily

6 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Daventry, Eng., 16.86 m.. 17790 kc. -Sun-

GSG

day 6:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

w3XAL -Round Brook. N. J.,

16.872 m.. 17780

ie. -Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
W2XAD- Schenectady, N. Y., 19.56 m.. 15330 kc.
--Daily 2 -3 p.m.
FYA Pari *. France. 19.68 m.. 15240 kc. -See
letter.
Pittsburgh. Pa., 19.73 m., 15210 kc.Daily 10 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.
D. lit- Berlin. Germany, 19.73 m., 15210 kc.Daily 9:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. noon
( ;SF-- Daventry, Eng., 19.81 m., 15140 kc. -Daily
F ;45 a.m.
to 12:45 p.m. noon.
12RO -Rome. Italy, 25.04 m., 11810 kc.-Dally
-

8

-10 a.m..

FYA- Pari:.

p.m.
France. 25.25 m.. 11865 ke. -Dally
2 -6

letter.
CJRX- Winnipeg. Canada, 25.50 m.. 11720 kc.Daily 8-11 p.m.
FYA - -Pari, France, 25.63 m.. 11705 kc.-See
letter.
see

GSD- Dav, -ntry, Eng..

25.53 m.. 11750 ke. -Daily
p.m. noon to 5 p.m.. Sun. morning
12:15 -2:15 a.m., heard since April 25,
1

1934.

EAQ -- Madrid. Spain, 30.43 m.. 9860 kc.-Daily
5:80 to 7 p.m., Sat. 1 -4 p.m.
CTIAA -- Lisbon, Portugal, 31.25 m., 9600 kc.Tues.-Fri. 4:30-7 p.m.
SETE -- Mexico City, 31.25 m., 9600 kc. -Daily
p.m. to 12 midnight.

VK2ME- Sydney. Australia,
Sun. 6-8:30 a.m.
W:;XAU- Philadelphia, Pa.,

31.28 m.. 9:110 kc. 31.28 m., 9590

-

kc.-

Daily 12 noon to 8 p.m.
V143ME- Melbourne, Australia, 31.55 m.. 9510 kc.
-Wed.. Sat. 6-7 :30 a.m.
CSC Daventry, Eng., 31.29 m., 9585 kc.- -Daily
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

-

WIXAZ- Boston, Mass., 31.83 m., 9570 kc.Daily 7 a.m. to
a.m. next day.
DJC- Berlin, Germany, 31.38 m., 9560 kc. -Daily
8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
W2XAF -New York. 81.48 m., 9530 kc. -Dally
1

6:40 p.m. to

10

p.m.

GSB- Daventry. Eng., 31.65 m., 9510 kc. -Sun.
morning 12:i5 a.m. to 2:15 a.m.
KNRA -Seth Parker, 32.88 m., 8950 kc.--See
letter.
WEL -New York, 33.70 m., 8965 kc. -See letter.
HC2RL- Quayaquil, Ecuador, 45.00 m., 6666 kc.
-Tues. 9:15 -11:15 p.m., Sun. 5:457:45 p.m.
KNRA -Seth Parker, 45.00 m., 6666 kc. -See
letter.
WSXAL -Bound Brook. N. J.. 46.70 m., 6425 Ice.
-Irregular 3 -5 p.m.
YV3RC- Caracas. Venezuela. 48.78 m.. 6150 lee. -Daily 6:30 to 10:30 p.m.
CJRO -Winnipeg, Canada, 48.78 m.. 6150 kc.Daily 8 -11 p.m. and 11:30-12:30 a.m.
WftXK- Pittsburgh. Pa., 48.86 m.. 6140 kc.Daily 4:30 -10 p. m.

VE9HX

-

Halifax. Nova Scotia,

-See card.

W2XE -New
11

49.01 m.. 6110 kc.

York, 49.02 m., 6120 kc.- Daily 6-

p.m.

YV2RC- Caracas,

-Daily

Venezuela, 49.02 m., 6120
8 -10:30 p.m.

1.c.

W9XF -- Chicago. Ill., 49.18 m.. 6100 kc.-Daily
3:30 to 10 p.m. and

7

-9 a.m.

WSXAL-Bound Brook, N. J., 49.19 m., 6100 kc.
-Mon.-Wed.-Sat. 4 p.m. to 12 mid.
VE9GW- Bowmanville. Canada, 49.22 m., 6093
kc.-Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 1 p.m. to 10
p.m., Thurs., 2 p.m. to 12 mid., Fri:
Sat. 6 -11 mid., Sun. 10:30 a.m.-7 p.m.
CP5- LaPaz, Bolivia. 49.03 m., 6085 kc. -Daily
7:80 to 10:30 p.m.

W9XAA-Chicago, Ill., 49.81 m., 6080 kc. -Daily
7 -11 p.m., 7 -9:30 a.m.
WSXAL- Cincinnati, Ohio, 49.50 m.. 6060 kc.
Daily 7 -10 a.m., 6-12 mid.
W3XAU- Philadelphia, Pa., 49.50 m.. 6060 kc.
Daily 12 noon to 8 p.m.
WIXAL- Boston. Masa., 49.67 m.. 6040 kc.Sun. 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
DJA- Berlin,
Germany, 49.83 m.. 6020 kc. -Daily
7
-11:15 p.m.
HJ4ABE-Medellin. Colombia. 50.06 in., 5930 kc.
-Daily see letter.
W PN -Rocky Point, N. Y.. 58.00 m., 4555 kc.
See letter.
HCJB-Quito. Ecuador. S. A., 73.00 m., 4109 kr.

-

-

-- Fri.

9 -11

p.m.
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SHORT WAVES and
Tip -Top Ham Station Operated by
R. B. Parsons, W8BXY
"Prize- winning" station photo awarded One year's subscription to SHORT WAVE
CRAFT.

in the two -tube class, but I feel that this last
is the best achievement by far. No body

capacity, no squeals and "one hand" tuning.
What a set!
I cannot recommend it too highly to those
that would like to build n small set, which
is so simple in construction and at such
small cost.
I have had the most success with a 27 tube
after trying a '30 and a '57. :111 the above
stations came in strong and very clear!
H.tRRY ARNOLD.

227 Chesterfield Road,

l'ittsburgh, Pa..

(ire hare

been accused many times by
some of our friends of "over- rating" certain
receivers, and if certainly is a pleasant surprise to hear you state that we have "furrlerra.ted" the " Oscillodyne" 1 -tube reeeirer.
Fes. Harry. the 1 -tube " Oscillodyne" has
wade many tlrorsends of friends and it really
is remarkable hors "alive" the tuning dial
on it really is -there seems to be a million

"carriers" around the dial. and the editors
foam/, as you did, that some of the most
astonishing long -distance stations cone
"bouncing' in.- Editor)

Here's a dandy short -wave transmitting and receiving station, duly licensed and
operated by Riley B. Parsons, Amateur call W8BXY, and located at Old Forge, N.Y.
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
Three receivers are used, each covering
The transmitter is crystal -controlled all bands, but each working on different
using a 210 xtal oscillator, 210 first buffer, bands at all times.
203 a doubler, two 852's in class "C ", moduThe present layout is the result of twenlated with a pair of 849's. The modulators ty -two years in amateur radio!
are being pushed with a "Pam." 19 ampliRadio Station W8BXY,
fier with a 2 -stage pre- amplifier coupling
the "mike."
RILEY B. PARSONS,
P. O. Box 81,
The transmitter operates on 20, 75, and
160 meter phone, and has "contacted" all
Old Forge, N. Y.
states and districts in U. S. and most of
those in Canada. The final output is 740
(Fine business, Riley, and a swell -lookwatts, modulated.
ing station too. -Editor.)

HE BUILT 50 OF OUR SETS!
Editor,

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

putting

:

this letter for a
long time. The object of this letter is to
tell you just what I think of your SHORT
WAVE CRAFT! I have built at least fifty
(:f0) of your short -wave sets. At the present
time I have S sets in good shape, all taken
from your diagrams. They are all battery
sets except the 2 -tube Oscillodyne which
uses n 47 and a 56. All the sets work fine
and when I build a set and it doesn't work,
I just take all the wire off and start all
over, never getting disgusted. I always figure that I am more apt to make a mistake
than you are.
In your last two "mags." I didn't see so
many diagrams of sets. Please do not forget that most of the fellows that buy your
magazine buy it for the diagrams and not
to see Medical Applications in Europe. etc.
I know about 20 "fans" that buy your "mag."
and they have been disappointed at times.
I built the Harrison 2 -Tuber in February
and can get England and Cuba when they
are on. The reason I built this set was because it was the only set in the book that
used type 30 tubes; I am glad I built it now.
I could give you a list of all the sets I have
made, but what good would they do you?
I have been

off

AGAIN THE "TRIPLEX 2" WINS!
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
Just a line to let you know really how
good your sets work out that are diagrammed in SHORT WAVE CRAFT. In reading through your February issue of said
"matr." I became interested in Geo. Shuart's
Triplex 2- Tuber.
The first week I had it on the air I because interested in police broadcast, and by

the end of the week I had "logged" police
stations from Miami, ''lorida, to your fair
city, and they totaled 63 in all. After becoming more used to short wave receiving
I began pulling in stations galore.
During one past two weeks I have logged
broadcast stations in Japan, Bogota, Columbia, South America, GSC in Daventry,
England, Buenos Aires on the Byrd Broadcast, 20 meter phones in Honolulu. Porto
Rico, and Cuba, and last evening I had
the big thrill of hearing \"K3ME in Melbourne, Australia. And I haven't even got
started yet. Hi!
Ilave been reading your "CQ" call for
station photos, but want to wait until I get
another receiver or two to make it look real
scientific. Hi! A little later on, I hope to
have a photo to send you, but I really want
to wait until I get my mumps a little more
"tacked" up with stations. I wish that you
could see my U. S. map showing police and
You see, i use
L'it meter phone stations.
colored thumb tacks, and boy ! That map
looks like its got the weasels.
I ant inviting all Hams, S -W fans and
"What Have You" to write me; I will
answer all letters.

at least "50" of the short-ware sets described in this magazine! B hare built a
few ourselres -but 50, well now, that's a
poser. Judging from the comments made
by our many readers, or at least those that
write to us right along, the magazine seems
to be fairly well balanced at present, with
descriptions of the latest scientific aehieretflents such as medical applications. liera
manufactured sets, new experimental reeeirers and also transmitters. We believe
that (Tern student of short wares should (ertainly want to read about the latest scienRICHARD B. DUGDALE,
tifie applications of these mares, such as the
Member of Short Wave
treatment of human ills. etc.. and we also
League,
feel that HT hare published more diagrams
Care Box 66,
of new sets in the past 12 issues, than any
Anaheim. California.
other short-wave magazine in existence.
(N roll results, Richard. and ire shalt
Thanks for your remarks, and let's hear from await the photo of your short-ware listening
you again when you feel in the mood to write. station with in neh interest. We are prowl,
-Editor)
indeed. that you lore been able to ester blixh
swab loag ware reception "right off the bat"
SAYS WE UNDER -RATED OSCILusing the "Triplex" 2 -tube receiver. Your
exceptionally fine results shore, for one thing,
LODYNE 1 -TUBER
that the "7'riplex 2" tunes smoothly and
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
that it has it remarkably fine pick-up.
Just a word of appreciation in regard to also
SHORT W.tvE ('RAFT and Mr. Worcester's Editor)
brain child, the Oscillodyne, one -tube icon -

-

der set.
I would be pleased to see a hook -up of a
that von have not over -rated the
set (3 tube) using 24 and 27's. You know set I infindyour
article published in the 1933
they still sell them and cheap, too.
April issue, in fact you were rather modest
C. Il. DELI.INGER,
in your recommendation. i have built the
12701 Bartfield Ave.,
model according to specifications with the
Cleveland, Ohio.
exception of the 3 -9 meg. grid -leak, which I
(For Pete's sake, Ur. Dellinger, you seem have replaced with n 1 meg.
to hare cleaned up all the "medals" available
Within two hours I have heard foram Nathis month -and we bow real low in salute tional Anthems. French. Spanish, Italian
to your perseveranee and interest in building and British today. I have built several sets
a

www.americanradiohistory.com

One Year's Subscription to

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
FREE
for the "Best" Station Photo

Closing date fn each contest -60 days preceding
for Dec. issue. etc. The edidate of issue: Oct.
tors will act as judges and their opinions will be
anal. In the event of a tie,
subscription will be
1

given to each contestant so

tying.
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LONGRAVES
WANTS MORE "2- SUPER -HET" DOPE

Editor,

SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

You're putting out a swell magazine; I
hope it lasts. Also I would like to see more
of your "fiction "
think it is swell.
I haven't my "Ham Ticket" (license) as
yet, but I hope to have it soon. (W6 -s
please copy). The trouble lies in that I
have not the right receiver. The two -tube
"Super -Het" looked good to me, but I am
afraid that the d:stance on the ham stations
would not be so good.
So how about a PART II on the super het job with a good beat oscillator, tuned
R.F. and an extra A.F. amplifier. I live
about five miles from the San Francisco
Bay and there are no highways or heavy
auto traffic, but behind the house there are
three Eucalyptus trees about fifty feet high
and ask any "Aussie" what that will do to
radio reception.
VINCENT
BASHORE,
707 Rosemount Rd.,
Oakland, California.
(Thanks for your letter, Vincent, and
tec'll endeavor to get one of our technicians
busy on the "Part II" addition to the 2 -tube
super -het receirer.-Editor.)

J. B.
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READERS' FORUM

Vassallo -A Live Short -Wave Fan

-I

EVERETT DILLINGHAM, W9LMJ,
HAS A NEAT STATION

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
Herewith a picture of my station. The
transmitter, located on the left, is xtalMr. Vassallo occupies his spare moments when not listening to short -wave programs
controlled using a 47 Tri -tet circuit, 46 Buffrom stations thousands of miles away, by pounding out the dots and dashes of the
fer, and 210 push -pull final stage.
radio
code by means of the key and oscillator shown on the left of the table. He
The receiver is the "A.C. Band- spread"
expects to obtain an amateur license soon.
described in the February 1933 issue of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
The receiver is a
every month ever since. Other publications
dandy and its method of band- spreading Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
Being desirous of joining in with the of yours I have in my possession are the
is still the leading method. I have been
following SHORT WAVE CRAFT and George other contestants of SHORT WAVE CRAFT for two issues of OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE Loa
the prize of one year's subscription to that AND CALL MAGAZINE and HOW TO BECOME
W. Shuart's articles ever since.
The monitor is next in line and my home- wonderful magazine and awarded monthly AN AMATEUR RADIO OPERATOR. The latter,
made bug (also from SHORT WAVE CRAFT) to the "best" station photo, I take pleasure I think, is the greatest book of its kind ever
in sending you herewith a very recent pic- published. And every prospective Amateur
appears in the foreground.
should get one without delay.
The microphone is a double -button type ture of my receiving "shack."
Whether a winner or not in this contest,
The instrument on the extreme left
that I have used only for 10 -meter work.
corner of the table, is an oscillator and key I would like very much to have the enI intend to use it on 160 meters this fall;
used for code -sending practice. The re- closed photo published in Short Wares and
for modulating my 210's.
I will appreciate any correspondence ceiver next to the Super -Wasp, is the De- Long Rares section of SHORT WAVE CRAFT
from amateurs or SWL's or any questions trola S.W. converter which works in con- for the benefit of my many friends of the
about the photo. I would have liked to junction with the B.C. midget shown right Amateur fraternity who were so kind and
courteous in answering my SWL cards, and
have asked a lot of questions about some behind it.
I am very interested in Amateur who probably would like to see what this
of the photos published. That department
short -wave listener and his "receiving den"
( "Ham ") work and I earnestly intend to
sure is interesting.
Well, 73 and Best of DX for SWC's re- join the great "Ham" fraternity in the look like.
near
future,
before
I
old
J. B. VASSALLO,
ceivers.
EVERETT DILLINGHAM, W9LMJ,
and
am too
to
"pound brass." I can copy code at a little
612 E. Jefferson St.,
966 Pennsylvania Ave.,
Bloomington, Ill.
higher speed than it is required to pass the
San Francisco, Cal.
(We are glad that you found the data government test, but I would like to reach
given in SHORT WAVE CRAFT valuable, up to the 20 -word mark before I go on
(Congratulations J. B. V., and we are
sure you will soon be "pounding brass" and
Everett, and we hope to present many new the air.
features which you will find both interestAs I have stated once previously, I have the proud owner of one of Uncle Sam's
ing and worth. while building. -Editor.)
the honor of being one of the very first amateur station "tickets" (licenses). Its
readers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, having great sport. Thanks for your good word
bought its first issue. And I have been on our book on amateur operating and let's
getting my copy at the stand regularly hear from you again. Editor.)

HE ROLLS 'EM IN ON A
"REVAMPED" SET
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT :
I bought my first issue of SHORT WAVE
('RAFT way baek in the summer of I930,
and I still think that it is the best "mag."
on the market, bar none. This is the first
time that I have written to ,you, but 1 have

Everett

Dillingham's "Ham" station,
equipped for transmitting and receiving,
is typical of the thousands of experimental short -wave stations in daily operation
across the country, and which. handle
traffic messages over unbelievable distances.

been getting such, good results from the set
that I built, I thought you might like to hear
about it. gcre s a few stations that I have
"logged" with it :
W1XAL- Boston, Mass. GSC- Daventry, Eng.
OX 7 RL-Copenhagen,
OXY-- Skamleboaek,
Denmark
Denmark
FYA-Pontoise. France
WOY- Lawrenceville,
N. J.
GBC- Rugby, England
RW 15-Khabarovsk,
VQ7LO- Nairobi, KenSiberia
ya. Africa
VE9BY- London, Onta- WIC- -Calcutta. India
TI4NRH- Heredia, Cosrio, Canada
XD- Mexico City, Mex.
ta Rica
HJ4ABE- Medellin, Co- CTIAA-Lisbon, Portugal
lombia
RV59- Moscow, U. S.
EAQ- Madrid, Spain
S. RLSG- Buenos Aires, ArJIAA--Tokio. Japan
gentina

HVJ -Rome, Italy
PRAG -Porto Alegre,
PCV-Kootwijk, HolBrazil
land
DJA-- Berlin. Germany
DJB- Zeesen, Germany HBP-Geneva, SwitzerCP4-Lapaz, Bolivia
land

CT3AQ- Funchal, Ma- FTM -St. Assise, France
deria
FZS-Saigon, IndoPHI-Huizen. Holland
China
Also a large number of other stations from
every state in the United States. also from
Canada and Mexico. This set I am speaking
about is one that I developed from one of
the old battery sets, so that I could use it on
A.C. I use it as an adapter for my Crosley
"Dual i" broadcast receiver. If any of your
readers would like to try this set out, I
will be glad to give them all the information they want if they will send me a
stamped envelope. I call this set, "The
Depression Surprise." As I do not care to
have my real name in print if you should
care to publish this, I will sign,
RADIO "IRE."
Lancaster, Mass.
P. S. If anybody wants the hook -up, you
(Continued on page 492)
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S -W Receiver
The author here provides a design

for

a very novel, as well as useful
"Book of Radio." Two complete sets
are incorporated in Mr. Johnson's
"book" cabinet, the first being a 2tube hook -up and the second, a Duo Amplidyne circuit using a 19 tube.

The short -wave "Book of
Radio."
The controls:
1- Duo -Amplidyne (D-A)
-A phone
"tank," 2
-tube "tank"
jacks, 3
-A Band control, 4
-tube Band Spread, 5
Antenna ConSpread,
trol (2 -gang condenser),
Switch on Antenna

pet circuits in one "table space" or set
space. Both powered by one set of
batteries, one to operate a speaker if
desired and one for headphone use in
the "wee small hours."
It allows us to enclose our sets, keeping out dust, etc., and gives us outside
coil mounting, but the big feature lies
in the fact that it automatically shortens those vital leads to a minimum and
affords proper layout for high efficiency.
We don't have to worry about our plate
leads being too close to our grid circuit, et cetera.
Then, too, we find our coils are shie'-ded from our condensers, which in turn
are enclosed in a metal case.
We have been able to keep our tubes
setting upright, our condenser knobs
in a handy position, our coils easy to
mount-without opening a lid or door
-and have shortened our leads to a
further extent than circuits which were
designed for "lead shortening," at a

-D
-2
-D
-2
6-

7-

Coupler, 8-Filament

9-

Switch on D -A set,
50,000 ohm potent.,

11-potent.,

rheostat,

DID you ever stop to think how inconvenient it is to have a table full
of short-wave sets to move around when
cleaning the house daily? Of course
you didn't, but I'll bet your wife or
mother did! I'll also bet she wished
they looked a little neater, as if they
belonged in the living room.
When the Missus brought these
things to my attention, I began to
TO
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another
style of set, and in
figure
so doing hit upon an idea which provided so many methods of improving
efficiency in reception that I want to
pass it on to you.
To start with, a cabinet built to resemble a book looks good in any living room or den, and this book -shaped
cabinet opens up real possibilities.
It permits us to house two of our
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battery receiver and also the Duo -Amplidyne "19" receiver ap-

pear above
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In BOOK FORM
How 2 Complete Sets Were
Housed in Book Style Cabinet
By HEINIE

JOHNSON

THIS MONTH'S $20.00 PRIZE WINNER

sacrifice of some of the above features.
Duo -Amplidyne Circuit Used
While any circuit could be used, the
writer selected the Duo-Amplidyne (recently described in the pages of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT by George W. Shuart, its
designer), to grace the upper shelf of
the case, and a very simple 2 -tube circuit employing a 34 detector, with
transformer-coupled 33 audio to set on
the bottom shelf.
The only changes made in Mr.
Shuart's Duo -Amplidyne circuit were
the insertion of a 100 mmf. and a 25
mmf. condenser instead of the 140 mmf.
condenser, and the use of a 1 mf. bypass condenser instead of 0.1 mf. between the rotor of the regeneration
control and "B" minus.
The first change was made to afford
band- spread, as shown in diagram,
while the other was necessary to reduce noise caused by the regeneration
control.
These two circuits were chosen to
facilitate complete coverage of all
bands, inasmuch as the Duo- Amplidyne
will operate at a higher frequency than
will most circuits, while the set on the

The "innards" of the dual shortwave receiver built in "hook"
form by Mr. Johnson. The "C"
battery is included with the
other apparatus housed in the
metal cabinet shaped to resemble
a book.

bottom shelf will serve "mighty
fine" for listening to frequencies between 25 and 200 meters.
Band -Spread Provided
the results of the 34; no wiring changes
It will be noted that band -spread is being necessary. The grid -leak and
incorporated in both circuits. Some condenser in the grid -lead is suspended
trouble may be encountered with the between the stator of the tuning con34 tube going microphonic in the 2- denser and grid cap of the detector
tube circuit, but this is not as apt to tube. No wire other than condenser
happen as when the same circuit is "pig -tails" will be needed here. This
wired on an ordinary chassis; in most is a feature of the entire hook -up in
cases it can be stopped by slight ad- either circuit (meaning short leads)
justment of the filament voltage. If made possible by the unique shape of
this fails a change of tube is advised. cabinet.
A 32 will operate fine and nearly equal
(Continued on page 496)

An Ultra -Simple Modulation System

`

IN order that I may show you that
this will really work, and work well,
I will merely say that I have QSL cards
from a station in Bondsville, Mass.,
and one in Lorain, Ohio, which I
worked one night in a three way contact on 160 meter phone a year or so
ago from Chicago, from my station
W9KRI.
The reports were -from
W1KK QSA 4 R 6 Tone quite good;
from W8HBI T8, QSA 5 R 6. That is
the only dx I can show, as I never
tried it again. I built it that night,
and tore it apart the same night fired
by my luck to make a more pretentious
modulator. The other day I hooked
it up again, to test it before writing
this article, and it worked fine during a
few local contacts. The surprising
thing was that during the first mentioned contact with Bondsville and
Lorain I was using a 45 oscillator and
a 45 final (not crystal), with 180 volts
on them and my input was less than
two watts! I know of a case where
another ham used it on 20 meter phone,
and worked several foreign countries
with it, modulating a 50 watt tube in
the final.
The total material necessary to
change from CW to phone is one microphone, 1
microphone transformer,
one 56 tube (or a 27), one 2000 ohm
resistor, one % mf. condenser, and one
socket for the tube. All of these parts
are cheap, and most hams probably
have them on hand. The circuit is

By Jerrold A. Swank, W8HXR grid leak, with the variations in grid
current being changed by the voice currents applied to the grid
the 56 tube.
self explanatory, I think. The two It is very easy to obtainofhigh
percentleads are inserted in place of the regu- age modulation. In fact, it must
be
lar grid -leak resistor. In the case of carefully watched to prevent overmodu-

Modulator for MOPA
transmitter.

A Simple 1-tube

a pair of 46s in a final, the grid-leak
resistor is only 1000 ohms or less, and
therefor you may leave it in, and merely insert the leads in place of the key
if it is being keyed in the grid lead, as
most operators key their 46s. As you
can see, the tube becomes a variable

www.americanradiohistory.com

lation. The drawback to it is the same
as with all forms of grid modulation,
that you must run the tube at 25 per
cent of its rating so that there will be
capacity for the modulation peaks of
4 times the carrier power.
So a pair of
16s that normally run at 50 watts input on CW will only give 12,A watts on
phone, but that 12% watts will be fully
modulated. Overmodulation can be detected easily in two ways. First, the
plate meter must not flicker. Flickering of the needle indicates overmodulation.
Also, by listening to the
speech (as you talk) with a pair of
phones attached to a monitor, the quality will show overmodulation quickly
with this method. It will get a rough
rasping quality. The proper way to
adjust it is to set the excitation for
your final stage so that modulation
gives the maximum increase in current
when you talk. However, I have always had good luck just sticking it in
the keying jack and talking and listening on my receiver. This may not give
you all the efficiency obtainable, but
everyone does not have an antenna
ammeter. My experience has been that
the tube drops the input very nearly
(Continued on page 493)
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A Simplified
RADIO CONTROL
System
By REX

LOVEJOY, W5AFC''

E.

An ingenious system of "radio conModel boats, as well as planes and other moving objects, can
be controlled or "directed" from a small transmitter as here
described.

Radiody-

V

namics, or the
study of control
by radio of moving objects such

L1

cars, planes,
etc., at a distance,
has h a d little
as

C4
SW.5
I

Ci
R2

R3

Sw.3

-B

FIG.Z

.1501 er

2YOLTS

Self -modulated oscillator used at trans
mutter, showing how different values o
grid -leaks are used to obtain signals o
various pitches.
CUT
HERE

BAKELITE

r
L--

-A-;

CONNECTIONS
TO OUTSIDE

SECONDARY
CUT
HERE

SECONDARY

IS

SOFT
IRON

trol" suitable for directing model boats
Control
or other moving objects.
signals of different pitches or sounds
are transmitted by a self -modulated
oscillator, while several suitably tuned
audio- receiver circuits are employed,
together with sensitive relays, to interpret the received signals.

mention in radio
annals during the
last few years.
There are several reasons for this. Remote control
by radio has been heretofore too costly,
too slow, and above all, too unreliable
and troublesome.
Herein is described a method that is
actually simple and inexpensive. Most
of the relays with sticking contacts
have been eliminated, there is no revolving switch -arm to slow down the
action, no signal lights necessary, and
action is instantaneous! This is of
vital importance since radiodynamics
deals with moving bodies.
While the apparatus described here
was entirely battery operated, in view
of the fact that a radio -controlled car
or boat must of necessity fall into this
class, there is little that cannot be altered or changed to fit a particular contingency. Change over to a.c. operation would be easy if the case permits,
and a substitution of tube types would
not alter operation in the least.
There is no trickiness, no crank circuits. The important point is the

theory of operation (which has been
proved practical to a very satisfactory
degree), and the apparatus includes no
special equipment that cannot be found
in stock at any radio parts dealer.

The Transmitter
Figures 1 and 2 give schematic diagrams of the receiver and transmitter,
respectively. At first glance, it is seen
the forepart of the receiver is the old
reliable regenerative detector with two
stages of audio. Following the two
audio stages, are two or more tuned
audio amplifiers arranged in isolated
circuits. These are designated in Fig.
V4, V5, and V6.
The theory of operation now becomes
apparent. Since the input to one of
these amplifiers is tuned to an audio
frequency entirely its own, a relay
placed in the plate circuit will operate
(Continued on page 489)
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A Low-Powered
De Luxe

Transmitter
By JERROLD A. SWANK, W8HXR

Mr. Swank here presents a modern
crystal -controlled transmitter, having
an output of approximately 25 watts.
It is crystal -controlled and is designed
to work on either 80 or 160 meters.
By substituting other coils and crystals
this transmitter can be worked on all
bands.
This transmitter was inspired by a desire to prove that
a transmitter need not be a bread -board outfit, "strung
all over the table," in order to be efficient, and that it could
be good-looking as well as efficient, and in several ways its
good looks actually contribute to its efficiency.
I have called it a low-powered transmitter, but it has an
input to the final stage of 35 watts, and can be run as high
SWITCH TO SHORT OUT
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Here we have a complete drawing of the Swank
controlled transmitter.

as 50 watts. However, I never actually use it regularly any
higher than 35 watts input. The reason for this is that the
tubes run better, the note is better, and the difference in
input does not make any appreciable difference in the reports from stations worked. The output is such that it
lights a 25 -watt lamp bulb to full brilliancy when connected as a dummy antenna to the final tank.
Tests Proved Signal Quality
Three out of four stations comment on the unusual pureness of the crystal note. I have never received less than
R7 anywhere in the USA, on 80 meters and have several
R9's in western Canada and California. This was done
with a single wire antenna, 118 feet long (and loaded to the
necessary 133 feet with a coil), 7 feet high at the near end,
and 20 feet high at the far end, and it runs 30 feet of its
length through two maple trees with the leaves cut away
so as not to touch it. This is the practical proof that it
does get out in spite of antenna disadvantages and the fact
that it apparently violates all the rules of efficiency in a
transmitter. I say "apparently" because when I finish you
will see that great care has been taken to make it fully as
efficient as the bread -board type. It is the result of two
years of building and testing and rebuilding, and is the
eighth transmitter I built in this time before I got one that
completely satisfied me.
Chassis Details
The chassis is of sheet steel; and the dimensions are
shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the completed chassis
with locations of socket holes and other necessary holes.
Have a tin shop cut and bend the chassis for you and you
will get a very neat job at a small expense. Figure 3 shows
a bottom view of one corner. The corners are fastened to
aluminum angles the same height as the chassis height
3", Figure 4 shows the corner view with the machine screws
holding the angle to the chassis. This makes a very strong
chassis. On the front side, of course, the panel and chassis
and corner piece are all bolted together. Here is a simple
and very satisfactory way to cut all socket holes. Get a
good 14" wood bit and file it as shown in the sketches in
Figure 7. Then drill a pilot hole big enough to admit the
point of the wood bit in the chassis, insert the point of
the bit, and take a few turns so that a groove is started in
the metal. Then put a little oil in the groove and drill with
moderate pressure evenly until it cuts through. It cuts
almost as if the chassis were cheese instead of steel. It
takes less than a minute per hole. I also used a similarly
filed bit s/a" in size to drill holes for the electrolytic condensers. These two bits are always useful in building any
transmitter, receiver, or power pack, and will repay their
cost many times over in labor saved, and make you resolve
(Continued on page 485)

-

THREADS
RILED OFF

110V.

The above front and rear views clearly show the placement of
the various parts in this modern, crystal -controlled transmitter.

25 -watt,

crystal
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The short -wave apparatus here shown has been carefully selected for description by the editors after a rigid investigagation of its merits

WHAT'S NEW
In Short-Wave Apparatus
All -Wave 8 -Tube

Super
Has Band -Spread

This

8 -tube superhet uses type 57 tubes for separate 11.F.
oscillator and first detector, two stages of high -gain intermediate frequency amplification on 965 kc., using 58s, a 56 second
detector, a 56 C.W. beat oscillator, and a single power pentode
2A5 output. The rectifier tube is an 80.
The antenna is inductively coupled to the first detector through
a low -loss tuned circuit, which has been designed to minimize
image interference. The coils are doubly shielded from external
pick -up, there being a heavy metal shield around the coils them selves, this in turn being inside the all -metal cabinet. Thus the
only way a signal can reach the grid of the first detector is
through the circuits provided for this purpose. This results in

Above-the new Sargent 8 -34 superhet; diagram below. (No. 227)

reduction of background noise and great
improvement of the signal -to -image ratio.
The H.F. oscillator is electron -coupled to
the first detector. The oscillator itself is
,.ery stable, there being no adjustments
which could cause frequency creep.
Unusual care has been taken in the design of the intermediate frequency amplifier. This is the heart of any super, the
I.F. amplifier determining the selectivity.
gain and noise -level of the entire receiver.
Almost complete freedom from feed -back
in the I.F. circuits gives a degree of stability that is surprising in a high gain 465
kc. amplifier; the I.F. coils are Litz wound.
The 56 second detector is extremely sensitive and supplies enough power to the
audio stage to work the 2A5 to its limit of
undistorted output. Resistance coupling is
used between the detector and output stage
for good quality.
The standard model of the 8 -34 receiver
covers a tuning range of 20,000 to 540 kc.
or 15 to 560 meters. For those desiring
also to cover the airplane beacon and
weather report frequencies, the Marine
model is available. This has a continuous tuning range of 20,000 to 200 kc.

3 -Tube Set Has Own Power Supply

Left:

This

front

nections to a speaker, if one is desired. The j:,, in
the front of the set cuts off the terminals in the
when the phone plug is inserted. The circuit diagram
and values of various parts are also shown.
The large full- vision tuning scale is illuminated by
the tuning light, which is shunted across the 500 ohm
section of the line voltage- dropping resistor. The
tuning dial is of a high -ratio variety, affording a forni
of band spread. Four coils are used to cover the shortwave range from 15 to 200 meters. Other coils, of
course, are necessary to cover regular broadcast band.

view clearly shows

the neat appearance of the 3 -tube
"Anker Cruiser."
Circuit diagram of
the "Anker Cruiser" appears below
together with the
values of the various parts.
(No.
228)

The set shown in the photograph is a completely self- contained
receiver, including the power supply. The tubes used are 6C6,
as detector, a 43 pentode, as the amplifier, and a 25Z5 rectifier.
The circuit of the Anker Cruiser is of the A.C.-D.C. variety and
is exceptionally well -filtered, reducing the hum to an extremely
low value. The convenient method of changing the plug-in coils,
by inserting them through the front of a panel, overcomes considerable inconvenience inasmuch as the operator does not have
to reach into the cabinet each time the wave -bands are changed.
There is no danger of damaging the winding of the plug-in
coils as they are inserted or removed from the socket because
the winding is contained within the coil form. The coils are
wound on a small bakelite tube which fits snugly inside the coil
form, thus providing a thoroughly protected coil.
It covers a complete range of approximately 15 to 550 meters.
A phone jack is provided in front of the cabinet and there is
also an output terminal strip on the rear of the chassis for conNames and addresses of manufacturers
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Mascot -5 Has "Band -Spread"
Some of
5 -tube short -wave receiver is exceptionally well- designed.
its features are: one stage of tuned R.F., two -gang tuning condensers; a phonothe
be
played
through
records
can
graph pick -up attachment by which phonograph
audio amplifier portion of the set. It has a phone -jack which provides earphone
reception on the first stage of audio. It is all A.C. operated and is capable of working
a dynamic speaker at full volume. It has band -spread on any portion of the range
that this receiver will cover. It also has provisions for using either the conventional
or "doublet" antenna. The tubes used are as follows: a 78 "high- gain" tuned R.F.
pentode, which is inductively coupled to the 37 regenerative detector. The detector
is resistance -coupled to a 77 pentode audio amplifier and this in turn is resistance coupled to a 42 power output pentode. All the tubes, except the 280 rectifier, are of
the 6.3 volt variety. All the circuits in this set are carefully isolated with resistors,
eliminating all possibility of reaction or feed -back, either in the radio frequency or
audio frequency portion of the circuit. Regeneration is controlled by a 2000 -ohm
variable resistor, which is connected in series with a .001 mf. plate by -pass condenser.
The power supply is designed to provide excellent regulation with complete filtering
eliminating any danger of A.C. hum. In the power supply,
'Right-front and
provisions are made for the use of a dynamic speaker, the
rear views of 5field of which operates as one of the filter chokes. If a
tube Mascot r edynamic speaker is not used, a 2,500 ohm resistor is connected
ceiver: has a stage
wa,.
::21:2, ...r_
of tuned R.F. detecÍ
+e
r,,,°`° n
tor and two stages
i
of audio, completely
'^^`w
I.
A.C. operated. IVspeak rc magnetic
., #/s
a cakercanbeused.
speaker

THIS modern
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in place of the field. In this case, of course, a regular magnetic
affair would be used. A one -half megohm potentiometer is
conveniently placed in the input circuit of the first audio
amplifier and very effective control of volume can be obtained.
The plug -in coils, there are two for each wave band, plug in
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,K.` ,E
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\*

he values of the various parts
used in this 5 -tube band -spread, short -wave receiver. (No. 229.

\hove- wiring diagram showing

directly through the front òf the panel. Thorough shielding of
the coils is obtained with the aluminum housing surrounding
each coil. Each plug -in coil has its winding protected by a
bakelite case in order that no damage may be done to the
winding while they are being changed. Two dials are situated
on the front of the panel; one controls the 140 mmf. band setting two -gang condenser, while the other controls the two
gang, 5 plate band -spread condensers. The tuning is accomplished by setting the left -hand dial to the band in which you
wish "band- spread "; further tuning then is done with the
band- spread dial. Each of thi' , di:fl= is thoroughly illuminated.

A Pre- Amplifier With Band- SwitchBy H. B. Russ,

W2QZ

PRE -AMPLIFICATION, and
its inherent pre -selection, is
the only known method today of
accomplishing our long- desired
results. This it does to the extent of a very marked increase
in overall gain. The word "pre amplification" is almost self explanatory. Pre -amplification
is that process whereby a feeble
radio -frequency current (picked
up via the antenna) is increased in magnitude by virtue
of the associated circuits in the
pre- amplifier.
Pre- selection, which is a
Looking into the Peak precharacteristic produced by preamplifier unit. (No. 230)
amplification due to its highly
resonant circuit constants, is that definite and highly desirable
frequency
taracteristic of selecting a signal of a particular other
than
ind discriminating against signals of frequencies
50 MMF

(OPTIONAL)

sW.2

03

-7
.5M 5

54

s6

1

IO

Here's the pre-amplifier connected to a short -wave receiver.
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GRID
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300
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'Sw6 50.000 OHMT
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75000
300

25 000

roÑÜ '
PILOT

OHMS

OwMSJ

IgOCV.

1-

I

(F FN)

OHMS

ALB-1-

Wiring diagram for the new pre -amplifier with band -change
switch.

the frequency tuned to in pre -amplification. Thus by pre amplification and pre -selection we have at once accomplished
several important and desirable results: 1, Tremendous increase in signal gain. 2, Consequent increase in sensitivity.
3, Absolute rejection of image or repeat spots. 4, Considerable
to signal ratio.
increase in selectivity, and 5, Reduction of noiseregeneration
has
Looking back on radio history we find that
been one of the greatest developments in radio, and until today remains so. The technical definition of regeneration follows:
of an
"The process by which a part of the outputin power
such a manamplifying device reacts upon the input circuit,
an
being
ner as to strengthen the initial power, its result
increase in amplification."
So with the addition of a variable re- (Continued on page 491
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Improved S -W Booster

IN Order that greater gain

and selec-

tivity could be obtained in the Postal
Booster, a change was made in the power
supply. Instead of using the well- known,
A.C.-D.C. principle, this new booster is
designed to operate entirely from A.C..
enabling a considerably higher plate voltage to be obtained for the tubes.
In a
previous model, little more than 90 volts
was applied to the plates while in the new
booster, close to 200 volts is applied to the

This booster has its own volume control
which is located in the cathode circuit of
the first detector, thus affording excellent
control of gain in the booster itself, regardless of the setting of the volume control in the receiver. The tubes used are
of the 6.3 volt type. 78's are used in the
R.F. stages, and a 37 is used as a half wave rectifier in the power supply. Sufficient filtering is incorporated in the power
supply to render the booster entirely
"humless." it is a
single- control
a ffair, using a twog a n g, 140 mmf

condenser

con-

trolled by a large
illuminated "a i rplane" type dial.
The switch located
on the front of the
panel will throw
the booster either
"in" or "out" of

When

operation.

the switch is

Above, we have the circuit diagram showing the improvements
brought about in this new "Booster."

thrown in one position, the booster is
disconnected from
the receiver, and at
the same time, the
antenna is transferred from the

two R.F. tubes, providing a considerable
increase in effectiveness in so far as pain
and selectivity are concerned. Its general
appearance is the same as the original
booster, although the cabinet is slightly
larger. The draw type coils, of course, are
still retained for changing bands.

booster over to the
input of the receiver. In the other position the antenna
is disconnected from the receiver and attached to the input circuit of the booster.
The output of the booster is then connected
to the input circuit of the receiver. The
ground connections are left intact at all
times. The output of the booster is coupled

"Steatite" Insulation Featured in

ganged

New Products

HERE we have three new products all
of which use steatite insulation. In the
upper left -hand corner we have the plug in coil -form made of this very efficient insulation and they are supplied in either
5- or 6 -prong models to fit the new National steatite sockets. These coil forms
should aid considerably in constructing
low -loss plug -in coils. To the right of the
coil form is the new flexible coupling for
use with 14, inch shafts. This is especially
useful where transmitting condensers are

and where very high voltage insulation is necessary. They can also be
used in receivers where the rotors of the
condensers are above ground potential
and where a very high grade of insulation
is necessary. The variable condenser shown
in the lower part of the illustration is the
new type TMC transmitting condenser in
which steatite insulation is used. The
plates of this condenser are highly polished
to reduce any possible losses which would
occur if the plates were left rough. The
voltage rating of this condenser is 3,000
and can be used in medium-power transmitters .of small dimensions where the
larger type condensers would take up too
much space.

New Positive Contact Switch
The accompanying illustration shows
the newest short -wave band switch introby a leading radio manufacturer.
This switch represents a very excellent
model of an anti- capacity swich, so necessary to switching circuits in the vicinity of
10 to 20 meters, which are encountered in
all -wave, as well as short -wave receiver circuits nowadays. The round contacts on the
moving switch disc are fitted with springs,
duced

This photograph clearly shows the neat
appearance of the improved
"Postal
Booster." (No. 231)
to the receiver through a .001 mf. mica
condenser, the 8 m.h. R.F. choke providing
the necessary load circuit for the 78 second
R.F. amplifier. Inductive coupling is used
between two R.F. stages for maximum selectivity and highest "gain."
The use of this booster will aid consider ably in bringing in those extremely weak
stations and should also serve efficiently
'here normal background noise is very
high, inasmuch as the signal strength will

far higher than that normally obtained
with the receiver.
he

Ih narnic Speaker Has "Night"
Switch
A recent addition to the dynamic
speaker family is this new 115 -volt,
A.C., dynamic speaker chassis and baffle
assembly. It uses a 25Z5 as a rectifier
furnishing the field excitation. On the
front of the speaker is a switch which
controls the A.C. line. This is very convenient inasmuch as in the late evenings
this switch can be turned off, thus reducing
the volume of the speaker to a point where
the signal is quite weak and will not disturb other members of the family. The
cone diameter is 10 inches with an over -all
diameter of 1214 inches for the cone bracket. The depth of the chassis is 8% inches
and it has a height and width of 14 inches.
The design of this speaker should make it
particularly well- suited to S -W reception

insuring a very firm contact at all times.
Also, the progressive movement of the
switch rotor is sharply defined and precise.
The metal switch members are mounted on
the highest grade insulation and the
switch is one -hole mount.
SOLDERING
LUGS

SECTIONAL

VIEW
ROTOR

ASSEMBLED
SWITCH

Three of the latest National products
using the new "steatite" insulation.
(No. 232.)

SER ING
CONTACT

BUTTON
SHAFT

Newest short -wave "hand" switch of excellent anti -capacity design. (No. 233.)

Here we have the rear view of this new
dynamic speaker which has its own power
supply and filter for field excitation.
(No. 234.)

Names and addresses of manufacturers of sets described on this and following
pages furnished upon receipt of stamped envelope

www.americanradiohistory.com

:

mention No. of article.
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Short Wave Stations
of the World
Complete List of Broadcast, Police and Television Stations
We present herewith a revised list of
the short -wave broadcasting, experimental
and commercial radiophone stations of the
world. This is arranged by frequency, but
the wavelength figures are also given for
the benefit of readers who are more accustomed to working with "meters."
All the stations in this list use telephone transmission of one kind or another

learn through announcements over the air
or correspondence with the stations themselves. A post card will be sufficient. We
will safely return to you any verifications
that you send in to us. Communications
of this kind are a big help.
Stations are classified as follows: CCommercial phone. B- Broadcast service.
X- Experimental transmissions.

and can therefore be identified by the

average listener.
Herewith is also presented a very fine
list of police as well as television stations.
Note: Stations marked with a star * are
the most active and easily heard stations
and transmit at fairly regular times.
Please write to us about any new stations or other important data that you

Around -the -Clock Listening Guide
Although short wave reception is notorious for
its irregularity and seeming inconsistency
(wherein lies its greatest appeal to the sporting
listenerl, it is a good idea to follow a gen,ral
schedule as far as wavelength in relation to

The nbserv-

the time of the day is concerned.

the west of the listener this
7 P.M. until tisortly after daybreak. (After dark, results above 35
meters are usually much better than during
daylight. These general rules hold for any

productive.

of a few simple rule, will save the .short
wave fan a lot of otherwise wasted time.
From daybreak till noon and particularly during bright daylight, listen between 13 and 19
meters (21540 to 15800 kc.).
P.M:
To the east of the listener, from about
P.M., the 25-35 meter will he found very
6
a ncc

To

same band is best from about

location.

1

Short -Wave Broadcasting, Experimental and Commercial Radiophone Stations
21540 kc.
-B

13.93

W8XK
meters

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH. PA.
m.2 P. m.: relays KDKA

15.60 meters
-C.
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. 1.
Calls England. daytime

-C.

16.63 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Canada.
morn. & early altn.

7 a.

-C.

meters
A. T. & T. CO.
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Calls Argentina. Brazil and
Peru, daytIme
14.01

WKA

21060 kc.
-C-

14.25

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Australia. early a. m.

18970 kc.
-C.

meters

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Calls

England

-C-

14.27

meters

LSN6
meters

Calls N. Y. C.

20700 kc.
14.49

PLE

15.93 meten

-C.

BANDOENG. JAVA
Calls Holland. early a. m.

-X

LSY
meters

ARGENTINA
irregularly

16.06

GAX
meters

RUGBY, ENGLAND

18620 kc.
-C.

Tests

16.11

GAU
meters

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Y.. daytime

Calls N.

20380 kc.
-C.

19900 kc.
-C-

GAA

mete,,
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Argentina. Brazil,
mornings
14.72

15.08

meters

15.14

C-

16.35 meters

SAIGON. INDO CHINA
Phones Paris, early mords/

Cella

19600 kc.
-C-

15.31

19380 kc.
-C.

15.48

meten

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls Paru, daytime

19355 kc.
-C-

-C.

15.50

FTM
meters

ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Calls Argentine, mornings

16.48 meters

17760 kc.

-B

16.89

18115 kc.
-C-

18.56

DJE

PIZA. ITALY

-X

17.33

m.

W3XL
meters

NATIONAL BROAD. CO.
BOUND BROOK. N. J.
Relays WIZ Irregularly

17.52

metes

17.52

SCHENECTADY. N. Y.
Relays
WGY daily. 2:30 -390 p. m.

15300 kc.
-B-

WOY
GBC

.B-

.B-

WLK

-C.

(Time

FYA

103

1.

18.44

meten

given

is

Eastern

See

19.83

meters

VATICAN CITY
ROME, ITALY

5:00 to 5:15 a. m.. except Sunday.
Also Sat. 101090 a. m.

T5055 kc.
-C-

19.92 meten

WNC

HIALEAH, FLORIDA

Calls Central America. daytime

14980 kc.
-C-

20.03

meten

MANILA,

-C-

HJB

20.07 meters
BOGOTA. COL.
Calls WNC. daytime

14590 kc.
C-

KAY

I.
Phones Patine Isles
P.

14950 kc.

WMN

20.56 meters

LAWRENCEVILLE. N.

Phones England
morning and afternoon

-C.

20.69

1.

LSM2

14500 kc-

meters

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Calls U. S., evening

WMF

14470 kc.
-C-

20.73

meters

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Phones England
morning and afternoon

GRW

14440 kc.

-C

meters

Rue de Grenelle,
790.11 a. m.

Parla

a.

MFG. CO.

PITTSBURGH. PA.

m. -4:15 p. m.
Relays KDKA

10 a.

Time)

HVJ

15120 kc.

-B-

20.78 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Cella U.S.A., afternoon

13990 kc.

GBA

21.44 meten
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls
Buenos Aires, late afternoon

-C-

15210 kc. *W8XK
19.72 meten
13610 kc.
WOG -B
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
22.04
C-

Standard

meters

"RADIO COLONIAL"

PARIS, FRANCE
Service de la Radiodiffusion

OCEAN GATE, N. J.
Calls Endland.
morning and early afternoon

ARGENTINA
Irregularly

19.68

19.82

RITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND

"When to Listen In" Column

19.67 m

BOSTON, MASS.
Irregular, in morning

Arg.. Bras.. Peru. daytime

LSY3 16270 kc.

Tests

meters

CORP.
Madison Av.. N.Y.C.
Relays

15243 kc.

*GSF

15140 kc.

LA PAZ. BOLIVIA

15250 kc. W1XAL

meters

LAWRENCEVILLE. N.

MONTE GRANDE.

19.8

CP7

WABC daily. II a. m. -I p. m.

meters

Phones

19.47 meters

RIOBAMBA. ECUADOR
490.6 p. m. Sun.

465

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. I.

kc.
PMC 16270
18.44
-C-

meters

-B-

15270 kc. *W2XE
19.65 meters
WOO -B
ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

A. T. & T. CO..
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships

-C-

HC1FG

15410 kc.

15330 kc.*W2XAD
19.56 meters
IAC -eGENERAL
ELECTRIC CO.

Calls ships. 6:30 -7:30 a.

17310 kc.

-

morning

and early

meters

meters

JYT

19.04 meters

KEMIKWA -CHO. CHIBAKEN. JAPAN
Irregular in late afternoon

meters

Calls Sh.ps

16.54 meten
BANDOENG. JAVA

X-

meters

B

Calls

15760 kc.

19.73

B ROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GER.
12:15 -2 a. m., 8.11:30 a. m.
Also 4.5:30 a. m. on Sundays

-B-

Brazil and Europe, daytime

Column

RUGBY. ENGLAND

Phones Heiland. early e. M.

18.90 meters
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE
Phones Saigon, morning

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN
Irregular 8 a. m. -2 p. m.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Y.. daytime

18135 kc.

C.

Relays WIZ. 10 a. m. -4 p. m.
every day

Calls N.

-C.

In"

GAW .017080 kc.

LSF 18200 kc.
WOP

16.87

FTK

15880 kc.

BROAD. CO.
BOUND BROOK, N. J.

-C

meters
ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Calls S. America, daytime

GRANDE.
ARGENTINA
irregularly. daytime

MONTE

Testa

-C

daytime

meters

meters

BNATIONAL

Isles

LSL
kc.
GSG 15810
18.98 meten
C
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA

17780 kc *W3XAL

FTO 17120 kc.

kc.
LSN5 18250 16.43

,

15.27

meters

SAIGON. INDO -CHINA

6 -9 a. m.

"When to Listen

GAS 17120 kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y.. daytime

Calls England. daytime

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA

PCV

-B-

meters

Calls Paris and Pacifie

meters

17790 kc.

Calls England. daytime

meters

19650 kc.

Calls Java.

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

-C.

WLA

16.38 meten

-C-

kc.
WKN 18310
-C.
16.38

19820 kc.
C.

18345 kc.

18.48

KOOTWIJK. HOLLAND

kc.
FZS 17760
16.89
-C

LSG 18340 kc.

GRANDE.
ARGENTINA
Tests Irregularly. daytime
MONTE

16.84

See

18680 kc.

MONTE GRANDE

-C-

-C-

*DJB

FZR3 15200 kc.

16233 kc.

16.86 meters
-BBRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls S. Africa. mornings

HURLINGHAM. ARG.
8 a. m. -5 p. m.

-C.

15.81

GAQ

18830 kc.

noon

21020 kc.

GAP 17810 kc.

kc.
WKK 19160
.C.

21420 kc.

GAB

WKF 18040 kc.

19220 kc.

meten

JYK

CHIBA KEN. JAPAN
Phones Californie till II p. M.

KEMIKAWA -CHO.
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-C.

B

22.08 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND

meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Japan & China early
morning

WMA

13390 kc.
-C

22.40

LAW

*CJRX
B WINNIPEG.
25.6 meters
CANADA

GCJ 11720 kc.

13415 kc.
22.36

meters
N.

Phones V England
morning and afternoon

J.

Daily.

12840 kc.
23.36

WOY
meten

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

12840 kc.
-C

23.36

WOO
meters

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships

B,

C.

23.39 meters

DIRECTOR GENERAL

Telegraph and Telephone
Stations. Rabat. Morocco
Broadcasts, Sunday. 7:30.9 a. m.

12800 kc.
C.

IAC

23.45 meters

PIZA, ITALY

Calls Italian ships, mornings

12780 kc.
-C

GBC

23.47 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls ships

12290 kc.
C.

GBU

24.41 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C. afternoon

12150 kc.

C

GBS

meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
afternoon
Calls N.Y.C.. aaaaa

RNE

B-

25 meters
MOSCOW, U. S. S. R.
Sat. 10.11 p. m.
Sun. 6.7 a. m., 10 -11 a. m.

11950 kc.
X.

KKQ

25.10 meten

BOLINAS. CALIF.
Tests, irregularly, evenings

11880 kc.
B.

25.25

*FYA

meten

"RADIO COLONIAL"

PARIS. FRANCE
11:15 a. m..2:15 p. m., 3.6 p. M.

11870 kc. *W8XK
-B-

25.26 meten
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.

4:20 -10:00 p. m.
a. re.
Sat. till

FRANCE

meters

25.68

10770 kc.

KDKA

-C-

27.85 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls
Sydney. Austral. early a. m.

meters
BBRITISH25.29BROAD.
CORP.

DAVENTRY. ENGLAND

"When

See

to

Listen

In"

Column

11830 kc. *W2XE
B-

25.36

meters

ATLANTIC BROADCASTING
CORP.

485

3.5

MADISON AVE.. N. Y. C.
p. m.
Relays WABC

I2R0

11810 kc.
.8-

25.4 meten
ROME. ITALY

10740 kc.
27.93

meters

B-

25.45 meten

BOSTON. MASS.

Irregularly in the evening

.8-

meters

25.51

BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN
12.490 p. m., 530.1030 p. m.

*GSD

11750 kc.
B-

25.53

meters

BRITISH BROAD.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
See

"When to Listen

CORP.

In" Column

*EAQ

meters

except Saturday,

meten

LSE

-C.

31.55

meters

Wed..

28.44

30.64

meters

10530 kc.
-X-

Phones

GBX

28.49 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND

GCW

meters

28.51

early a.

Rugby.

GCA

30.89 meter,
RUGBY. ENGLAND
& Bra:ll, evenings

Calls Arge.

B-

SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA

Calls

N. J.
England. evening

9710 kc.
-C

It

31.25

Tues.

LISBON. PORTUGAL
and Friday. 430.7 p. m.

C MEDAN. SUMATRAYBG 9595
B kc.
28.76 meters

730.830

a. m..

10420. kc.

C

XGW

28.79

Calls

meters

SHANGHAI. CHINA

Manila and England. 6 -9
California late evening

a. m. and

PDK

10410 kc.
-C.

28.80

meters

KOOTWIJK. HOLLAND

KES

28.80

-e-

MONTE

evenings

See

GRANDE.

ARGENTINA
Tests Irregularly 8 p. m. -12 midnight. Used in Byrd Broadcasts

10330 kc.
*ORK
29.04 meters
CRUYSSELEDE.
BELGIUM
10300 kc.
29.13

HURLINGHAM,
Calls

p.

m.

LSL2
meten

Europe,

ARGENTINA
evenings

PMN

10260 kc.

meten
BANDOENG. JAVA
Calls Australia 5 a. m.
29.24

-B-

C

29.27

-8-

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA

RIO

*GSC

BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
See

"When to Listen

In" Celumr

31.31 meters
Research Section,
Postmaster Gen'Is. Dept.,

61 Little Collins St.,
MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA
3.8 a. m. except Sun.

9570 kc. *W1XAZ
-B

31.35 meten
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& MFG. CO.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Relays WBZ. 7 a. m. -1 a. m.

B
11

PSH

29.35 meters
DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

VUB

31.36

meters

BOMBAY, INDIA

a. M. -12:30 p. m.. Wed., Sat.

(Time

BGERMAN31.388 -Wmeters
STATION.

BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN
8.11:30 a. m.. 5:15.9:15 p. m.

4.530

given

is

Daily

5:45.6:15 p. M.

31.87

32.15

PLV

meters

CJA2
meters

Standard

www.americanradiohistory.com

KEN, JAPAN
4 -7:40 a. m.

7832 kc-

-B-

38.3

OA4AC
meters

LIMA. PERU

(P.

0.

Box

853)

Irregular in evening

7 799
-B-

*HBP

kc.

38.47 meters

LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
5:30.6:15 p. m.. Saturday

HJ3ABD

7400 kc.
B.

40.54 meters
P. 0. Box 509

BOGOTA. COLOMBIA
Daily 12.2 p. m.: 7 -11 p.
Sunday.

5 -9

m.

m.

p.

7220 kc-B

41.55

HKE
meters

BOGOTA. COL.. S. A.
Tue. and Sat. 8 -9 p. m.: Mon.
& Thun. 6:30.7 p. m.

HJ4ABB

7140 ke.
8-

42.02

meters

MANIZALES. COL.. 8. A.
P. 0. Box 175
Mon. to Fri. 12:15 -1 p. m.;
Tues. & Frl. 7:30 -10 p. m.;
Sun. 2:30.5 p. m.

9280 kc.
32.33

GCB

meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Can. & Egypt, evenings

9170 kc.
-C32.72 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE.

WNA

N. J.
Phones England. evening

9020 kc.
33.26

C

GCS

meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., evenings

8920 kc.
-X

GCX

-C-

34.19 meters

6977 kc.
B-

Tues.. Sat.. 5:30 p.

6905 kc.
-C

kc.
PNI 6860
-X
43.70

meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls S. Africa. afternoon

GCI

meten

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls India, 8 a. m.

8680 kc.
-C-

GBC

34.56 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND

-C-

35.05 meten
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships Irregular

8560 kc.
-C-

35.05

meters

LAWRENCEVILLE. N.

8380 kc.
-C.

35.8

36.5

meters

PSK

8185 kc.
36.65 meters

DE JANEIRO.
Relay0s

8036 kc.
37.33

BRAZIL

PRA3

*CNR

meters

RABAT. MOROCCO
2:30.5 p. m.

Sunday.

44.41

meters

WOA

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Phones England. evening

*HC2RL

6666 kc.
-8.

45.00 meten
BOX 759. GUAYAQUIL.
ECUADOR. S. A.
Sunday. 5:45.7:45 p. m.
Tues.. 9:15 -11:15 p. m.

P. 0.

6650 kc.
45.1

IAC
meters

PIZA. ITALY
ships.

6620 kc.

evenings

PRADO

45.30 meters

RIOBAMBA. ECUADOR
Thur. 9.11:30

6611 kc.
-B-

p.

m.

RW72

45.38 meten
MOSCOW. U. S. S. R.
1.6 p. m.

6500 kc.

HCJB

QUITO. ECUADOR
pt Monday
7:14.10:15 p. m.

RIO

-C

IAC
meters

PIZA, ITALY

8214 kc.
-B-

J.

KEL

6755 kc.

-B

WOY

GDS

BOLINAS. CALIF.
Tests Irregularly

Calls

WOO

m.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C. evening

-C-

Calls ships

8560 kc.

EAR110
meters

43

MADRID. SPAIN

meters

GCQ

34.25 meters

meters

Wed. 8 -10 p. m.

MAKASSER. CELEBES,

-C

Time)

42.86

CARTAGENA. COL.
P. 0. Box 31
Daily 11:15 a. m. -1 p. m.: Sun.
9.11 a. m.: Mon. at 10 p. m.

33.63 meters

8760 kc.

-B-

-B

43.45

D. E. I.
Phones Java around 4 a. m.

-C.

7000 kc. HJ1ABE

RUGBY. ENGLAND

8775 kc.

a. m.. Sundays

Eastern

-B38.07 meters
KEMIKAWA -CHO. CHIBA -

DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL

DRUMMONDVILLE. CANADA
Phones England Irregularly

DJA

9560 kc.
also

*PRF5

BANDOENG. JAVA
Phones Holland, 7:40 -9:40 a. m.

*VK3LR

9580 kc.
-B-

m.: Saturday.

9415 kc.

meters

31.31

meters

Calls Europe and U. S., afternoon and evening

10220 kc.

Column

31.28 meten
NEWTOWN SQUARE. PA.
Relays WCAU
12 noon 7:50 p. m.

9565 kc.

LSK3

10250 kc.

In"

JYR

7880 kc.

31.58 meters

except Sun.

-C.

night

1272L.

AUSTRALIA

a.

kc.
W3XAU 8730
-C34.36

9580 kc.

*LSX

Broadcasts 2:45 -4:15

meters

"When to Listen

28.98 meten

-C-

31.28

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS
LTD.. 47 YORK ST.
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA

meters

10350 kc.

-C-

9590 kc. *VK2ME

BOLINAS. CALIF.
Tests

C

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

Saturdays, 530-6:15 p. m.

9590 kc.

Calls Java 730.9:40 a. M.

-X-

*HBL

31.27 meters
LEAGUE OF NATIONS

p. m.

5 -6:30

meters

10430 kc.
530 -630

WOF

VLK 9600 kc. *CT1AA

10520 kc.
-C.

CLAWRENCEVILLE.
30.77 meters

N. J.

Phones

WIRELESS.

Box

9330 kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C.. evening

Bras.. Peru. nights

Argo..

0.

9500 kc.

C-

CLAWRENCEVILLE.

P.

5:00 -7:00 a. m.

C

WOK 9750 kc.
meters

10550 kc.

meters

Ltd.

Brazil,

Calls

In" Column

GRANDE,

ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly

JVN 9790 kc.

meten
NAZAKI, JAPAN
Tests 2-7 a. m.. relaying JOAK
Tekie

See

Listen

AMALGAMATED

B
JYS RIO

KEN. JAPAN
Irregular, 4.7 a. m.

MONTE

B-

.

1

Bermuda, daytime

28.14

to

MELBOURNE.

5:15 -7

m.: Saturday.
-3 p. m
5:15 -7:30 p. m.: Tues. and
Thun. 5:15 -7:30 p. m.
P.

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

10660 kc.

"When

G.

MADRID. SPAIN

Daily

kc.
WNB 9800
-C30.61

10675 kc.

*GSB

meten
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
31.55

9510 kc. *VK3ME

30.43 meten
P. 0. Bos 951

California evenings
Broadcasts Irregularly

*DJD

11760 kc.

30.4 meters

N. J.
Phones England, evening

Phones

28.1

WON

LSL
C
37.97 meten
HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
7901 kc.

Relays WGY 7:25 -II p. m.
Sundays 7.25 p m -1230
no

-8

KEMIKAWA -CHO. CHIBA

NAZAKI. JAPAN

C

11790 kc. W1XAL

LSN

kc.
JVM 9840
-x30.49

10410 kc.

*GSE

11860 kc.

-B31.48 meters
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.

LAWRENCEVILLE.

B.

GBP

-4 p. m.

10 a. m.

GCU 9530 kc. *W2XAF

9860 kc.

Tests In the evening

-C-

LCL

31.45 meters

JELOY. NORWAY

Relays Oslo

30.15 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C. evening

-C.

KIO

1

Relays

-C

9870 kc.

6:15 -9 p. m.
m. -12 midnight

Calls

daytime

Calls New York. evenings

q,

-C-

Y. C.

9890 kc.

KAHUKU. HAWAII

C-

N.

9950 kc.

"RADIO COLONIAL"

X

-B

meters

30.33 meters
*FYA C
HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA 9510 kc

11680 kc.

24.69

12000 kc.

p. m.

ZFB 9540 kc.

29.84

HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Phones

meters

25.6

PARIS.

CNR

12825 kc.

8 -10:30

11720 kc.

.8

-C-

m. -12 m.

p.

8

Sunday.

10

-C-

meters

25.57

HUIZEN. HOLLAND
Daily ex. Tue. & Wed.
8:00.930 or 10:30 a. m.

Calls
Egypt & Canada, afternoons

C

PHI 10055 kc.

GBB 11730 kc.

13585 kc.

-B

46.14

HJ5ABD
meters

MANIZALES. COL.
12 -130 p. m.. 7.10 p.

m.

6447 kc. *HJ1ABB
-B46.53 meters
BARRANQUILLA. COL..

S. A.

P. 0. BOX 715.
1190 a. m. -I p. m.; 5.10 p. m.

*W3XL

6425 kc.

-X46.70 meters
NATIONAL BROADCASTING
CO.

BOUND BROOK, N. J.
Tests

irregularly
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-B

SANTO DOMINGO

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Daily except Sat and Sun.
p.

49.10 meters
BHALIFAX.
NOVA SCOTIA

HJ3ABF

6275 kc.
-B-

6110 kc. *VE9HX
9:30

meters

47.81

Box 317
7.11 p. m.. axe.
and Sat. 6 -II P.
m.. Tues, and Fri. 6:30 -11 p. m.

-B

B

0.

m.; 6.12

p.

m.

VUC
meters

49.1

VE9CS

6070 kc.
B-

49.42 meters

VANCOUVER. B. C.. CANADA
Fri., 12:30 -1:45 a. m.; Sun.. 12
noon -12 midnight

HIX

6065 kc.
-B

CALCUTTA. INDIA
Daily except Sat.. 3 -5:30 a. m..
9:30 a. m. -noon:
Sat.. 11:45 a. m.3 p. m.

49.46

meters

SANTO DOMINGO

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Tues., and Fri.. 8.10 p. m.;
Sun.. 7:45-10:40 a. m., 3 -5 p.
m.; Sat.. 10:40.11 -40 p. m.

HIIA 6100 kc. HJIABD
47.84 meters
6060 kc.
BOX 243. SANTIAGO.
49.18 meters

6272 kc.
P.

p.

6110 kc.

COLUMBIA

BOGOTA.
P. 0.
12 -1:30 p. m..
Sunday. Wed.

m.I

a.

49.42 meters

MARACAIBO. VENEZUELA
5:15.9 P. m.

1

1.: Weekdays. 11:30
10 :30 p.
a. m.- I p. m., 5:30.9:30 p. m.

m.: Sat.. 9:4011:40 p. m.: Sun.. 11:40 a.
m. -1:40 p. m.
4:40 -5:40

B-

-B49.08 meters
CARACAS. VENEZUELA
:30Sundays. 9-11:30 a. m.:

meters

47.5

*YV2RC 6070 kc. *YV5RMO

6112 kc.

HIZ

6316 kc.

DOMINICAN

11:40

a.

m.

I

B-

REP.

:40

CARTAGENA, COL.
11:30 a. m. -12:30 p. m.; 7.9

m.

a.

7:40.9:40 p. m.

p. m.

B-

Sunday

XEBT 5077 kc.

6020 kc.
-B-

B-

ZHI

8.10:30

Sun.
4r

CO.

BOUND BROOK. N. J.

m.

p.

Relays WIZ
Monday. Wednesday. Saturday,
5:30 p m-1 a. a.

6150 kc. *YV3RC
-B-

6100 kc.

meters

48 -78

CARACAS. VENEZUELA
Generally 4:00 -10:00 p. m.

^-"y.

,

e

40 k/rh

ft

or4r!
4

k

't1,Or

k

'e,.k

6095 kc. *VE9GW

Tues.. 3.4
m.. II a. m. -2 p.
m., Thor,.. 8.9 a. m.. I a. m.2 p. m.. Sat.. 11 a. m. -3 p. m..
Sun.. 10:50 a. m. -2 p. m.

B-

r11

to

16

O,

^r/k

11:45

r.t

1

//P

Daily

°4¡

'10`0 6090
r° kPkl¡hek 3^O gpT

1,41%
Ao

D

a.

e

4

A
o/,

'b.')

4:. 99
Sun., only. I.
m., 8-10:3aa:

45

7h

/i.

4

4

11

°,j^

n.11J^7
meters

CORP.

MADISOrI AVE.. N. Y. C.

Relays WABC.

6-II

P.

a. m. -2 p.

11

W3XAU

6060 kc.
-B

49.50 meters

NEWTOWN SQUARE. PA.
Relays WCAU, Philadelphia

m., daily

CUCUTA. COL.
m.I2 n.; 6.9 p. m.

a.

HVJ

5968 kc.
-B

50.27

4320 kc.
-C-

HJ4ABE

5930 kc.
-B-

4273 kc.
B-

RW15

70.20 meters

KHABAROVSK. SIBERIA.
U. S. S. R.

Daily. 3.9

a.

4272 kc.
-C-

50.6 meters

MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA

Mon.. 7.11 p. m.: Tues.. Thun.,
Sat.. 6:30.8:00 p. m.: Wed. and
Fri.. 7:30 -11:00 p. m.

GDB

69.44 meters

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Tests. 811 p. m.

meters

-2:15 p. m., daily. Sun.. 5.5:30

WOY
meters

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

VATICAN CITY (ROME)

2

WOO

kc.
YV4RC 4752
63.1
C

50.27 meters

II

GDW

62.24 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C.. late at night
meters
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships irregularly

CARACAS VENEZUELA
7:30 -9:30 p. m.

B

GBC

m.

WOO

70.22 meters

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships irregularly

4272 kc.

WOY

CLAWRENCEVILLE.
70.22 meters
N. J.
6050 kc.
*GSA 5880 kc. H.12ABA 4107 kc.
HCJB
B
49.59 meters
.B
8 P. m. -11 p.

m.

BRITISH BROADCAST. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND

-B-

B.

51.02 meters

73

TUNDA, COL.

1.2 p. in.. 7:30.10 p. m.

"When Ta Listen In" Col.

meters

QUITO, ECUADOR
7:14.10:15 p. m., except Monday

WOB 4098 kc.

W1XAL 5853 kc.

6040 kc.

m.

m.

I

1

WCFL-

ATLANTIC BROADCASTING
485

a.

See

oAZ. BOLIVIA

-10:30 p.
¡-___

ke.
J= 6072
-B

k9:02

CP5

+v'49.34 meters

Sunday 11:30
Tues.,
Sat.. Ó p. mm

R.

6120

JOHN, N. B.. CAN.
7-8:30 p. m.

Ltd.

NAIROBI. KENYA. AFRICA
Wed..
Fri.. 5:45 -6:15

60.30 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Ships, late at night

50.25 meters

COMMUNICATIONS,

Man..

C

-C

51.25 meters

-B.

52.5 meters

WND

73.21 meters
C HIALEAH.
FLORIDA

Iac. *W9XAA
BOSTON. MASS.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Calls Bahama Isles
Very Irregular
Calls Bermuda. nights
/f 49.34
meters
FEDERATION OF
hAGO
3600 kc.
CT2AJ
4/
6025 kc.
CQN 5714 kc.
LABOR
HCK
-B
83.5 meters
CHICAGO.
.B49.79 meten
/

/,

VE9BJ

kc.

tr]cc

Q

tl

A

ññ

t

i?a
V

/%Or

,

Sat.. only.

'

/1, e,.
0

%!

rJ OJ,
s

//ßn41-

'

c.

el

49.22 meters

BOWMANVILLE. ONTARIO.
CANADA
Sun. I.9 p. m.
Mon. -Wed.. 3 p. m.12 m.
Thurs. -Sat.. 7 a. m..12 m.

4k1 RI/in .ltE

oO.Op
1Oe41,-n
y,J
/1, 0 4.
0% r/^ 1/

*W9XF B
49.50 meters
meters
IMPERIAL AND INTERNA-

Calls U.S.A., nights

4975 kc.

50 meters
MOSCOW. U. S. S. R.

VQ7LO 5970 kc. HJ2ABC

IfECOLECTRIC

r .1-'t PA.
Jr /hoa ppl,?Oiyslil
m.
h

6060 kc.

*W8XK

meten

-B-

Relays WLW

TIONAL

.86

%r /ie k

49.18

II

is m. -I

DOWNERS GROVE. ILL.
Relays WENR. Chicago
Daily except Mon, Wed. & Sat..
4:30 p. m. -2 a. m.

¡flkc.
_

-e-

7:30 a. m. -6 p. m.;
a. m.

BERMUDA

kc.
RW59 4752
63.1
C-

6000 kc.
p.

m.

59.7 meters

HAMILTON.

50 meters

BARCELONA RADIO CLUB,
BARCELONA. SPAIN
3:30.4:30 p. m., Saturday

4.6
kc *W3XAL 6060 kc. *W8XAL
*CJRO 6100
meters
BNATIONAL49.18BROADCASTING
BCROSLEY49.50RADIO
meters
B
48.78 meters
CORP.
5990 kc.
WINNIPEG. MAN.. CANADA
CINCINNATI. OHIO
m. -12

-C-

EAJ25 4820 kc

6000 kc.

B

ZFA

5025 kc.

49.9 meters

-e-

WCN

59.08

LAWRENCEVILLE N. J.
Phones England Irregularly

RADIO SERVICE CO..
20 ORCHARD RD..
SINGAPORE. MALAYA
Mon.. Wed.. Thurs.. 5:40.8:10
a.
m.: Sat., 12:10.1:10 a. m.,
10:40 p. m. -1:10 a. m. (Sunday)

6150 kc.
8 p.

-C

49.83 meters

MEXICO CITY. MEX.
P. 0. Box 79 -44
7 p. m. -I a. m.

6012 kc.

OXY

49.50 meters

SKAMLEBOAEK. DENMARK
14:30 p. m.: also II a. m. -12 n.

479

49.41

Mon.

and

m.

OER2

Thurs.,
p.

MACAO.

12 m.

meters

VIENNA. AUSTRIA
9

a.

49.67 meters

m.-5

CHINA

6020 kc.
.B.

49.83 meters

SAO MIGUEL. AZORES
Wed. and Sat. 5.7 p. m.

*DJC 5660 kc. HJ5ABC 3490 kc.
B-

BROADCASTING HOUSE,
BERLIN
m., 5:30.10:30
12 N. -4:30
pP. m.

m.

PONTA DELGADA.

QUITO. ECUADOR. S. A.

Mon., Fri., 7.9 a. m.

.B.

CALI53 COLOMBIA
11

a

1.12

N.

Tues. and Thurs. 8.10 p. M.
Sun. 12 N. -I p. m.

PK1WK

85.96 meters

BANDOENG. JAVA
Daily except Fri.. 4:305:30

Television Stations
W9XAK- Manhattan, Kansas.
W9XAO- Chicago, Ill.
W6XAH- Bakersfield, Calif.
2750 -2850 kc.

.

W3XE -Ph iladelphia, Pa.

W2X13S- Bellmore, N.Y.
W6XS -Los Angeles, Calif.
W9XAL- Kansas City, Mo.
W9XG -W. Lafayette, Ind.
W2XAB-New York, N.Y.
42000 -56000, 60000 -86000 kc.
W2XAX -New York, N.Y.
W6XAO -Los Angeles. Calif.
W9XD- Milwauke, Wis.

2000 -2100 kc.
W2XDR -Long Island City, N.Y.
W8XAN- Jackson, Mich.
W9XK -Iowa City, Ia.

W3XAD-Camden,
WIOXX- Portable

J.

Mobile (Vicinity of

Camden)
W2XDR-Long Island City, N.Y.
W8XAN-Jackson, Mich.
W9XE- Chicago, Ill.

W9XAT-Portable
W2XD -New York, N.Y.
W2XAG- Portable

W2XBT- Portable

W3XAK-Portable
W9XAP- Chicago, Ill.

N.
&

WIXG- Boston, Mass.

W2XF -New York, N.Y.

Police Radio Alarm Stations
CGZ
CJ W

CJZ
KGHG
KGHK
KGHM
KGHO
KGHX
KGHY
KGHZ
KGJX
KGLX
KGOZ
KGPA
KGPB
KGPC
KGPD

Vancouver, B.C.
St. Johns, N.B.
Verdeen, Que.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Palo Alto, Cal.

Reno, Nev.
Des Moines, Iowa
Santa Ana, Cal.
Whittier, Cal.
Little Rock, Ark.
Pasadena, Cal.

Albuquerque, N.M.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Seattle, Wash.
Minneapolis, Minn.
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Cal.

2452
2416
2452
2474
1674
2474
1682
2430
1712
2406
1712
2414
2466
2414
2430
1706
1674

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc

KGI'E
KGI'G
KGPH
VTR
VYW
WCK
WEY

KGPI
KGPJ
KGPK
KGPL
KGPM
KGPN
KGPO
KGPP
KGPQ
KGPS
(Time

Kansas City, Mo.
Vallejo, Cal.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Montreal, Can.
Winnipeg, Man.
Belle Island, Mich.
Boston, Mass.
Omaha, Neb.
Beaumont, Tex.
Sioux City, Iowa
Los Angeles. Cal.
San Jose, Cal.
Davenport, Iowa
Tulsa, Okla.
Portland, Ore.
Honolulu, T.H.
Bakersfield, Cal.
given

is

Eastern

Standard

2.122

kc.

2422 kc.
2450 kc.
1712 kc.
2416 kc.
2414 kc.
1558 kc.
2466 kc.
1712 kc.
2466 kc.
1712 kc.
1674 kc.
2466 kc.
2450 kc.
2442 kc.
2450 kc.
2414 kc.
Time)

KGPW
KGI'X
KGPY
KGP7.
KGZA
KGZB
KGZC
KGZD
KGZE
KGZF
KGZG
KG7.II
KGZI
KGZJ
KGZI.
KGZM
KGZN

Salt Lake City, Utah
Denver, Colo.
Baton Rouge, La.
Wichita, Kans.
Fresno, Calif.
Houston, Tex.
Topeka, Kans.
San Diego, Cal.
San Antonio, Tex.
Chanute. Kans.
Des Moines, Iowa
Klamath Falls, Ore.
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Shreveport, La.
El Paso, Tex.
Tacoma, Wash.

2406 kc.
2442 kc.
1574 kc.
2450 kc.
2414 kc.
1712 Ice.
2422 kc.
2490 kc.
2482 kc.
2450 kc.
2466 kc.
2382 kc.
2458 kc.
2430 kc.
1712 kc.
2414 kc.
2414 kc.
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Short Wave Stations of the World
KGZO
KGZP
KGZQ
KGZR
KGZS
KGZT
KGZU
KGZW
KGZX
KSW

KVI'

WKDT
WKDU
WMDZ
WMJ

WMO
WMP
WPDA
WPDB
WPDC
WPDD
WPDE
WPDF
WPDG
WPDH

WPDI
WPDK
WPDL
WPDM
WPDN

WPDO
WPDP

WPDR

Santa Barbara, Cal.
Coffeyville, Kans.
Waco, Tex.
Salem, Ore.
McAlester, Okla.
Santa Cruz, Cal.

Lincoln, Neb.
Lubbock, Tex.
Albuquerque, N.Mex.
Berkeley Cal.
Dallas, 'flex.
Detroit, Mich.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Indianapolis, Ind.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Highland Park, Mich.
Framingham, Mass.
Tulare, Cal.

Chicago, III.
Chicago, III.
Chicago, III.
Louisville, Ky.
Flint, Mich.
Youngstown, Ohio
Richmond, Ind.
Columbus, Ohio
Milwaukee, Wis.
Lansing, Mich.
Dayton, Ohio
Auburn, N.Y.
Akron, Ohio

Philadelphia Pa.
Rochester, N.Y.

2414
2450
1712
2442
2458
1674
2490
2458
2414
1658
1712
1558
1706
2442
2422
2414
1666
2414
1712
1712
1712
2442
2466
2458
2442
2430
2450
2442
2430
2382
2458

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.

kc.
kc.
ke.
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

2474 kc.

2382 ke.

WPDS
WPDT
WPDU
WPDV
WPDW

WI'DX
WI'DY
WPDZ
W l'EA

WI'EB

WPEC
WPED
WPEE
WPEF
WPEG
WPEH
W PEI
WPEK
WPEL
WPEM
WPEP
WPES
WPET
WPEW
WPFA
WPFC
WPFE
WPFG
WPFH

WPFI
WPFJ
WPFK

St. Paul, Minn.

Kokomo, Ind.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charlotte, N.C.

Washington, D.C.
Detroit, Mich.
Atlanta, Ga.
Fort Wayne. Ind.
Syracuse, N.Y.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Memphis, Tenn.

Arlington, Mass.

New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
Somerville, Mass.
E. Providence, R.I.
New Orleans, La.
W. Bridgewater, Mass.
Woonsocket, R.I.
Arlington, Mass.
Saginaw, Mich.
Lexington, Ky.
Northampton, Mass.
Newton, Mass.
Muskegon, Mich.
Reading, Pa.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Baltimore, Md.
Columbus, Ga.
Hammond, Ind.
Hackensack, N.J.

2430
2490
1712
2458
2422
2414
2414
2490
2382
2442
2466

kc.
ke.
ke.

W PFP

2450 Ice.
2450 ke.
2450 kc.

2442
2442
2442
2414
2414
1712
2430

W PFM

WPFN
WPFO

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
1712 kc.

1712
1712
2430
1666
2466
1712
2442
1706
1666
1712

WPFL

kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.
ke.

kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.

kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.
kc.
kc.

WPFQ
WPFR
W PFS

WPFU
WPFV
WPFX
WPFZ
WPGA
WPGB
WPGC

WPGD
WPGF
WPGG
WPGH
WPGI
WPGJ
WPGK
WPGL
WPGN
WPGG
WPGS
WPGU
WPGW
WRBH

WRDQ
WRDR
WRDS

Gary, Ind.
Birmingham, Ala.
Fairhaven, Mass.
Knoxville, Ten.
Clarksburg, W. Va.
Swathmore, Pa.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Asheville, Md.
Portland, Me.
Pawtucket, R.I.
Palm Beach, Fla.
Miami, Fla.
Bay City, Mich.
Port Huron, Mich.

2470 kc.
2382 kc.
1712 ke.
2474 kc.
2490 ke.
2474 kc.
2470 kc.
2458 kc.
2422 kc.
2466 ke.
2442 kc.
2442 kc.
2466 kc.
2466 kc.
S. Schenectady, N.Y.
1658 kc.
Rockford, Ill.
2458 kc.
Providence, R.I.
1712 kc.
Findlay, Ohio
1682 kc.
Albany, V.Y.
2414 kc.
Portsmouth, Ohio
2430 kc.
Utica, N.Y.
2414 kc.
Cranston R.I.
2466 kc.
Binghamton, N.Y.
2442 kc.
South Bend, Ind.
2490 kc.
Huntington, N.Y.
2490 kc.
Mineola, N.Y2490 kc.
Boston, Mass.
1712 kc.
Mobile, Ala.
2382 kc.
Cleveland, Ohio
2458 kc.
Toledo, Ohio
2474 kc.
GrossePt.Village, Mich. 2414 kc.
E. Lansing, Mich.
1666 kc.

When
to
Listen
In
By M. Harvey Gernsback
Havana
Station COC in Havana, as most listeners know, burned down several months
ago. This station has now been rebuilt and
is back on the air again. It operates near
50 meters, on approximately 6010 Ice.
It
has been reported frequently of late as
being on in the afternoon and evening. It

is heard best around

5

p.m.

Rome
I2R0, the Italian station at Rome, Italy,
which has been silent since early June,
will return to the air in late November according to a letter just received from the
station directors. The new plant will consist of 4 new transmitters, each with a
power of 20 kw. These transmitters will
operate on a variety of waves and will employ directional antennae for sending programs to all parts of the world in a fashion similar to the English and German
A special program for
S -W broadcasters.
N. America is being planned which will be
heard in the U.S.A. during our evening
Another woman announcer, an
hours.
Italian- American miss who was brought
up in England, will do most of the announcing in English, according to the present plans.

Sydney
VK2ME at Sydney, Australia, on 9590
kc., will operate every Sunday from 1 -3,
4:30 -8:30 and 9 -11 a.m. in November. In
December the schedule is Sundays,

1 -3 and
We have reports that VK3LR
at Melbourne is now on 9588 kc. instead
of 9580 ke. We have not been able to

5 -11

a.m.

verify this.

Daventry
For November the British station will
operate as follows: Transmission 1; on

GSD and GSB, 2:15 -4:15 a.m. (Till Nov.
10); 3 -5 a.m. after Nov. 10. Trans. 2; on
GSF and GSG, 6 -7:30 a.m. (exc. Sun.), and
on GSF and GSB from 7:30 -9 a -m. Trans.
3; on GSE and either GSF or GSB from
9:15 -10:45 a.m., and on GSB and either
GSE or GSA from 10:45 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
Trans. 4; on GSD and GSB from 1 -3 p.m.,
and on GSB and either GSD or GSA from
Trans. 5; on GSC and GSA
3 -5:45 p.m.
from 6 -8 p.m.

with

Winter Reception

the return of fall and winter in
the Northern Hemisphere short -wave
reception has made its usual seasonal
change. Europe is best heard on 19, 31,
and especially 25 meters in the forenoon,
while in the afternoon 19 and 25 meter
signals fade out at an early hour and
good reception is had on 31 meters from
about 2 -6 or 7 p.m. The 49 meter Europeans begin to come in around 4 p.m. now
and by 6:30 they are at good strength.
Our old friends the South Americans in
the 40 and 49 meter bands are heard almost every evening after 5 with good
strength. The stations around 70 and 80
meters are worth investigating in the
evening now and some good catches should
be the reward of the careful tuner. CT2AJ
in the Azores is on every Wednesday and
Saturday from 5 -7 p.m. on 83.5 meters
(3600 kc.).

Canada
The winter schedule of VE9GW at Bow manville. Ont., on 6095 kc. is: Monday
to Wednesday 3 p.m. -12 m.; Thursday to
Saturday 7 a.m. -12 m.; Sunday 1 -9 p.m.
By the time this is printed VE9DN at
Montreal will probably be back on the air.
This station operates on 6005 kc.

Brazil
The new station at Rio de Janeiro, S.À.,
mentioned two months ago, has been
identified as PRF5. It is on 31.58 meters
and broadcasts daily except Sunday from
5:45 -6:15 p.m. We wish to thank our readers who sent us information on this station. PSK on 36.65 meters, which formerly relayed the programs of PRA3 every
evening, seems to be very inactive now.
It is heard infrequently and at odd hours.

Belgium
ORK at Ruysselede, Belgium, is now
heard at good strength every day. It
broadcasts a program for the Belgian
Congo daily from 2:45 -4:15 p.m. The first
15 minutes are occupied by news bulletins
in French. The last 15 minutes are given
over to a Flemish news bulletin. All programs originate with the Brussels station;
the remainder of the program is musical.
At other hours of the day ORK is used for

www.americanradiohistory.com

commercial telephone service to Africa.

CJRX
CJRX at Winnipeg, Canada, has now
returned to its assigned wave length (25.6
meters) after being down on 25.47 meters
for three or four months. Incidentally
it is now right on top of FYA, the French
station on 25.6 meters. FYA was formerly on 25.63 meters but about seven months
ago received authority to operate on 25.6
meters with the result that the two stations heterodyne each other. Fortunately
FYA usually operates on 25.6 meters from
6:15 p.m. on, and at this time of the year
it is seldom audible so late in the day.

Mexico

,

XETE, at Mexico City, is no longer "on
the air " -according to late reports. The
company who owned it went into bankruptcy after the station staff were paid
several months' back salary at the conclusion of a hunger strike in the studios
for several days. They broadcast over
the long wave sister station of XETE during their strike and refused to stop till
they were paid. A novel form of picketing!

Colombia

HJIABE announced that they would

on 49.05 meters instead of 42.86 met..rs

after the first of October. This station is
at Cartagena.

Manila
KZRM at Manila in the Philippine
Islands is reported back on the short
waves according to Australian dispatches,
This station relays the program of the
long wave broadcast station, KZRM in
Manila. It is heard in the early morning
hours and as late as 9 a.m. It operates on
about 9570 kc., very close to the frequency
of W1XAZ in Springfield, Mass.

Holland
in
s -w station
which has been

PCJ the famous Dutch

Eindhoven,

Holland,

silent for several years has been used recently in some special broadcasts. It was
heard operating in the 19 meter broadcast
band on several occasions.
ALL TIME QUOTED IS EASTERN

STANDARD.
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A Low -Powered

1

(Continued from page 473)
that metal- chassis construction is really
easier than bread -board style. I have used
both of mine constantly for over two years

You

and have never had to even resharpen them.
If you use light sheet steel, it is well to
place a block of wood under the hole to
prevent bending the metal, but I use fairly
heavy sheet, and do not find this necessary.
Let us next consider the schematic circuit in Figure 6. As you can see, it uses
very few tubes: an 83 rectifier, a 59 crystal
oscillator -doubler- buffer, and two 46's in
parallel in the final amplifier.

BATTERIES/
You Can Use Them 7 or 8 Hours
a Day and Get FULL Service!
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DON'T HAVE

"BABY"
BURGESS

Crystal Oscillator

_,

KNOW-

TO

A great deal of the success of the transmitter and its simplicity depends on the
crystal oscillator. The 59 tube serves not
only as an oscillator, but as a frequency doubler and a buffer. The fact that the
plate circuit is operated on the second har-

-
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BURGESS and Amateur Radio have grown up together, and Burgess has kept
pace with the new demands. Burgess Batteries still retain the outstanding
performance that made the phrase "Ask Any Radio Amateur" one of full
significance. In fact, just as Amateur Radio has grown from infancy to a widespread force, so have Burgess Batteries developed to still greater value.
The
most important development in Burgess Batteries is their ability to withstand
long daily service. Test after test has proved they will deliver just as many ampere
hours of service on an eight hour day as they will on the more customary three
hour schedule. This feature means that not only will you get maximum service
from Burgess Batteries, but you can make more contacts and maintain more regular
schedules every day without increasing your hourly cost of operating.
The
Eight Hour Day performance is built into all Burgess Radio Batteries including the

BURGESS
POWER HOUSE
This is a distinct Burgess development, a
dry "A" Battery for use with 2 -volt tubes.
Costs only $3.20 and delivers 200
ampere hours. On typical service, this
means a cost of less than one cent per hour.

PANEL

t

mechanical details of chassis
construction.

monic of the crystal so isolates

it from

the

frequency control portion of the circuit
that full buffer action is obtained without
the use of a separate tube. L1 and Cl are
tuned to the crystal frequency, which is
somewhere in the 160 -meter band between
1750 and 2000 killocycles.
If you would
like to work 160 -meter phone and 80 -meter
CW, then get the crystal between 1800 and
1950 kilocycles, so that it will be in the
160 -meter phone band, and when doubled
will be in the 80 -meter CW band between
3600 and 3900 killocycles.
L1 may be a
regular plug -in type receiver coil with the
tickler removed. C1 is a .00014 mf. variable condenser. C2 and C3 are the same as
Cl. L2 is also a plug -in receiving coil, but
for the 80 -meter band. L3 is a specially
wound coil which will be described later.
The screen and suppressor grids of the 59
are tied together. Refer to figure 8, which
is a bottom view of the 59 socket. The numbering is standard and would be a good
thing for the reader to memorize. Here is
the way it is done. Start with the second
hole to the left of the two large heater

World Famous 'tB" and "C" Batteries
Burgess Batteries have been taken to the North and South
Poles and all around the world by explorers who would
have only batteries built to "take it" hour after hour, without any decrease in the total hours of service delivered.
The next time you buy "A ", `B ", or "C" batteries, ask for and
insist on the familiar black and white
striped Burgess Batteries. You can maintain many more schedules per day at no
increase in cost. BURGESS BATTERY

COMPANY,

FREEPORT,

ILLINOIS.

BURGESS

BATTERIES and FLASHLIGHTS

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

writing advertisers
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442 tcP OWE RT®aYE Receiveit,
Universal AC -DC
S. -W. Receiver

'

5 TUBE tlllll

Duo - Wonder
S. -W. Receiver

T.R.F. A.C. Operated
Short -Ware Receiver

QUIET. hum -free reception
Tubes: '78. '43 and 25Z5
Tunes from 15 to 550 meters.
Complete

Kit

REGENT
4 Tube A.C.
S -W Receiver

IIII

l
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III'1l

THIS

simple circuit will give
beginners a s p l e n d i d
in radio eon ,tMet l on

course

$7.88

Shielded Metal Cabinet.. 1.00
Wired and Tested. extra.. 2.00
RCA Licensed Tube,....... 3.25
pruno Broadcast Coil
.79

holes and count counterclockwise so that
the heater holes will be numbers 3 and 4.
This holds good for numbering any tube
socket. On the 59 socket, which is a large
7 -prong socket, number 6 is the suppressor
grid, and number 1 is the screen. These
are connected together. This is contrary
to the usual procedure of grounding the
suppressor, so don't make a mistake about

operation.

Ri1t

Itl'.t

tions with great r id;leney.
The tubes used are of the latest

design -a '58

COMPLETE re-

ceiver with built in dynamic speaker.
Will tune from 15 to
Tubes:
550 meters.
1 -80
and 12t5 power pentode

output.

l' -es

'19

tithe.

$4.95

.88
1.00

.39

"SCOUT"
Portable AC -DC

R.F. stage for amplification, a '58 detector, too
YA5's for the I,,h -pull stage and an '3e rectifier.
Kit of l'arts with
Sit of RCA ll.enacd tube:
8 Bruno coil :.$17.98
$2.95
Wired and tested.
Sine. dal Shielded
2.00
Metal Can
extra
1.75

A

of Parts

licensed tube
Wired, extra
Broadcast Coll

TH15 most modern short -wave receiver Is extremely efficient.
It will receive foreign sta-

Receiver

COVERS

the shortrange from 15
to 550 , meters. Powers
tone Is the first to use
s

the

new

'79

tuba.

Estremely !Iglu
in weight.

Kit, with
weaker
$11.80
Wired. extra
2.00
Modernistic Cabinet 1.50
ItCA Licensed tubes 2.50
BRUNO Broadcast
Complete

croll

P5ctste

.79
New 192 Page S.W. and

.50

S

I

Packed full
ofS.W DOPE!
Yes, Clifford E. Den ton's book on shortwave has everything
complete s. w. coil
winding data for all
size forms and conden,ers, wire tables, dope on
A -F amplifiers, R -F

-

systems, band spreading, superhets, single signal receivers, electron- coupled oscillators
etc., etc.-the whole
'lowdown" on construction of latest s. w. sets
by a man who really
knows it. 128 pp. Over
150 charts and diagrams. MAIL COUPON
FOR YOUR COPY
NOW.

DENTON'S

Short Wave Radio
HANDBOOK

r

SII of

Co

1.48
Carrying Case
RCA Licensed Tubes 2.25
2.00
Wired. extra

Radio & Technical Publishing Co.
Dept. C -1.
45 Astor Place, New York.
find $1. for 1 copy of DenEnclosed
ton's SHORT -WAVE HANDBOOK.
Send free circular.

NAME

ADDRESS.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.. _.._ -..

GUESS I'M

Á

¡I SAID THE SAME"

FAILURE AT THE

THING UNTIL

(ODE-CANT MAKE

GOT WISE TO THE

ANY HEADWAY

INSTRUCTOGRAPH)

I

Passed Code Exam. Easily

Like many other.
fooled away months trying to learn
from a Short wale Receiver, without making any
Then I gut wise to the Lnst ruetugrapb Autobcadws)-.
matic .'ode Teacher, and in almost nn time passed code
exam. easily. Don't be misled. Every Residence as well
s
Extension Schools use a machine with a perforated
tape to teach their elaa :es.
examinations for Inatruetogaph AutoCommercial medic Code Teacher
Amateur
and
tirkela are always eiven by
machine, using a perfornteil
If there was a better
tape.
1

Tin. ende

the large schools end
Government would have lt.
way.

Provides Necessary
Code Practice

wailing for code schedules
which you can seldom tune in
w lien walltet -110 annoyuhce
trying to keep tine station
Intune) In and copying.
strmangraph protide-n all the
code practice needed to become a real operator. Instructions accompanying Inatrm.tngraph slung how to ¡tractive to the hest advantage
just like an Instructor would
do.
Failure impossible.
No

Terms as Low as $2 per Month

Anyone wishing to learn the rode and qualify for Amateur
or (commercial examinations. or Increase their speed to
the Standard of a real operator -should get an Inslrw-tograph without delay. (tent it for a month. Be convinced it Is the best wny to learn the code and beome
a real operator.
If no, send It back. Terms as low
\'
for details NOw'l
a. 85.00 per month.

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY

912 Lakasldo Place

Dept. SW -12
Chicago, III.

R
A
D
I
ENGINEERING,

broadcasting, aviation and police radio. servicing, marine radio telegraphy and telephony, Horse telegraph,
Engineerand railway amounting taught thoroughly.
ing course of nine months' duration equivalent to three
All expenses low. Catayears of college radio work.
School established 1374.
log free.

They are then connected to a tap on
the voltage divider which gives about 100
volts, but not over that! Any attempt to
use more than 100 volts on the screen in
order to increase the output will make you
wish you had never seen a 59. They really
act up. I use 5000 ohms in Rl, and 20000
ohms in R2. This gives only about 70 volts
on the screen when the final is keyed, but
is necessary because when the load is taken
off, the voltage rises so that there would
otherwise be more than 100 volts on the
59, and it would soon have a white -hot
screen grid and run very high plate current, and cease oscillating. Note that the
cathode is not grounded directly, but
through L1. R4 is the oscillator grid -leak
and is 50,000 ohms 1 watt carbon. RFC2
is a choke, preferably National R100 or
equivalent without which the oscillator may
refuse to oscillate. Connect it as close as
possible to the grid of the 59. C8 is
a plate by -pass to pass the RF to ground
and should be connected as close as possible
to L2. C9 is the screen by -pass condenser
and should be connected as close as possible to the screen prong on the socket.
May I call your attention to an unusual
and very desirable feature from the standpoint of expense in this transmitter. Besides the voltage divider, there are only two
resistors, R3, and R4, and only two RF
chokes. This is very noticeable when you
look at the underside of the chassis. It
almost looks as if it hadn't been completed.
As a matter of fact, there isn't a lot of
equipment in the whole "rig," which is what
I like about it. The by -pass condensers
C9, C8, and C5 can be any size from .002
mf. to .01 mf. but must be of sufficient
voltage rating to stand the peak voltage of
the transformer. In the one shown here
they are 500 -volt condensers. C6 is a small
hut very important condenser. Its value
i3 .00004 mfd, and do not use a larger one!
In fact, a .000035 mf. postage stamp equalizing condenser is plenty large enough. A
larger one will affect the stability and
furnish too much excitation to the 46's. It
also must be of the 500 -volt variety as the
plate voltage of the 59 is on one side of
it, and a breakdown will burn up the grid
meter. C7 is a .25 mf. by -pass condenser
and takes out the small key click when keying the grid of the 46's. No other key
click eliminator is necessary- another advantage of the transmitter. C4 is a 50 mmfd
variable neutralizing condenser. Ç13 is a
.002 mfd coupling condenser, from Ehe plate
of the 46's to the antenna coupling unit to
be described later. The resistor R3 is 1000
ohms and should be of 5 watts rating. JI
is the key jack and need not be insulated
from the panel, since one side of it is
grounded anyway. M1 is the grid meter
and should be of about 0 -100 MA size. It
is optional, but is very desirable, since it
eliminates the necessity for neon lamps to
neutralize, and at all times shows presence
of RF, and also makes it possible to locate
resonance peaks easily. It eliminates the
necessity for a plate meter in the 59 -plate
lead to indicate oscillation, since to obtain
maximum oscillation, instead of using the
dip of the 59 -plate current, we use the peak
of the grid current shown by Ml. RFC1
is a good RF choke. A National R100 or
its equal will serve admirably. It should
be placed as close as possible to the grids
of the 46's. Figure 9 shows the bottom.
view of the 46 sockets. They are wired
in parallel. M2 is the final plate meter and
should have a range of at least 0 -200 MA.
and preferably 0 -300, as peaks when the
46's are off resonance are often that high.
With reasonable care, a 0 -200 MA. meter
will serve, however.

Power Supply
The power supply is simple, since the
isolating effect of the 59 circuit and the

Dodge's Institute, Turner St., Valparaiso, Ind.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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crystal control makes first -class regulation
unnecessary. The tube used is an 83, which
takes a 5 volt, 3 ampere winding, for its
filament supply. I use a winding intended
for an 80 with no heating of the transformer. You can use an 80, but it will
drop the delivered voltage about 50 volts.
The filter IL4) is a single choke, 30 henry,
which will carry at least 160 mils (MA.)
steadily, and two 8 mf. electrolytic condenser C10 and C14 connected as shown.
The transformer has a high -voltage winding giving 500 volts each side of center tap,
a 5 -volt, 3- ampere winding for the 83, and
a 21/2 -volt winding delivering at least 51/2
amperes for the filaments of the two 46's
and the 59. The pilot light P is also connected to this winding, to indicate when
the transformer is on. Note that SW1 is
connected directly between the center tap
of the high voltage winding and ground.
This takes all high voltage off the set
when not transmitting. SW2 opens the
110 volt AC line. The filament center tap
of the 21/2 -volt winding is grounded. The
voltage divider, being of high resistance,
draws little current (20 mild, making only
a 10 -watt resistor necessary, or two of
them in series, a 20000 and a 5000 if you
have no tapped resistor of the correct

VIET'

rdiv
TESTED
for NOISE

value.

ELECTRAD Perfects
a QUIET
VOLUME CONTROL

Reason for High Efficiency
Now for a few remarks on the reason for
the set's efficiency. Note that all coil fields
are above the chassis, while all wiring is
below. All RF is by- passed to ground
right at the coil so that practically no RF
gets below the chassis except in the short
leads to the condensers Cl, C2, and C3.
The leads to C4 are a bit long, but this is
reverse RF voltage fed back to the grid
for neutralization, and is very small for
a 46 -tube. The wiring beneath the chassis
is regular point to point style as practically
all of it carries DC only, and therefore has
no effect on neighboring wires. Filaments
are all twisted as in a receiver.
The crystal is mounted in jacks placed
on a bakelite strip mounted behind a hole
cut in the panel to the right of the meter
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Built on a Radically New
Engineering Principle
the first

time,

absolute

FOR
quiet, smooth, positive control
VARI OHM

of radio volume is accomplished.
Electrad's new 16- feature Volume

Control is GUARANTEED

QUIET-and its quietness and
smoothness increase with use.
A radically improved engineering
principle assures even distribution
of current around the flat outer
rim of a Bakelite ring, over which
gently glides a floating contact of
special alloy, tracking perfectly
with the baked -on resistance ele-

M1.
L3 is wound on a piece of tubing 21/4" in
diameter, and 4" long. It is wound with 25
turns of No. 12 enameled wire with no

spacing between turns, and tapped at the
Contact glides arer reninth turn. This is for 80 meters. For
rixlnnre .element
in
160 meters, use about No. 16 wire and
straight path.
wind 50 turns, tapped at the eighteenth
turn. When you wish to operate on 160
Mtn wined nip/nee/lient
meters, take out the 160 -meter coil from the
Control ¢Ilh
Ildrnru'
ment.
goner-.u-itrh ,tttorhrd.
59- cathode circuit and replace it with a
The molded Bakelite case with
tube base which has the prongs shorted
together inside with a piece of wire so
metal end cover projects, when
that the cathode of the 59 goes direct to
mounted, only 1/1 inch back of
10-WATT
ground. Then place the 160 -meter coil in
panel. Loosening a single screw
the socket of the 59 -plate circuit as L2.
removes the end cover and a new
and put the 160 -meter coil you have wound
type power switch (approved by
on the tubing into the jacks of L3. The
underwriters) may be instantly
59 then operates as a straight pentode
attached. The shaft is extra long
without doubling and gives very high output.
aluminum. Cuts easily-saves
time. All standard values availThe tuning up procedure follows. Place
all tubes in the sockets, and the 160 -meter
able.
coil in Ll socket, 80-meter coil in L2 socket,
Special descriptive folder FREE
and the 80 -meter final tank coil in its three
on request.
jacks. Close SW2. Close key. Disconnect plate voltage lead from M2. Then
wait about a minute for the 59 to warm
up. Then close Swl. Turn Cl till M1
shows peak current. The crystal is then
oscillating. Then rotate C3 slowly and
the needle of M1 will kick slightly at one
point. Adjust C4 from zero to maximum
slowly and back until a point is found
where there is no kick in M1 when C3 is
Inc.
rotated thrcughout its range. The set is
now neutralized. Open Sw1 again, to cut
175 Varick St.
high voltage, and reconnect the plate lead
New York, N.Y.
on M2. Close Swl, and quickly rotate C3
Please send new 1935 Resistor Catauntil M2 shows a dip. This indicates
log.
Check here for folder on
resonance. If this should stop the oscillator
new QUIET Volume Control.
from oscillating, open Cl slightly, and
175 Varick 8t.. New Ytark. N.Y.
again tune C3 for the dip. That's all there
is to it. Connect the antenna, and you are
Name
ready to transmit.
lsrc.
Now for the antenna. With this outfit
Address
as shown, you can use a single wire 133
feet long for 80 meters, or a single -wire
feed matched impedance Hertz. These have 1
SW-12
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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DEPOSIT WITH C.D.D. ORDERS
INCLUDE ^_n
CABLE ADDRESS: "UNCLEDAVE'
WRITE IN FOR OUR NEW HAM CATALOG -JUST OFF THE PRESS I

UNCLE DAVE'S RADIO SHACK
356 BROADWAY

Lo

gOGN

ALBANY, N. Y.

nooPh no:4 -5746

PEERLESS "40 -DX" COMBINATION PHONE -CW TRANSMITTER
a low priced crystal controlled transmitter with all the latest refinements -59 Dow °killtoa
to -46's -output 40 watts on (IV and 10 watts on phone on two bands- standard 19- hakehte panel -:of trot
2

COMPLETE with microphone, tubes, crystal to your frequency in 160 and 80 meter
power supply -just plug Into 110 AC 60 cycle, attach antenna and It is ready

aluminum chassis.
band. Weston
to es.

milli anunet er.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY LOW PRICEI

New! National Type HRO Receiver
Nine tubes, not including rectifier
Two Preselects.. stages

Single Signal (Crystal Filter) standard equipment
Ganged Plug -in coils, with each coil individually
shielded
Strictly single -control Tuning
Calibration for each range mounted on coil
Four gang Precision condenser, with preloaded worm
drive tuning. 20 -1 ratio
Micrometer Dial, spreading tuning over 500 divisions.
numbered every IO divisions. direct reading
Automatic or Manual volume control
Vacuum Tube voltmeter with instrument calibrated
in R scale of carrier intensity
Electron coupled, air padded oscillators
Two IF stages with Iltrwound coils. air condenser
tuned
Peat frequency oscillator for "offset" C. W. tuning
Phone lack on panel
21' volt AC and 6 volt AC or Battery models
Relay Rack mounting available
Built -in power supply available

CONDENSERS

NATIONAL TRANSMITTING

TIIC -100
TMS -1110

100 emir. 3001 v..._.
v.
1000
100 mudd.
stages.

___..

..$2.55
1.35

RECEIVER.

SUPER -PRO

HAMMARLUND
2- preselector

_.

bandspread

tuning

at

all

colt or 6 volt AC model, with coils, lesa tubes,
speaker, power supply. net
5139.80
2 colt with built -in power supply 115 v. 60 cy.. with
roils. less tubes and speaker, net
8154.50
2

IN

NATIONAL RECEIVERS AND APPARATUS
STUCK

I

(re-

fron 15 to 560 meters no plug -In rolls -15
ultra modern clnolt. WRITE 1'S FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND PRICES:
HAMMARLUND PRODUCTS IN STOCK AT ALL
TIMES.
mien, iss
tube. In

Red Hot Specials!
cans with rover, special
EXTRA SPECIAL Weston meters model 301 slightly used. 0 -5. 10, 25, m.

1":6"x9. black crystallite finish metal

l

,s,

I

-n

7

5.

5

Isle

f

3.69

0

2

Millianunetcrs, each
..
140 noon]. PEERLESS mid :et variable condensers. extra special, each ............ ._........
4
nid. 1000 volt filmer r ndemser.. cased with leads. NET
Pow sr Truc -farmer 600 volts CT: 5 volts 3 a: 214 volts 5 a; BARGAIN AT
I CG -1102 Navy 5- ratters. while they last.
ri nES guaranteed firsts, SPECIAL

Isle
98e

at

49e

39e

231

per donen.

\mpc rite reins i ty microphone beautifully cased, complete with output transformer
TELEI'LEXES, slightly used, eatellent condition, complete with 3 tapes
TELEPLEXE$. same as shove but with three tapes and audio orillator
OSINIGRAI'IIS, I51dlal, slightly used, goal condition, medal dada
WRITE FOR INFORMATION ON RENTALS OF CODE- LEARNING APPARATUS

.31.00

$14.70
9.95
12.50
12.00

both been described in past issues of this
magazine, and will therefore not be repeated. For other types it will be necessary to add a coupling coil to be placed at
one end of the tank coil. However, I will
now describe a new system of antenna
coupling which in my humble opinion is
destined to replace all other systems for
short -wave work. It is so simple, and so
flexible, and so highly efficient, and so
eliminates harmonics that no other can
compare with it. Because it was first called
to the attention of the amateur fraternity
by Arthur Collins, W9CXX, it has been
widely called the Collins' Impedance Matching Unit. The parts required are two
.00025 variable condensers (out of an old
broadcast receiver) and a coil. The size of
the coil depends on the band to be used.
For this transmitter we will use 30 turns
for 160, and then short out half of then,
for 80 meters, I will only describe here the
method used to couple to a single wire of
any length, or a single-wire feed Hertz of
any frequency. See Figure 1. You now
have the transmitter tuned to resonance.
Do not change the setting of any dial on

the transmitter. Adjust C11 until the plate
current goes to 100 mils or so. Then tune
C12 quickly till the plate current dips. Then
if necessary readjust C11 to bring the plate
current up to 100 mils again, and again
tune C12 for a dip. Continue until the dip
falls as nearly as possible at 100 mills,
which is the proper current for the 46's.
That is all there is to it. If the antenna is
too long or too short, the unit will match
it anyway, and furnish the necessary inductance to make it the right size. Then
if you will disconnect the antenna unit
from the transmitter, you will see that the
current will fall back to its original value,
which will be about 20 or 30 mills, and as
soon as you attach the unit again, the current will go back up to 100, thus showing
that the antenna is taking the "soup" in
fine shape. Put a light bulb in the antenna
lead and be further convinced
25 -watt

-a

bulb.
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SUPERTONESTUBE-

..sal Short
Universal
Wave and

Broadcast Receiver

Its name and address
r

This New Universal 5 tube A.C.-D.C. Short Wave & Broadcast Receiver uses the
latest type tubes. A 6D6 is used as one stage of high gain T.R.F. inductively
coupled to a 6C6 regenerative screen grid detector -regeneration is controlled
by a potentiometer. It has two stages of audio, providing sufficient volume to
operate its 5 inch dynamic speaker to full volume on even those hard -to -gat stations. The first audio stage is a 37, the second stage is a 43 power output
pentode and works on either A.C. or D.C.

Chassis, completely wired, tested, with tubes & coils,
15 -500 meters
Cabinet only-$2.50
Complete Kit of parts, with tubes, coils and diagram- $18.00
If you have any parts which may be used in building this set, send for our price
list on additional parts.
Send for literature on our other receivers.

$20°°

PRODUCTS CORP.Y.
SUPERTONE
Brooklyn, N.
street,
1.5
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Dept. S -12,
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TRIAL plan. Prl r: AGENTS
WRITE I
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romance. Every hour interesting and immensely profitable.
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A Simplified "Radio
Control"
(Continued from page 472)
only when a radio signal modulated at its
resonant audio frequency is received. Since
we have a great number of audio frequencies
at our disposal, the number of controls
available is determined entirely by the
limitations of the controlling transmitter
and the response curves of the audio transformers employed.
The transmitter described (Fig. 2) is the
simplest possiole, using a grid- leak -modulated Hartley circuit with an adjustable
grid -leak for every control.
Different
values of grid -leak, of course, produce different audio frequencies modulating the
carrier, and they are inserted in the circuit at will by simply pressing push buttons!
Because of their low filament consumption, tubes of the 2 -volt series were used
throughout both receiver and transmitter.
As stated before, almost any types of tubes
may be used without detriment to operation. The 2 -volt tubes are more suited,
however, in radio control for filament batteries of light weight and small dimensions
cut down unnecessary bulk and awkwardness- something to think about when in
a radio controlled car, everything must be
crammed into the smallest of space and yet
operate efficiently.

The Receiver
Referring again to Fig. 1, a 30 tube is
used as regenerative detector in the original
set -up. It is grid -leak- condenser type, this
being preferable to one of power detection
for it is more sensitive to weak signals
good feature since the receiving antenna
on a moving car or boat, for example, must
be of mean proportions.
Following the detector is transformercoupled a 30 tube Class A amplifier. Following this, also transformer- coupled, is a
power amplifier stage using a 33 pentode.
This type tube is used for two reasons: its
large amplification factor and high plate
resistance. Three audio transformers, T3,
T4, and T5, placed in series in the 33 plate
circuit very nearly reach optimum for
greatest gain. The transformers should be
of the same make and value so as to realize
equal distribution of power and voltage be-

-a

tween them.

-it

battery bias is used throughout
not
only gives slightly more gain per stage
than self -bias, but a C battery is necessary
for bias of distributor tubes V4, V5, and
C

V6.

The MARK

and
For

Universal Midget Condensers
Removable shaft with lock
nut provides permanent condenser alignment.
Insulex
insulation. Spacing .026 ".
o

15, 25. 50, 100 and 140

.l

Ise

price 75e. Complete
as above with blue

print. List

eso,

price

Shielded "Handle Type" S.W. Coils
loss
ribbed construction completely
shielded and protected by insulated
tubing. Set of 4
coils covering 16217
meters.
4
prong. 2 winding.
List price 33.53

,., III*t.." .ad

....Haar.. List
t len S2.5Wth
0.ipielmut
twee
hardware

SLOG

Non Itygrosreplc ceramic coutpound developed by ICA.

16 -217

Flexible Coupler
and inexpensive.
Of flexible aber. Dlam.
24'; two %'

Fine
winding

bushings

F

teh

Pp

for

I

¡i
.7

mounted
phor

drilled

- Indio.. easy
List

;go

$1.53

W. COILS WOUND ON

4

2 windings.
culls rover 16 -217
Have
low -

prong.

meters.

loss wire for primary
and tickler.
tune
with 140 mmfd. eondenser. List price

will

81.90

Standoff Insulator
With Jack
R'lll

take banana or O.R.

base

1"

13."

plug.

1h'.

x

high;

Takes

screws.
Black

white.

or

"Little Pete"
Standoff Insulator
Very small.

Made of 1n1space is available. "Only
" high. a` Base K "" %'.
for
mounting. Black

List

prive 120

Ready
r

Consists

drilled
handle

white.

m boss

0 or 0

List

to 100.
price

2' diem.

75e.

Calf bra t
lob to

to 10.
Price
0

inn

tI

tt

t.I

SMALL BAKELITE RIM TYPE FORMS
Fit UX sockets. 1% " diam. x 2%" high.
Primary and secondary windings. 4
coils cover 16 to
217 Meters.
Will
tune
with
140
mmfd.
condenser.

List price...... SEAS
Sub Panel

ribbed
form
topped for

It
5

." high
44" diam.
requires
a

a s

16'

e

6/32'

i

for

hole

mounting.

Uses
w
b o t h

v

4

Or 5

prong.
List price
95e; 6 or
prong.

List prim..
$1.00

h i

t

e.

sn

panel.
7

Ili'

mounting
hale.
Complete w t t It
Jack.
Black or

r_

(25 to

las). List price.
Ea

Kits

200

Crystal Holder
11

models:

volt, 6 volt or A.C.
model. Easy to build.

protect
winding.

for high rrequenry
when mounting on

work

diam. Needs

.

2

to

Fine

high

acre

threaded
n
Black or
white.
125
to
box) List price.
Ea.
IOC

Choice of

and

Jack Insulator for
Panel Mounting

Standoff Insulator
Size

5 M. Transceiver

and

(supplied)
insulating
tubing

150

List

price ea...._...

Handle Type Coil
Forms

Knobs

Direct drive. Heavy
ry brass,
black swish. silver etched
lines and numeral +. 314'
diem., Calibration 100 to

S.W. COILS WOUND ON

LOW LOSS

SMALL BAKELITE RIBBED FORMS
4

bronze

spring. List
price ..

G,.

nt^ -S.

en

flexible phos-

Lí.11

meters.

*4.00

Dial and Pointer

Efident

de

Inso /.".

t.oae loss at high frequintiles. Slotted con +truction. 4 prong.
9 winding. Set of
4
rolls covering

:IIC3ö

List price

large l'X
fcket.

h
high.
f o r.

u]dl

Y4

>

Insoles X'Mitting
Plug in Coil
To flt prong
-.
f

$2.25

Insulex Ribbed S.W. Coils

Low

X'Mitting Coil Forms
Low hr Insole. materiel. Fine
tor 20. 40. au \t.

dication of the value which we offer
The list prices shown are subject to
a discount of 40% when purchased
through your Jobber or favorite Mail
Order House -or send your order direct naming your Jobber and we will
see that you are promptly supplied.

Coils for S M. Transceivers
Interruption Frequency Oscillator with 4 lugs.
List price $1.00. 5 Meter RF Choke with two
mounting feet. List price 60e. 5 Meter Dual
Tuning coils and
mounting base. List

mmf.

capacities. List prices:

standard

Across the secondaries of T3, T4, and T5
are shunted tuning condensers C3, C4, and
C5; they are mica. Their capacity values
will be determined by the audio transformers used, though they will not be found
critical. Condensers of 0.0001, 0.001, and
0.01 mf. were used in the original receiver.
They are fixed-audio tuning being accomplished at the transmitter.
Distributor tubes V4, V5, and V6 are
type 31 power amplifier tubes, battery biased very nearly to cut -off. The exact
amount of bias necessary will depend upon
the low current relays XI, X2, and X3
used in the plate circuits. The best way to
adjust this is to apply plate voltage with
zero bias (the relays will then close) and
increase the grid bias until the relays open.
This is a critical point, and the closer it
can be adjusted, the more sensitive will be
operation of the unit.

of QUALITY
Dependability in Radio Parts

15 years this trade mark on
radio products has been a sign of
Quality. Today, more than ever, you
can be assured of reliable, precision
built parts and accessories if you ask
for ICA products. The following are
but a few of the hundreds of items
which we manufacture and are an in-

Type

Tuned Audio Circuits Used
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Made of Insulex. Accommodates crystals
to .250 thick x lßÿ"

square.

complete
instructions, diagrams. List
prices (respectively)

Accurate

819.50,

price
$1.75

$19.25

$19. ".5

and compact. List

Full Line of

S.W. RECEIVER KITS

America's greatest line of SHORT WAVE HITS! One and
two tubo battery sets. and three, four. five tube all electric

Relay Construction
The relays originally used were factory made and operated on a current of 1 milliampere. Suitable relays can be made, however, by rewinding 6 -volt types with No. 40
gauge enameled wire. If good (platinum
or silver) contacts are soldered on the
armature of an ordinary buzzer and the
electromagnets rewound, a workable relay
will result.
A more highly sensitive homemade relay
and one that will measure up to the best
is made from an old audio transformer. The
only requisite is that the secondary wind -

Please mention

models. Listing from $9.95 up. All licensed under RCA
and Hazeltine patents.
World's easiest to build with o
point -to -point wiring diagrams. Send for complete detail..

BIG New

Send
cover

CATALOG

accessories as well as our com-

IOc

stamps

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

avoid disappointment!

Dept. W-124, New York, N. Y.

when writing advertisers
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plete line of receiver kits.
Supply limited. send now to

INSULINE CORP. of AMERICA
23"25 Park Place

or coin

cost of handling and
mailing big new 1935 catalog
listing hundreds of parts and
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Scientifically `UW Produced
BUD COMPONENTS are specified by AMATEURS,
EXPERIMENTERS and ENGINEERS for QUALITY, EFFICIENCY, and ECONOMY.

Bud Easy -Starting Screw Holders

BUD EASY STARTING SCREW HOLDER has a positive GRIPPING ACTION, will
START ANY SIZE SCREW in the HARD TO GET AT AND MOST INACCESSIBLE

1

PLACES. Releases itself from screw after screw has been properly placed.
Priced so low that no one can afford to be without a set of Bud Easy Starting Screw
Holders.
The handle has the new DOUBLE GRIP FEATURE and is constructed of high grade
moulded Bakelite. The screw gripping fingers are made of the finest quality of Blued
Spring Steel.
NO TOOL KIT IS COMPLETE WITHOUT A SET OF BUD EASY STARTING
SCREW HOLDERS.
Size
Cat.
Price
Size of Screw
Dia. Length
No.
$ .15
overall. No. 2 to 6 incl
852
'z "x4
.20
incl
to
12
6
overall. No.
853
% "x7"
.25
3/4"x93/4" overall. No. 10 to 18 incl
854
.25
': "xS?" overall. No. 2 to 8 incl
856

."

Bud Hy -Freq. Crystal Holder

transmitters operating on high frequencies. Recommended for use with crystals covering frequencies from 4,000 to 15,000 KCS. Will hold crystals up to
Crystal housing is made of
1- 1/32" square and .25" thick.
moulded bakelite with nickel plated brass fittings. Adjusting screw permits very fine pressure adjustment of floating
plate to crystal. Tube prong contacts are spaced 114" apart.
Mounts in 5 or 6 prong tube socket.
is ideal for use with

No.763 Price sí.60
fete of the Items In the complete BUD line. Write for New 1935 CatListed shove are but
Ilscount when purchase is
alog! All 114 prices rhown in this advertisement are subject to 49
If your jobber cannot supply RI'D part. -end your
made front an authorized Bill Jobber.
order direct to us together with your jobber's name and we sill make shipment direct.

i

1937 E.-55th STREET

BUD RADIO INC.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

t:
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EXCELLENT FOOD
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personal attention by members of the firm.

l'orna "Evidence of Conception" and
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PATIENT LAW OFFICES
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mg is good and the primary is not "shorted"
(short- circuited). The primary may be
open or burned out for it is not used, but
if "shorted." a relay made from the transformer will have a definite time -lag on
opening. Such action would make it useless for radio control purposes.
As shown in detail in Fig. 3, a little less
than one half the iron core is cut away
with a hack -saw, leaving a core with only
one window and the winding on one leg.
Take care not to cut too close to the center
so as to reduce the core area next to the

winding.
Now, opposite from the end that has been
cut away, saw a 1/4-inch gap in the core as
indicated. The easiest method is to place
three or four blades in the saw at once and
saw the gap out cleanly. This will save
bending the metal back and forth to remove it and will make a neater -looking job.
Notice the gap does not cut the core entirely through. One sixteenth -inch of the
laminations is left to support the core and
keep it rigid. Should the gap be cut
through, the core will immediately fall
apart unless some method of holding it together is employed. (The gap causes sufficient magnetic flux leakage to attract the
a rmature.-E dito r.)
About halfway between the gap and the
bottom of the core is fastened a bakelite
strip with tinner's self -threading screws.
These screws work easily if a hole a fraction smaller than they is first drilled into
the core. On the end of the bakelite strip
is screwed an ordinary brass bolt and lock nut. The end of the bolt is filed to a point
and acts as one of the contacts.
The whole core is fastened to a wooden
base by counter -sunk tinner's screws.
On one end of the base, bent up at right
angles, are mounted with wood screws two
strips of spring brass. To the tip of one
is soldered a % -inch square block of soft
iron (armature) 1/4-inch thick, and the
brass is bent so the iron block armature is
about % -inch from the gap. This same
brass strip also has an arm about halfway
down on which is put a lump of molten
solder (best results are obtained with platinum or silver contacts), and this arm is
bent so the solder will make contact with
the pointed contact bolt upon slight movement of the armature. The second brass
strip is brought up even with the arm on
the first and bowed toward the core so as
to make a tension against the armature.
Accurate adjustment is made by bending
these strips so as to vary the tension. Use
very light brass, though it must be stiff
enough to support the weight of the iron
block and have enough flexibility to open
the circuit once it has been closed. Brass
such as automobile mechanics use for shims
will answer the purpose.
The secondary of the transformer is the
magnetizing winding, and its leads are
placed in the plate circuit of one of the
distributor tubes. The primary, of course,
is unused, and the leads are clipped and
taped up.
The more care used in constructing these
relays, the more successful will be their
operation, for their sensitivity almost directly determines the distance over which
reliable control can be accomplished.

Method of Adjustment
It may be found in operation that a note
intended to operate one relay will also operate another. This is remedied by tuning
the circuits of the distributor tubes to
farther separated audio frequencies (by
changing values of the condensers shunting
the grid inputs -C7, C8, and C9), by increasing grid-bias of the distributor tubes,

or, if necessary, completely shielding each
distributor unit so that no stray magnetic
flux will permeate a neighboring transformer. In any event, whether shielded or
not, mount transformers T3, T4, and T5
so that they are at right angles to each
other.
Getting back to the transmitter and Fig.
2, we see it is quite simple. Although a
Hartley oscillating circuit was originally
employed, any type of oscillator will work
just as well as long as it may be leak modulated.
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There are three different grid -leaks, one
*
The Harrison ORIGINAL
for each control, and they are connected
into the circuit by push buttons SW1,
*
12,500 MILE TWO -TUBE
SW2, and SW3.
NEW FIVE -IN -THREE SET
The leaks are adjustable. They may be
variable gridleaks proper or high value
variable resistors in series with low value
Here's the set
fixed leaks.
6A7
that
everyone is
*
As the case may be, audio tuning is accomplished by turning on the receiver and
*
76
about! We
transmitter and adjusting the grid- leaks,
have s o l d
in turn until the desired relay closes.
12A7 *
thousands
A closed -double-circuit jack J1, Fig. 1, is
in the past
placed in the plate circuit of V'2. With
two years!
headphones this offers great convenience
-DC
Their excellent per in tuning up.
formance, neat apThe receiver detector should be adjusted
A mmlern all- elertrlr receiver Iii..!
you with
its consistent re,rplion of foreign ,t.: _... a::l its great
pearance and low
until on the peak of oscillation for greatest In,.,,
cost are good cause for such enthusisensitivity. Under no condition should it
ping, into an i10 volt AC or De house current nut
be allowed to break into free oscillation. let. !'oil: supplied tune from 15 to 200 meters. Proviastic and favorable comment! The
for built
-pecker -stopsl speaker -.,r headphones.
Such action would result in the production sion
low price makes it the outstanding
brrert degn tenures full five tube performmnre- screen
of beat notes that might have disastrous grid RF- regenerative !erector -I st AI' -Power pentode
S.W. value today! The simplicity of
output
and
r
e
i
fi
r
All i.r m three dual purpose tubes!
effects.
construction and ease of operation
Entirely :eh-contained. its light weight and cumpaittles,
rake, it ;iii Ideal portable set.
make it the ideal Beginner's Set.
This Is
Use of Tuning Forks, Whistles, Etc.,
receiver that Is easy to build -easy to operate
-. and which will outperform higher priced sets!
Battery model uses two type 30
With Phone "Mike"
Complete kit. Including all neressary parts.
tubes and inexpensive long life di-y
finished metal .has :ls with all holes.
45*
While this system will not allow two or crystal
and complete. easily followed Instructions* batteries.
more audio frequencies to be transmitted
AC model uses two 27 or 56 tubes.
1 of matched
tched S ivania Tubes
$2.20 extra *
at the same time, they can be sent with Metal
canine! an illustrated
1.25
Either model
**
such rapid succession there is little differSpecial loudspeaker
1.45 extra
Broadcast
band
COMPLETE KIT
ence. To allow transmission of two or Tito
runs
1.25
"
more audio notes simultaneously the transSPECIALOFFMBINATION
mitter will need to incorporate two or more
Tubes. $127$
tubes working as audio oscillators alone. Cm
* ** ** ** * * * **** **
ir
anti
Should the constructor possess or desire to Speaks., Cabinet
build a phone transmitter, it is possible
Sri'
coin plete
desert ption
Pg. 4 )5 Nor. S. 11', (`. )
to use tuning forks, whistles, pitch pipes,
AC-DC
or even musical instruments of different * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
ALL ELECTRIC
pitch that might be sounded or blown be12.530 MILE RECEIVER
fore the "mike." Such an arrangement, too,
fULTONE II
offers possibilities in more distant control,
SCREEN. GRID
I'ree pm
for a phone transmitter could be built to
POWER PENTODE
plate collage:.
radiate a much stronger carrier.
Entirely self
A modified version of
contained! No
The low current relays in the receiver the well known 12,500
batteries! Just
will not carry large currents at their con- Mile Two Tuber which
plug into the
a 32 screen grid
110 colt house
tacts. A system of relays with switches uses
and a 33
line.
making possible normally open or normally detector
Complete kit.
power pentode output
Including
closed contacts may be added as conven- tube. (Dry
cell operadrilled
metal

FULTONE V
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STARS
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ient.
In Fig.

tion.) This combination results in even
more sensitivity and
volume! An excellent
and time proven Short
Wave Receiver.
Complete Kit, including coils (IS $
J
75
to 200 meters). heavy, attractive
metal chassis and cabinet with
hinged cover and clear instructions
of Matched Tubes
$1.50

is a system originally used to
turn on and off three differently colored

+

4

lights at a distance. Each of the receiver
relays closed a circuit of a storage battery
and solenoid. A solenoid was made by
winding 150 turns of No. 18 gauge bell wire on a % inch brass tube 6 inches long.
Half inside the brass tube was a % inch
diameter iron rod to which was fastened the
chain of a pull -chain fixture switch controlling a light. To the other end of the
rod was fixed a light spring to keep slack
out of the chain. One impulse from the
transmitter turned on the light, another
turned it off.
It takes but little ingenuity to substitute
the rudder of a boat or steering gear of
a small car for the switch chain. Possibly
two solenoids would be necessary, one for
steering right, one for left, with a small
spring returning the rudder or steering
gear to neutral or straight ahead.

5

you going to Construct any of the sets described In
n agazine t
so. you will sure'
sure!). w nt out special
Pans !list for that set! A clear tabulation of all the
stied parts with our low wholesale prices dud also a
lpe.
ist of Ies el,enslre substitutes that will function per fectly. You can
der one part or the entire kit and
save money! SEND NOW!
NO OBLIGATION!
(Mention title. page. and month)
W. ol". i,
b.eprint, for trnnami :.r,. 5 tort,. too t.e.iver.
portable ,,. :,.n. a. ...... .5 ..atop itrottc oar inn`.

tilts
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PERFORMANCE

At

a recent demonstration of the new POSTAL '35, before a gathering of well known amateurs and short wave
fans, the POSTAL '35 Custom Built receiver outperformed the set that won all foreign DX records.

CAPTAIN HORACE L. HALL

the famous Short Wave Authority who writes for the
New York Sun, Radio Tower. Radio News and many
foreign publications, choose the New POSTAL '35 for
his DX listening post. Proof of its superiority.

-to

OVER

SO

IMPORTANT FEATURES

Such as the Postal drawer coils, built in T.R.F. pre -

-7

N'W t935

S. W. BOOSTER
Poston built
preselect nr Is the
:udy too 'lag, self Powered
- c,rt
,
,
e"st
on the
nket ta Easily c wets
..II -,rare receiver
and is
P :istal

(Hanimarlund).

Iier

-2

megohm grid -leak, (Amite.
TI, T2, T3, T4, T5- 31. -1 ratio audio

transformers -see text.

VI, V2 -type 30-2-volt general purpose
tubes. R.C.A.- Radiotvon (Sylvania).

r

Oct.

THE HIJW!

0.0001, 0.001, 0.01

inf. mica condensers (see text), Aerovox.
C10 -4.0 mf. electrolytic by -pass condenser, Aerovox.
C11 -1.0 mf. 200 -volt by-pass condenser,
Aerovox.
Ll, L2, L3
be determined by frequency band emphy'ed -for 165 -meter amateur phone band. L1 -10 turns; L2 -gO
turns; L3
turns; 1%" form; No. 30 s.c.. .
wire.
L4- radio -frequency choke, National,
R1

$595

Set of three
matched
Sylvania
tubes.
51.50.

IARRISON RADIO CO.
* *THE HOME OF FOUR

Wi Di

C2- 0.00025 mf. grid condenser, National.
C3- 0.0001 mf. variable condenser -Regeneration control, National.
C4 -0.5 mf. by -pass condenser, Aerovox.
C7, C8,

grams.

dia-

Any Kit on this page -Assembled -Wired and Tested -51.25

tional.

Aerovox.

1

picture

ARE YOU A SET BUILDER?
Are

Legend for Fig. 1
C1- 0.0001 mf. tuning condenser, Na-

C5,

a
chassis.
I
parts. and clear

,nreed to Improve

I

,

n-

otion over 100%.
WRITE IMMEDIATELY FOR
FREE 16 PACE DESCRIP.
TIVE BOOKLET

selector stage. continuous bandspread, A.V.C.. Audio
and R.F. volume control, two 4t/2 inch calibrated aeroplane dials, precision tuning meter, 10 tubes, etc.
SOLD WITH A10 DAY TRIAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

WRITE IMMEDIATELY FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE.
PAMPHLET NO. 140 AND SPECIAL PRICES TO
SWC READERS.
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V3 -type 33 pentode power amplifier.
R.C.A: Radiotron, (Sylvania).
V4, V5, V6-type 31 power amplifier
tubes. R.C.A: Radiotron (Sylvania).
J1- closed- double- circuit jack.
SW1-filament toggle switch.
Xl, X2, X3-1 milliampere type relays

new BOOKS

see text.

Legend for Fig. 2

-

Cl, C2- 0.0005 mf. variable condensers
receiver type, National.
C3, C4-0.002 mf. by -pass condensers,
Aerovox.
LI, L2 -to be determined by frequency
band employed -for 165 -meter amateur
phone band, L1 -15 turns; L2 -35 turns;
forms; No. 18 enameled wire.
HERE are two brand new books which you have been looking for for a long time. 2" L3radio -frequency
choke,
National,
They contain everything that you have been asking for for many months. (Hammarlund).
These new books will give you the latest information of everything you wish
RI, R2, R3-0 -5 megohms variable grid
to know in two respective fields. Be sure to order them today. You will not leaks -see text.
SWI, SW2, SW3 -push buttons.
regret it.
SW4-filament toggle switch.
They make excellent companions to our other handbooks, which you may have.
SW5 -plate power switch
telegraph
key may be used instead.
"How to Get
V1 -type 31 power amplifier tube, R.C.A.Best Short Wave Reception" Radiotri n (Sylvania).

on SHORT WAVES

-a

By M. HARVEY GERNSBACK

Here is a book that gives you everything you have
mer wanted to know about short -wave reception.
The author, a professional radio listener and radio
fan for many years. gives you his long experience In
nullo reception and all that goes with it.
Why is one radio listener enabled to pull in stations from all over the globe, even small 100 watters,
111,1100 miles away, and why is it that the next fellow,
with a nmrh better and more expensive equipment.
can only pull In the powerful stations that any child
ro get without much Blot
The reason is Intimate knowledge of short waves
and how they behave. Here are the chapters of this

How

To GET

BEST

new book

What are Short Waves and what can the
listener hear on
short -wave receiver or converter?
2. How to tune and when to listen In on the
short waves.
3. How to Identify short-wave stations.
4. Seasonal changes In short -wave reception.
5. Types of receivers for shortwave reception.
6. Aerial systems for short-wave receivers.
7. How to get verifications from short-wave nations.
8. Short -wave hymn.
The book is profusely Illustrated with the best kind
of illustrations that it was possible to obtain.
Please note that this Is not a re -huh of anything
that has appeared before. Everything in the entire
book has been written to order, and there Is no duplication of anything here that has appeared in print
1.

SHORTWAVE`

RECEPTION r
?I. HARVEYGERNSOACK

I

Pa

«svme

n

in

scx .00.

before.
The book will make excellent reading matter.
whether you are a rank beginner or whether you have
!oven at it for a long time.
There are many tricks
in short -wave reception that even some of the "ohltimers" do not know. That is the
reason for this book. Be sure to get D.
Place your order at once.
72 pages, over 40 Illustrations.

BRAND NEW BOOKS WHICH
EVERY ALERT SHORT-WAVE FAN
SHOULD HAVE IN HIS LIBRARY
TWO

Price

101 SHORT WAVE HOOKUPS

SHORTWAVE
HOOK UPS

Compiled by the Editen of SHORT WAVE CRAFT
Itere is a worthwhile book that every short -wave
listener. every short -wave fan, and every short -wave
amateur has wanted for a long tine. It gins you
the 161 best short -wave hulk -ups winch have appeared heretofore.
It Is a veritable encyclopedia of
Ih bestt in short -waves when it collies to hook -ups.
And do not run away with the Ides that we just
give you a few plain ho.k -ups.
Each and every
hook -up and diagram illustrated is also accompanied
by a thorough explanation of what this particular
hook -up accomplishes, what parts are required, coilwinding information, values of resistors, etc.. in fact.
eserytldug you wan to know in order to build the
set or to look up the data nvlulred.
To be sure. all of the important sets which have
appeared in print during the past fire years are in
thls valuable book. Sets such as the Doerle, Dinsmore, the "19" Twinplex, Oseilloalyne, Duo- ADlitlyne,

Devon "Stand- by.'Megalne Triplex
"Globe -Trotter," 2 -Tube Superhet. Minldyne, 'Lop" Receiver.
"Docile" 2 -tube Battery. "Doerle" '1 -tube Battery.
"Dosrle" 2 -tube A.C., "Poole" :t -tube A.C.. Doeie
"Signal Gripper," 'l'tdtrul" Band -Spread 2 -tulle ice "Sign % Meter Portable Transmitter and Receiver,
Duo lt.F. 4 -tube Receiver, The Sargent 9 -3:t Tapped
Cull Iteeirer. Globe- Girdler 7. The 2 -Tube "Champ"
2 Tubes Equal 3. Ham -Band ' 2 -tube Pee- Wee."
evyeth MI -Wave 6. 'Ilex" Portable Super -het Receiv,

"53" 1 -tube Twhipiex, Shuert Baud -Spread
S.W. Converter, The "Ace' Bard -Spread 3. Denton
Ecanany 3, 2 -Tube "ltegeuerative- Os,illodyne" will
be found here, with full descriptions.
In many
cases, where it was necessary, we have also included
de not wish to
apiture hook -up for those who
follow the regular embolic Ipmk -up. but wish to have

er, The

SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
Hudson Street. New York City.
Gentlemen:
i enclose $
for which you are to
send to me, postpaid. immediately upon publication. the books checked below:
"How to Get Hest Short Wave Reception"
"101 Short Wave Hookups"
99

Same
Address

City and State

(Send check or money order. If you send cash
or uncancelled U. S. Postage Stamps. register it.

SWC-I2

regular wiring diagram.
Also note, that in many cases, we have not lust
In many
reproduced old hook -ups or iliagrains.
cases they have been brought up-to-date. to give you
the latest information callable Ill such sets.
This is a very handy volume. especially for those
"fans" who wish to study the best sets in the shortwave art, from one tube up to ten tubes. Instead of
leafing through a dozen niagazines and going through
back numbers.
The present volume brings you everything in
rlarfflel manner, leaving nothing to your imagination.
The book Is thorough, and up to
welcome
ome addidate, and
tion to your Radio library.
72 pager. over 100 Illustrations.
Price

Short Waves and
Long Raves

(Continued from page 469)
can get any letters to me through my
friend, Mr. J. H. Irving, Box 44, Lancaster,
Mass.
(Well! Well! Ike. Just shows what a
good man can do, if given half a chance.
That is a mighty fine list of short -wave stations you have logged with your revamped
Crosley 'broadcast" receiver. We'll bet a
new hat that you will get plenty of mail
after the publication of this letter. -Editor.)

WANTS LOOP "DIRECTION FINDER" SET
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

Of all the sets described, I must say that
one thing has been left behind, which I'm
sure would interest a good many thousand
amateurs, and short -wave fans; and that
is a real honest -to- goodness short -ware receiver that would be portable and operated
with a loop for direction finding.
As it is apparent so many amateurs have
formed clubs and as evident the boys all get
together and agree on a "hidden transmitter
hunt" for some recreation from time to time,
(and I have participated in a few myself),
and I must say that in each case. nine- tenths
of the boys had inefficient receivers and never
did find the transmitter; simply because
their equipment consisted of some old
"broadcast" receivers, remodeled to fit the
purpose after a fashion. Now, I have
scanned all the issues of SHORT WAVE
('R.tFT and R tlno- CRAFT, and the only thing
I found was a circuit in the October issue
of RADIO -('RAFT used by some English Amateurs. This circuit I tried and even took
pains to completely shield the receiver, but
the results were nothing to blopp about.
My idea of a good set would be either a
super or a regeneratire circuit, to have at
least two stages of It.P. in front of a regenerative detector, and one good high -gain

audio, the set to be completely shielded,
even to batteries and battery cable. This
is iltll)OI'tant, as I have found if this is not
done, you cannot get a correct reading for
a hearing with the loop, especially when
nearing the transmitter. l'ul sure an nrtiele such as l'i'e described here would
benefit thousands of amateurs, create more
interest in "Transmitter hunts," which I
think is very tine sport.
THOMAS A. CONSALVI,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

a

Please mention

OC

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

(Thanks very much for your letter,
Thomas, and we will endeavor to hare one
of our staff develop a sensitire loop receiver
which could be used to advantage as you
state in the very interesting sport of finding
a "hidden" short -ware transmitter. We
described a very successful loop aerial type
short -wore receiver in the August, 1933,
issue, but the loop, in that particular case,
was not very directional but with a little
modification could be made so.- Editor)
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CLAREMONT BRASSPOUNDERS
CLUB
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

As per your publicity advice, we, the Claremont Brasspounders Club. located at 1557
Fulton Avenue, Bronx Headquarters (this
will be of interest to short-wave fans located
in New York City), formed by W7DZK,
now in New York (Portable) formed by and
for young fellows who would like to learn
code and knowledge of Federal Radio Commission Laws and License procedure. We
know that regular fellows will cooperate
with us to make this a real club. We will
have a booklet if the club's activity warrants its publication. The dues are very
liberal, being at present 50 cents a month,
stamps or cash. A button and certificate
will be sent. We also would like to bear
from foreign correspondents who wish to
cooperate with us in opening branches. For
information, please write to headquarters.
We wish to thank your publication for this
publicity obtained.
F. FEr.DMAN,
Secretary, C. B. S.

h

This amazing new 1935 Radio Catalog
the last word
the greatest Bargain
Book of Radio ever published.
There are
more pages, more items listed, more nationally known lines, more Specialized Departments. Over 50,000 items make this
great 92-page book the Sensation of the
Radio Industry!
I

There is a Special Department on the latest Broadcast and All Wave Receivers from 2 to 12 tubes.
You'll find an entirely new Department on REFRIGERATION PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
a new money making field for Servicemen.
A whole section
on PUBLIC ADDRESS is the most complete and all inclusive thing of its kind.
Then there is our matchless SPECIALIZED SHORT WAVE DEPARTMENT which
constitutes a complete catalog listing everything the Ham, Brasspounder and
Experimenter will ever need: Sets, Kits, Transceivers, Pre -Selectors, Converters,
5 meter Equipment as well as other Short Wave parts and accessories.
For 13 years the "WHOLESALE" Catalog has been the Serviceman's "Bible ".
Today-this greatest Radio Catalog ever printed in which everything is listed
at lowest wholesale prices
yours for the asking. Write for YOUR FREE
COPY today!

STARTS A CLUB IN CALIFORNIA
Editor,

SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

As a starter, my brother and I wish to
say that SHORT WAVE ('RAFT is a dandy
magazine and it happens to be the medium
that started us in "Radio." We have built
the Globe Trotter, 12,000 Mile Binneireg.
and n long -ware receiver. Now we have a
4 -Tube A.C. Receiver taken from the January, 1933 issue. The circuit used is taken
from Mr. Ewald Zischewsky's 3 -tube set.
We made a few changes such that we now
have a T.R.F., and we also added a 27 tube,
first audio. Pretty soon we are going to
put in a 47 push -pull stage and try it.
The town we live in is quite small, but
we are starting a Radio Club, and have 15
members. The purpose of the club is to
help the fellows get their licenses, etc. So
far, we have one "transmitter" and hope to
have more soon. All of us here sure like
SHORT WAVE CRAFT and hope we can always get it. Also wish to say the three receivers we have built sure have been "dandies." Up to date, have had no foreign reception but hope to soon. Have had plenty
of amateurs, police, airplane, and broadcast
in U. S. A. though.
Well, will say 73 to you and hope to
have more news shortly. The fellows are
going to join the SIIORT WAVE LEAGUE soon.
RAYMOND F. SCIISHER,
Box 5s3, Cocoran, Calif.
(More power to your short-(cave radio
club and we shall be glad to hear front you
right along as to how it is growing. The
receivers you Mention in your letter hare
been highly commended by several thousand
readers at various times; Mr. Zischewsky's set will undoubtedly provide many a

pleasant hour of DX hunting. Editor)

An Ultra- Simple Modulation System
(Continued from page 471)
to the right amount for proper operation,
and I have used 46s, 45s, and a 210 in the
final, each with the 56 modulating it. The
system is only offered for those who would
not otherwise be able to afford a phone, and
those who use it so little that it would not
be worth the added expense, as it admittedly is not as efficient a method as
plate modulation.

middle

west,

himself
in

taking subscriptions to this

the

and

other magazines. This man is
swindler and
all monies which he collected he kept for himself. giving a FAKE receipt.
Do not pay money to strangers for subscriptions unless he tan produce a letter signed by
the publisher of the magazine and show you
other credentials.
Heads of Polish Departments
the individual referred to above should be apprehended,
please telegraph is collect and we will Immediately appear to prosecute him.
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ATOR ¡
REPRIGEíRALL
MAKES
FOR

STANDARD

After months of research and investigation in the field of refrigeration we announce the creation of a

...

Refrigerator Parts Department
a
Department which will double your
profitsl
Our investigations have revealed that
there are few men better qualified
in ability and skill and experience
to service refrigerators than the
Radio Servicemen.
This year
'round business is wide open.
There are no "slack" times)
The field is Big! 5 million
homes have refrigeration.
The "live wire" Radio
Serviceman will give this
field serious thought
and study for now

PUBLISHERS.

Ti
`'v

each home can be made a 2 -way source
of profit -Radio and Refrigeration.
Here at Wholesale Radio Service
Company you will find all parts for
every leading make of refrigerator at
lowest WHOLESALE prices. You can
be assured of the same high quality
and service as you have been accustomed to receiving on Radio Supplies.
WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.,
100 Sixth Ave., Dept. SW -124, New York City.
Send me your new free 1935 Catalog No.
56, which includes refrigeration section.
NAME
STREET

CITY

STATE

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE

(Or-

NEW
YORK 430
ATLANTA
100 Sixth Avenue
Peachtree St..N.W.
W.

Local Branch

219 Central Ave., Newark, New Jersey.

STOPPANI COMPASS
Precision In
atru,nent mane
Belgium. l' u r
chased by the U.

'LEARN CODE
HALF
in

A

the Usual Time!

S. Government

at more than
$30.00 each.
Ideal for Radio

It's Easy to do
at Home with
The NEW
MASTER

Experimenters Labora-

WARNING
Recently, an individual who names
Robert Carey. Jr.. has been traveling

...

is

tory, also may
be used as n
alvanometer
for detecting
electric currents
in radio circuits.
Ruby, jeweled.
solid bronze. 4
Inches square, fitted in
G

a

case.

hardsv

Our price prepaid 14.50 each

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CO
98 Park Place
New York City

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

Code TaeNng Machine
Ao s child, you understood spoken English Ions before you
could rend or write. l'oa learned by Hearing. CODE is this
Why make it hard for yourself. trying to learn with
old-fway!
fashioned printed lessons alone' IIEAIt as you learn, and
learn inhalf the tine. with The New Master Teleplea. This
world-fatuous instrument records your sending ei
then
nd, bock to you through headphones! The natural method:
beginners learn faster, ops .peed up their wpm antasingly.
Used by U. 8. Army and Navy. R.C.A.,A.T.a T., and other..
We give you Complete Course lend you instrument, instruct
you personally -ell under MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE.
Low Bost. easy terms. Write now for folder 8..24 -no obli-

ibly

gation.

TELEPLEN
7 CMlasdt atraet

writing advertisers

COMPANYNON York.

N. Y.
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Short Wave Book and It's

100%

FRE

Exclusively ShortWaves From Beginning to End
52

PAGES

50

HOOK -UPS

500

ILLUSTRATIONS

Beal Text Book On Short- N'aie,,

.1

ANOTHER GREAT EVENT! This perla) edition of our
famous Treatise Is exclusively short -wave from beginning
wealth of into end. Parked between Its two covers Is
rormatlon covering the entire short -o aye field. Every word
in It is two.
This Short-Wave Treatise contains 52 solid pages of useful short -wave Information, diagram., illustrations. shortace kinks and real live short -starve radio merchandise.
It cont ti la more valuable short -trace radio informationmore real live "meat " -Ihan many text looks on the sub (t. Special attention has been given to the shnrtwave
beginner. Numerous art tries are devoted entirely to his
unten.
Iterel. Yet. fie have not forgotten all you vi
There Is plenty o1 real "dupe' fur you too.
PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
tinting Started In Short-Waves-Helpful Short -Wave
I( ink.- Principles Of Short-Wave Converter Operation
-Ilandsprea,6rrg Explained-Bow to Build the "19'.
ldnmmn To lrrplex For Less Titan $5. cot -Iloe to Tune
For Foreign Short-trave Stations -Flow to "Band-prem.!" the 2 -Tube Electrified Baerle Set -}low to
Build a 7. and IU Meter Phone and C.W. Push -Pull
Transnd tier -Ilow to Build a Medium Power Transmitter Using the Nov 203 -A Tubes-Ail About the
New Short -wave Transmitting and Receiving Antennas
-Notes On Short -Wace Operation II :Reel of Time of

'-t

i

t

J

DEt.

:.RIMENTER;

RADIO

TRADIW CO.

I lay

d Season of

a

Year on

ShortW :n

n'

Iteeentltan-

Conplete Up-to-Date Characteristics td Transmitting
Tube., etc., etc.

'Enclose five cents coin or U. S. stamps for postaqe- Treatise'
sent by return mail. PRINT NAME AND ADDRESS CLEARLY.

WRITE TODAY

RADIO TRADING CO.
New York City

102A Hudson St.

LOWER PRICES!

Every item a bargain.
You SAVE when you buy from us.
Hammarlund S.W. coil, I5 -330 meters. 4
$2.20
prongs. 4 coils. $1.76: 6 prongs
Na -Aid S.W. Coils. 4 coils. 4 pin, $1.17: 5 pin
2.05
$1.47: 6 pin
.35
Victor chokes, 30 hys., 150 mil+., 200 stun+_
Victor power trans. for models R -32. R 52, etc 1.49
Ortocolls 16-200 meters, 4 coils to set, 4 -pin
2.05
$1.47: 6 -sire
5.88
Universal model -X mikes
Bruno Velocity mikes, 11st $25: your price 14.70
NATIONAL parts and receivers In stork -I0%

ANKER -CRUISE
WORLD-WID
R E C E P T

I

0

e-

KIT

$1045

-

oft 11.t.

Bliley type BC -3 mounted Niels, 7.0, 3.5 Mc

3.95
band
Sangamo input and output transformers....each .65
Mershon wet electrolytic condensers, 18 mfd. .25
Midget t adios, 4 -tube, broadcast band, com9.75
plete
20% with order. balance C.O.D.. postage extra.
No stamps accepted. Distributors of standard radio
c

uuipment.

Write for quotation-.

M. SCHWARTZ & SON

710 -712 Broadway

Schenectady, N.Y.

}:In ron
bmnnre

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
t, tiltd Irvdb:v k, 1 Wbr., nil;. 13. and
Imo -In 110 Y. rit' -Ut paver supply,

land plug -in toils. front

217.3,

20 W. 22nd St.

ANKER LABS
Dept. 5.12

New York CNy

Announcing Amazing

Typewriter Bargain
New Remington Portable only 10c a Day
10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER
Only 10c a day buys this latest
model Remington Portable!
Not a used typewriter. Not a re-

built machine. It's a brand new,
regulation Remington typewriter.
Simple to operate, yet does the finMAIL
est work. Full set of keys with large
and small letters.
COUPON
Try this typewriter in your home
or office on our 10 -day FREE TRIAL
for full facts about
OFFER. If at the end of 10 days
astounding offer
this
Rem
that
this
not
agree
you do
ington is the finest portable at
it
at
any price, you can return
REMINGTON RAND INC., Dept. 214 -12
our expense. Don't delay. Don't BUFFALO, NEW YORK.
put it off. Mail the coupon today. Please tell me bow I can buy a new
Or use postcard if you prefer. Remington Portable Typewriter for
Write for our new catalogue
10e a day. Also enclose one of
showing the most complete only
your new catalogues.
line of portable and desk
models ever offered.
Name
FREE TOUCH
Address
TYPEWRITING COURSE

Pre -Amplifier With
Band -Switch

(Continued front page 475)
generation control we have a pre- selector
and pre -amplifying device that delivers the
peak of performance. Actual performance
of a two -stage pre -selector with the regenerative feature in the first stage will be described later.
The P -11 is contained in a heavy gauge
steel black -crackle finished cabinet, 71/4x9'4x10 inches. It covers all frequencies
with ample overlap from 14 to 200 meters
with three sets of built -in coils, thus
doing away with the undesirable "plug -in"
method, The obvious convenience of this
switch system brings itself to the fore
when one is "DX -ing" over a wide range
of frequencies. This unit utilizes two
tuned stages of high -gain 58 type tubes,
the first stage being electron -coupled regenerative. Electron
coupling lends
greatly to stability in operation. The regenerative control is, of course, variable
to obtain maximum gain. This control,
if advanced past the point of maximum regeneration, will allow the first stage to
oscillate. This control is used at the point
just before oscillation occurs-never in
the oscillatory position. The gain is very
high at the point of maximum regeneration, but falls off after oscillation begins.
The tuning unit is the popular illuminated airplane type dial with black background and white graduations and pointer.
The escutcheon is oxidized silver. The
smooth -working regenerative control is
the lower left -hand knob. The center control is the changeover switch. On the
right is the double-pole double -throw
quarter turn "on and off" switch. This
latter switch in the off position automatically throws the antenna from the pre selector to the receiver proper. The unit
contains its own filament supply and it is
only necessary to tap positive plate supply
from the receiver it is used with for operation. The B plus may be obtained from
any point at the filtered side of the plate
supply. The negative connection can be
obtained from the chassis or ground terminal of the receiver,
Coil Data Table for Peak Booster

front
panel phone plug. automatic

speaker tumlr. hinged rover black erackled metal cabinet, 13 to 200 miters -Complete kit of parts, including 4 front plug -in rolls. hardware. diagram. instructions. etcetera. List. $17.41 ; nel 310.45. N'Iring and
testing. list $3J0: net 52.05. Broadcast roll. list.
s.99; net 5.59. Kit of Arcturus Tubes. list, $3.91;
net, $2.37. .x nkerlte phone. list, $1.75; net. $1.05.
Order from this pogo. Fra* Ank.r C.tolog on

R*gar**t

A

Winding

Pl
1'2

1

Primaries

lit

1st Stage

Secondaries
let Stage

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

Primaries

1.I

1

40
12

6*
30

Wire

34 enam.
:34

Tap
From
Bot.

enam.

34 enam.

26 d.s.e.
213 d.a.c.
26 d.s.e.

5

23¡

-16 ".

All coil forms are 1" in diameter.

$20.00 PRIZE MONTHLY FOR

"BEST" 1 -TUBE SET

Or other short -wave set article accepted
Send diagram first or
and published.
set if you prefer.
Sets must be sent PREPAID and should
be CAREFULLY PACKED in a WOOD EN box!
The closing date for each contest is
sixty days preceding date of issue (Dec.
for the Feb. issue. etc.). In the event
of a "tie' an equal prize will be paid
to each contestant so tying.
The judges will be the editors of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and George
Shuart and Clifford E. Denton. who will
also serve on the examining board. Their
findings will be final.
Address your entries to:
Editor.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
1

when writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

7

Sire

23fí
34 enam.
34 enam.
30
T2 2nd Stage
34 enam.
30
C:3
211 d.s.r.
40
S4 l Secondaries
26 d.s.c.
12 r,¡
2nd Stage
26 d.s.r.
7*
S.5
*Space wound 1- 16" between turns. All other
windings are elo.e -w nand.
Sparing between antenna coils and secondaries
are 1 -S ".
Spacing between plate coils and secondaries are
53

.

Please mention

Turna
15
4

P3
SI

N. of

99.101 Hudson St.,

New York

('ity.
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Sargent 8 -34 All Wave Receiver

Battery Receiver
(Continued from page

463)

units are now on the market and are ideal
for the purpose.
Circuit Easy to Follow
The circuit diagram shows the set to be
really very simple to build and extremely
economical, so far as parts are concerned.
The r.f. stage used a small r.f. choke in
the grid circuit and the antenna is coupled
directly to it through a small condenser
which can be adjusted to reduce broadcast
band harmonics on the 160 meter coil. The
output of the r.f. stage feeds through
three condensers before it gets to the
grid of the detector tube. In this case
there is no danger of any of the plate
voltage of the r.f. tube getting onto the
grid of the detector. The plate of the 34
is shunt -fed through a 2.5 mh. ri. choke.
In the detector stage we have the two
triodes operating, one as the detector and
the other as the feed -back tube. Two grid
condensers are connected in series and
the grid of the regeneration tube connects
to the mid -point. The grid -leaks of both
tubes are returned directly to the "A" plus
lead instead of across the condensers. A
high resistance rheostat is connected in
series with the plate supply of the regeneration tube in order to vary the voltage
and thus control the amount of feed -back.
The output of the detector feeds the audio
stages. Fifty thousand ohm resistors are
used in the plate circuits of the detector
and audio triodes. The grid -leak values,
together with other necessary data is
given in the drawings.
Operation, as we have mentioned before,
is very simple and should gratify the most
critical short -wave "fan." Tune the set
the same as any other regenerative set,
by adjusting the detector into oscillation
first and then, after the station has been
located, it is backed off until the carrier
wave heterodyne disappears. This is for
phone reception. For c.w. code reception
the detector should oscillate at all times.
Take great care in building the set,
using a layout similar to the one described,
make no unnecessary connections and
keep all leads as short as possible consistent with good construction. There
should be a ground used at all times and
not the slightest sign of body capacity
effects will be noticed. The antenna should
be about 100 feet long and as high as pos-

with
Tut es
and

Marine Model

Look at These Featurlas

I

Tunes 15 to 550 meters
All Wave Band Spread
Power Supply Self- Contained
Separate C.W. Beat Oscillator
A Sensational Short Wave Value
Tremendous Sensitivity on Short Wave
Broadcast
Hairline Selectivity
Fractional Microvolt Sensitivity
Sold on 5 -Day Money -back -Trial

Order Yours Today

For only $8.00 extra, $57.50 complete, we
ran supply the Marine Model 8 -34 Receiver.
This covers all wavelengths from 15 t.,
1500 meters. Gets the ship waves and airplane beacon: in addition to usual "A !IWave" features.
3

detector. one audio. A neat and
Sargent circuit. Complete kit
$15.75. wired 519.75. Write for lull details. Has
illuminated dials and band spread.
highly

E.M.%.11lGENTIO.

20.10

Coilform-259" long by

The CANDLER Way
PRACTICE EQUIPMENT
Furnished FREE With

1

In this one -room cottage at Saranac Lake,
N. Y, called "Little Red," the modern treatment of tuberculosis began in 1885 because
Dr. E. L. Trudeau discovered the value of rest
in curing tuberculosis a a Progress has been
made in the fight against tuberculosis, but it
still kills more persons between 15 and 45
than any other disease a a Help conquer it
by using Christmas Seals on your holiday
letters and packages.

FREE: CSCG SCHEDULE. listing

Sá

9 T. No. 30 En.

St"

C. W.
7 T. No. 30 En.

St"

C. W.

scat sons

.

1

L. S. HENDERSON. Op..
M.R.T. Half Moon Bay, Calif.
73.

If

text. Dian.
Na -Ald.

-2.5 mh. R.F. chokes, National.
3-.1 mf. by -pass condensers, Aerovox.
2 -.01 mf. by -pass condensers, Aerovox.

-.001 mf. mica condenser. Aerovox.
-.0005 mf. mica condenser, Aerovox.
3-.0001 mf. mica condensers. Aerovox.
1 -140 or 150 mmf. -uning condenser, National.
2-8 meg. resistors, Ohmite (Aerovoxi.
1

easy

ops got

^'-" trill

ell es

bring it.

6349 S. Kedcie Ave.,

details.

A K card

Dept. S-12
Chicago

-Tilt

VALUES
WORLD TItOTT1:11 BIG RADIO
Amazing bargains in the newest

í11e

Ile hldoi_
14

-1

to 210

tergi
size

1-200,000

1-dial (Vernier), National.
1 -34 tube shield. National.

"flunk."

CANDLER SYSTEM Co.

BUY CHRISTMAS SEALS
/:ET T11E WORLD NO
with radio's greatest sensation

2- 50,000 ohm
-5
-6

KFS.

your training where the
4 Get
champions and world's fastest
theirs. Small red.
Payment

1

meg. resistors. Ohmite (Aerovox t.
resistors, Ohmite (Aerovox).
ohm variable resistor, Electrad, (potentiometer can be tined.)
1 -10 ohm rheostat. Ohmite.
1-4 prong Isolantite socket, National.
1
prong Isolantite socket. National.
1-6 prong Isolantite socket, National.
1
prong Bakelite wafer socket, Na -Aid.
1-antenna
ground terminal strip, Na -Aid.
1 -phone
terminal strip, Na -Aid.
1-6 wire battery cable.
1 -type
34 tube, RCA Radiotron.
2 -type 19 tubes, RCA Radiotron.

you

11

The National, State and Local Tuberculosis
Associations of the United States

4-pin knee.

3

2

all CKCG

GUARANTEE
signed
(not prom) :el protects you. Money bark

T. No. 30 En.

-metal chassis and panel, see
-set of 5 prong plug -in coils,

COURSE

Complete Training In Cele, Radio Fundamental: and Theory to enable you to pass the Exam..
build your own station and operate It.
All skilled amateurs and rant't ops will tell you
CANDLER Training Is the be.t that can be had,
and that our :Mien?: read fa :t press 8 1141 traffic
elly as they read a newspaper, and copy behind atilt "mill" or Pencil.

CANDLER

Parts List for Separate Reg. Set

1

CODE

SCIENTIFIC

The `Little Red'

C. W.

l!1" dia.

Oakland, Calif.

Learn CODE

16

40.20

%t ",

cil

Close wound (('IV)
11

etleit
en.

212 Ninth

between
2

TUBE AMATEUR SPECIAL

One stage r.f.

Distance

'Tickler turna
19 T. No. 30 En.

-

Dynamic
speaker

roils

Alden Plug -in Coil Data

T. per Inch.
11 T. No. 28 En.
3-32" between turns
5 T. No. 28 En.
3-16' between turns

Complete

broadcast l ng dally prart ire program:
front every 41,tri, I. I.1 :ten to CANDLER trained
op: no sour ,
"Week your dormer student. Watson. Chief Op.
BEAR OF OAKLAND. WHEW, every night.
We hit up to
One of finest ops I ever worked.
work Candler men in all
45wpm right along.
CANDLER
plenty!
fastparts of world. They're
COURSE best investment I ever made."

sible.

Meters
Wavelength Grid coil turna
200.80 52 T. No. 28 En.
Wound
32 T. per Inch.
80-40 23 T. 'No. 28 En.
Wound
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dWaitron.

NOW ONLY..
Ectra for wiring
I:.,,eIrust band colt

tat loud Speaker
.

teed matched

1.35

ot..a..r!4 al)0

35.S tv

\rcturua tubes.

SI.95
.90

t

Guaran-

kit

2.45

.1 El
black crackle finished metal cabinet as
illustrated. only
1.95
FOREIGN RECEPTION GUARANTEED! ORDER NOW!

World
Trotter Radio Labs.
168 Washington
N.Y.
Street, New York.
Division C. Circular free on request.

Please mention

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

1935

and finest of 1995 models! BUY

DIRECT from us and SAVE UP
TO 50 %. Factory prices on the
line, every set guarMODELS! complete
anteed: AC -DC midgets world;

wide all -wave; dual wave; consoles : car. farm and battery modela. Also 2,
6 and 32 volt. Beautiful modern cabinets ; illuminated airplane type dials ; separate short
wave switch control; foreign reception bands
marked : greater power and se- C11 65 UP
h
leetivity.
Get our low prices from .e
30 -DAY HOME TRIAL. you risk nothOUR AGENTS

-

Ing! Sati.dart inn guaranteed. Try your
l'ordson 30 alas: before deriding. Send
TODAY for complete, FREE Informa-

wa

FORDSON RADIO INC., Dept. 37-12
Oakman Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

when writing advertí.
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MONET!
Openings for

several active
ta
lives.
write now!
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All- Electric.

The

All-Wave Receiver
Greatest
Value On
The Market
uroletely elertri-

A

tied c all -wave receiver
le of world -wide

lises one
reception.
each of the 6E7 (2
lunes in 1 bulb), 37
and 1233 tubes, in
special el reuit as
. sereen -echl regenerative detector. 2 stage
+olio frequency amplifier. rectifier and complete
built -in tower supply. Due to the use of the dual purpose tube, the 6107. this circuit produces 4 tube
performance from 3 tubes.
Operates entirely from 110
KIT ASSEMBLED
volt e or de house lightand ready to wire
ing circuit. Very sensitive
and produces excellent volume.
Wavelength range
Wired ,t tented.
approx.
10-600
meters.
extra
$1.35
Mounted on heavy black
Aniurus tubes 2.25
cackle finish metal chas.
Broadcast
+
& panel. Beautiful
mile 1221 _ .95
Only addlappearance.
Arme 4000 ohm
trorwl apparatus needed
1.35
tubes
anti phones.
Attráactive metcoils for 10 -205 meters &
al Idnet for
mtr11110 /i
Inel oiler!
above.
1.35
FOREIGN RECEPTION

$5.95

GUARANTEED.

THE DC
ALL -WAVE
RECEIVER

we u -t pow, rful batter' operated sels
One of

on the market.

Owners

report England & tier¡many o
loudspeaker.
,1sea one each of type.
119 (2 triode tubes in
n

1

bulle

- .special

In

tubes

and 33

circuit

regen-

as

erative detector and 2
stage audio frequency amplifier. Due to the use
of the dual -tube. the 19, this circuit produces 3 tube
tilts
SI
11 fir
nt
circuit
low
filament

produces
current drain.

Tremendous volume. Operates loudspeaker on many

stations.

Wavelength

meters.

range 10 -000
Mounted on heavy black
crackle finish. metal chassis and panel. Constructed of highest grade parts.
)'oils
for
10-205 meters

instructions Included.
FOREIGN RECEPTION
GUARANTEED.

&

KIT ASSEMBLED
to wire

and ready

$5.75
Wired & test-

ed. extra
$1.35
Arcturus tubes 1.90
Brio dea.t

coils,

(2)

.95

Metal cabinet,
hinged 11d
1.35

Masterpiece
Designed for those
ho

;

.

d

mand

t

h e

maximum
in results
appearance.
No plug -in coils to
change.
4
point
switch enables one
to cover the entire
range 10 -205 meUses

tern.
of

6107

smise

(2

rob

tubes

bulb), 43. & 12'/.3 tithes in siseei al eirro it
Green -grid RF amplifier. regenerative deas
tector. power pentode audio amplifier. rectifier &
Operates entirely
mnplete built -in power supplyfrom 110 volt at er de
KIT ASSEMBLED
house lighting circuit. No
eady to wire
aerial condenser to adjust.
and
In

1

Tremendous volume. Works
loudspeaker on many stations. Due to use of the
m'7
dual -purpose
tube
ails circuit praluees 4
tube performance from 3
tubes. Mounted in beautiful black crackle finlah
tal rhassis and panel.
Illuminated. airplane type

vernier dial.
RECEPTION

$12.95

Wired & test

FOREIGN
GUARAN-

TEED.

COD orders (filed.

-

extra
32.00
Arcturus tubes 2.95

Loudspeaker,
beautiful

In

wooden

cabinet. equipped
with output transformer to match
above receiver,
$5.95

Circulars on request.

Prompt shipment!

EILEN RADIO LABORATORIES
Dept. SC7.

403 Fourth A

,

New York. N.Y.

Have You Seen the New

BROWNIE

All -Wave Aerial Kit?
inBalanced Doublet System. Anyone can
stall. Outstanding efficiency in operation.
Local noises eliminated. Priced most attractively. Ask your nearest jobber or
write us for complete information.

PORCELAIN PRODUCTS Inc.
FINDLAY, OHIO

See Page 503

Offer.

rr

(Continued fruit page 471)
be noted by referring to photo
No. 2, that the important detecting circuit
is up close to front of "book," leaving

It will

plenty of room on the top shelf for the
"C" battery employed in lower set, while
on the lower shelf we have plenty of room
for our audio transformer and audio tube.
The extra space on the top shelf is used to
mount the new and exceedingly effective
antenna coupling and tuning apparatus.
As shown in photo, and in the antenna circuit-diagram, this consists of a 2 -gang 100
mmf. condenser (variable) and a tapped
loading coil with switch arrangement. By
use of this handy antenna "stunt" we find
our antenna coupling condensers on the sets
are no longer critical and do not need to
be adjusted for various bands; therefore
we can mount them directly on the stator
of the tuning condensers inside the case,
inasmuch as we do not have to touch them
after being once adjusted for maximum

for Special Subscription

WE HAVE DECIDED
TO GO ALL THE WAY
'Comparison of Dielectrics
Insulator
Power Factor
Vietron AA
.02 °, at 577 Ire.
Transparent Fused Quartz.
.02 ^,r at 100 kc.
Steatite
.187o
825 he,
_ .._.._ ...
Nolan(ite _........._ --- ..._.__.... .18% frequency not green
Bakelite (laminated)
_. 3.6 % frequency not given

it

Here is the Na -Aid Condenser Insulated with Victrnn
"AA" Morse psis at r.f. is
only 0.0002. Note these outfeatures.
standing
Silver
pressure ...outset on rotor.
No grease or film or oxide
akin as In bearing contacts.
Self centering, self tightening
emus
bearing
cannot
loosen
or
noise.
produce
Alinlndaetl metal gires extremely low minimum rapacity. Shot practically shaped
plates for station generation.
Soldered brass plates precision spaced.
140 mmf. max.
caps
Universal mounting.
Two double solder tab..
No. C -I40 Na -Aid VICTRON "AA" Insulated
$2.50
S.W. Condenser. List pries
Here is the new Na -AId VICTIMS' Insulated IL.F. Choke Coil. designed

041
V

volume.

Doublet Antenna Can be Used
This "hook -up" is well worth inserting
in any home -made circuit. It allows the
use of both leads of a doublet antenna,
without interfering with our coil connections in the set. But the big feature really
is the fact that it makes it possible to tune
our antenna to any desired frequency. By
use of switch and loading coil we can bring
the antenna close to the exact frequency
we wish to hear. Then by use of the knob
controlling the condensers we can peak the
antenna exactly. Thus by this arrangement we have brought about "non- critical
antenna coupling" plus the advantages of
"noise- free" doublet and a tuned antenna,
as well as a more or less true method of
knowing just where to tune our dials to receive a given signal best. Calibration of
the dial is a thing long desired on small
sets using antenna coupling condensers,
but has heretofore been almost impossible.
To accomplish all of the above features has
up until now been a dream "too good to be
As shown in the diagram the leads of the
doublet antenna are brought to the stators
of the 2 -gang condensers, one to each
stator; then a single lead is taken from the
common rotor of this condenser to one end
of our loading coil, which consists of sixty
turns of No. 18 enameled copper wire
wound on a form an inch and one half in
diameter and three inches long, tapped at
seven, fourteen, twenty- three, forty, and
sixty turns. The leads from taps are taken
to a six -point switch mounted on the panel
or face of the book. Then the lead from
this switch is taken to a single -pole double throw switch located out on top of the
"book" in an easy -to -reach place, while a
lead is taken from either side of this switch
to the different sets enclosed. Thus we
have the advantage of using either set
with a throw of the antenna and power
switches.
To sum it all up, we find we have the

following:

Latest type antenna, connected to small
battery sets, tuned to frequency we desire,
a method of calibrating our dial, with noncritical coupling which allows us to throw
away our screwdriver, and we have followed these advantages with two highly
efficient sets, both of which are dependable
to a degree to be proud of. Due to the
ultra short leads, the shielding features,
etc., each circuit is a "specialist" for certain frequencies. The convenience of coil
mounting makes us wonder how we ever
got along with those outfits which demanded
we raise lids, reached over or behind, etc.
Then too, we can practice battery economy
without the need of changing the connections for change of receivers, and to "top
it off," we have band -spread on all frequencies. Well, the wife has stopped complaining and the neighbors remark what a
"cute and novel" radio we have, so I guess

it's pretty good.
(Continued on page 498)
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ultra
nc(rre
where
oall mFloe tapered unlvenal wound

portent.t.

pies on a
n

true."

The
EILEN

'

Short Wave Receiver in
"Book Form

áj

lossses

are

ifrequele

t'ICTIRiN form which

can be

rigidly mounted and connected. thus

preventing wobbly signals from vibrathin. Small pie at 'hot" plate end of
choke for reduced capacitance.
why
not use this choke In all application.
Mill miry Its greater efficiency. D.C.
resistance 40 ohms. Inductance 2%m.h.
No. 7028 -Na -AId VICTRON R.F. Choke.
lc- .70
W
List Price
o

Here are the Vlctron "AA" Sockets,
Contacts are out in air. touching
ViCTItON
only
where
mounted.
Ultra low -loss. Mounts easily with
use of ham)- drill.
Jack -top binding
posts.
solder tabEAór
below chacalssw1irring,
Nos. 494V, 495V, 496V, 497V and 497VA 4. 5. 6,
$1.00
7 and small 7 contact respectively. List price
W
TOO COIL SELECTOR takes any four 4.
5 and 8 prong coils for
selection
by
turning
knob. Mounts on chassis
and panel. Modernizes
oIill
eliminates
handling a n d storing
coils. Simple- compact
rugged -r highly etmcleut
reliable self
cleaning pressure contacts. Without rolls.
No. 700 .List price $3.50
No. 700V NA -ALD VICTRON "AA" Insulated Coil
Selector
LLst 1c- ire $7.50
No. 700CPL Complete Coupling Ilardware for gang lug No. 700 Coil Seleeton in tandea....List price 25e

New

sets-

- -

All coils listed below are boxed with diagrams
and directions and use 140 mmf. size condenser.
Each of the following three S.W. Coll Sets 113 to 200
meters) have 3 rolls wound on the special Na -Ald Proessed
Synthetic- Molded Forms and the fourth coil-13 to 31 melers -lu wound on VICTRON "AA ", the ultimate in lowlass Insulation.
Precision wound cells ,.
w'Ith convenient color -coded grip-rimrofor
easy insertion and removal front socket.
764SWS 4 -pin Coils
Lim $2.00 set
705SWS 5 -pin Colts
LW $2.50 rat
706SWS 6 -pin Coils
List 13.50 set
Set of 2 Coils for 100-550 meters.
704BCS 4 -pin Cella
List $1.50 set
705BCS 5 -pin Calls
114 $1.75 .et
706BCS 6 -pin Coils
List $2.00 set

R

I

.

Band Spreading Coils with ceramic padding condenser mounted on each coll.
Simplifies taring. Spreads stations.
705SWB20.40.80. 160 m. Amateur Coils.
705SWBC- 19.25.31.49 m. S.W.
B.C.
olts. List price $4.00 per set, $1.00 per
Ctoll.

;i1

Long Wave Coils for S.W. Sets using
140 nmrf. and 4 -prong Coils.
704LW1
450- 960 meters
List $1.00
704LW2 940 -2000 meters....Llst $1.00
704LWS Set of 2 Coils...List $2.00 set

Now you can get the Extra Value of the Na -Aid Processeil
Synthetic Molded Coil Forms at these nest Iaw prices.
1%' die a 2' winding space. Color -coded grip-rim -red,
yellow, green and blue.
No. Prongs
List price No. Prongs
List price

20

704 4 -pin
707 7 -pin
3O C
705 5 -pin
707A 7 -sm
706 6 -Din
EACH 708 8 -pin
EACH
l'en, up your weak signals by Using coils wound on the
ultimate In Inc -loss Insular ion:

NA -ALD VICTRON "AA" COIL FORMS
-pin
List 1.00 707V 7 -pin .....__...List I.00
List 1.00 707VA 7 -sm ..._...List $1.00
List 1.00 706V 8-pin
706V 6Irin
List $1.00
For eonsioteney use LIQUID VICTRON coil dope on
704V
705v

1

' -pin

your Vietron
our)

and

for better

operation

use

it

on the

hcollo

No. LV2 LIQUID VICTRON Coil Dope....List price 35e can
Ile sore to send for new 10 page catalog listing new
Item,. Including S.W. VICTRON Parts. When writing,
in; dhale the /sine anti add revs of your parts supplier.

ALDEN PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. SW

12

BROCKTON.
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Micro -Waves Will
Transmit Pictures

HAMMARLUND

(Continued front page 457)

many times as desired; finally the image
signals are picked up at the desired receiving station and recorded on another reel
of film. It is then only necessary, after
developing this film at the receiving station, to pass the film through a regular
motion pì'cture projector onto a screen.
Referring to the transmission by micro
waves of a handwritten letter, Mr. Sarnoff
stated that while the cost might be somewhat more than the cost of a postage
stamp, it would certainly be worth 50
cents or even a dollar to receive a letter
LOGANoCALL
from your friend or business partner, possibly transmitted halfway around the
MAGAZINE
world, when it is to be considered that
you received the letter the same day it
was written and did not have to wait a
month for its arrival from Australia, for
example. .Mr. Sarnoff said, "I believe thousands of letters and messages will fly from
city to city, country to country, by facsimile radio tomorrow."
Simply explained the present facsimile
picture transmission apparatus works as
follows: A pin -point beam of light is arranged to pass through lenses onto the
photo, drawing, or letter, which is fastened
around a cylinder which slowly revolves
at a constant speed. The light beam falling on the various light and dark sections
of the picture, line by line, as the cylinder
WORLD
revolves, is reflected onto a photo- electric
NEARLY
cell and the varying strengths of reflected
light values affect the photo -cell proportionately. The variations of light intensity recorded by the photo -cell are suitably
amplified and caused in turn to modulate
the radio transmitter. Thus the image is
projected through the ether to the receivListed in this Book !
ing antenna, which for ultra short -wave
transmission, may comprise a tiny antenna
or collector rod and tube placed in the
N
focus of a parabolic reflector, the transmitting antenna being likewise arranged in
Here is the second Issue of the OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE
LOG AND CALL MAGAZINE-just off the press.
It the focus of a reflector.
Thousands who
has been entirely revised and reprinted.
used the first issue as reference will and In the second
At the receiving apparatus the picture
book entirely new material,
material with many additional features
or message is reconstructed line by line
are nearly 0.000 listing.
not previously included.
as the incoming radio signals are caused
of rollo phone short wave stations from all parts of the
world.
to modulate a light beam falling on a
piece of sensitive photographic bromide
ONLY MAGAZINE OF ITS KIND
paper or a photographic film secured
The OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LOG AND ('Aids MAGaround a cylinder, rotated at the precise
AZINE is the only publiretinn whlr-h publishes esrluelvely
speed of the transmitting cylinder. As
ALL the short -ware 'phone stations of the world. Thousands of stations that the stereo
listener hears are
soon as the picture has been entirely
listed In this book. No longer need amt he puzzled as
scanned the film or photo sensitive paper
to whence die tall emanates. The book is the same slag
is
passed into the dark -room for developas SHORT WAVE CRAFT monthly-it has
durable
cover to stand lung senile.
ment by regular photographic methods, and
after drying it is ready for delivery to
PARTIAL CONTENTS
the customer.
list
This magazine tontaina the largest
of short -wave
A second means of reproducing the picstations mer published; log sections rive you dial set tingo, tinte, date, call letters. location and other Inor handwriting, check, etc., now in
ture
contains
stolon
squatted-paper
formation; another
pages
use involves a special ink spray which
ln frequency curses: World Airon which you ran
line distances on charts shoving distances from city
plays on a revolving piece of special paper
to city; "meter to kilocycle" conversion chart; list of
fastened on a cylinder, progressively
international abbreviations used in radin transmission;
moved upward past the ink nozzle. The
chart of complete Morse and Continental International Cole Signale: world time chart; improving short
incoming radio image signals operate a
wave reception; Identification chart of stations by call
tiny shutter placed across the mouth of
letters; map allowing standard time cones of the world:
phone stations of orean liners;
systems;
readability
G"
nozzle so as to cause light and
"T" tone systems; "It" audibility systems. Invaluable the ink
dark ink impressions to be recorded on
New straicht -line world distance
hart:
to amateurs.
international prefixes which enable you to reeognW the moving paper. By means of suitable
foreign countries.
electro- mechanical gear, the ink spray jet
is moved horizontally also.
Not Sold on Newsstands
25e a Copy It is believed that eventually, thanks to
the ultra high speed transmission of
script messages, drawings, etc., that teleSHORT WAVE CRAFT
grams will be written and transmitted by
99 -101 Hudson Street, New York. N. Y.
facsimile, thus doing away with code
Gentlemen: I enclose herewith 25e for which send
transmission as now practiced and releto me prepaid. Immediately a copy of your new
gating the telegraph or radio key to the
OFFICIAI. SHORT WAVE LOG AND CALL
(Send
or
MAGASINE.
money order, check, cash
limbo of forgotten things. Small towns
w C. S. Stamps.
Register letter If it rentama
and suburbs of cities will be linked with
stamps or currency.)
the micro -wave transmitting and receivName
ing stations in the larger cities, by speAddreu
cial wire or ultra short -wave circuits.

COILS
and COIL FORMS
Low -Loss

raw-OFCIA

NORT WA\

99000

Short Wave Stations

1111

i

City

-

State

SD -12 -31

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

!

-

H. Winfield Secor.

of the remarkable
P ERFECI'ION
"XP -53" low -loss dielectric now

makes it possible to offer highly -efficient S-W Coils and Coil Forms at the
lowest prices in Hammarlund history.

They are rugged and free from loss -causing
artificial coloring. Ribbed for air -spacing
and equipped with easy grip and "Meter Index." Four, five or six prongs. Coil
Forms, 35c and 40c each. Coils, t3. and
$3.75 per set of four.
Several new types
of compact Ham -

marlund Condensers are now

available for
trimming, balancing, padding
and transformer-

tuning.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

Mica - Dielectric
Trimming or Padding
Cond
;

Some are made
to mount inside

of coil forms or
shields (see illustration). You
will find them
accurately rated,
constant and reliable under the
most severe con-

ditions.

"APC" Air - Dielectric
Trimming or Padding
Condenser

IIA51MAItl,UND MFG. CO.,
424 -438 West 33rd St., New

York.

C Cheek here and attach 10c for 16 -page
Haumneiund 193:. Shunt -Warn Manual :Ilustrating
and describing mod popular S -W eirru ;to of past
year, with schematic and picture diagrams and part.
lists.
G Cheek here for FREE information on XP -53 Coll
and roils.
Cheek here for FREE General Catalog.

1,01 runs

Name

-

More About 955 "Acorn" Tube
Sets -In Next Issue!

Please mention

__411

" BT "

when writing advertisers

SW-12

am,

ammárlund
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ALL ELECTRIC

j
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ALL -WAVE AIR SCOUT

lo

ONLY SET OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

Invented by

II. I;. l'Isin

,rial No.
t PatS.. `'ending

-W Set in Book

(Continued ¡root page 496)

Parts required for the complete "Book

NEW

Reduced Prices

of Radio" are as follows:
Cabinet made of 22 gauge metal, size 11
inches high, 10 inches deep, 4 inches wide
HIGHEST QUALITY BUILT INTO ARCO TUBES
in front, 8 inches wide at back.
1
-gang 100 mmf. condenser, National. Our Sales
Policy Is: First Quality Merchan1- loading coil, (see text).
dise, Rapid Service, Low Price, and a Square
1-6 point switch.
Deal. All Tubes are
single -pole double -throw switch.
1
-volt filament or "A" battery.
I- GUARANTEED FIRST QUALITY
1-22% volt "C" battery.
2- R.C.A. LICENSED
2 -45 volt "B" batteries,
3 -FULLY REPLACEABLE
UNDER R.M.A.
STANDARD POLICY
Plus parts of each circuit, as follows:
4- UNIFORMLY WITHIN R.C.A. TEST LIMITS
Duo -Amplidyne on top shelf:
5- ATTRACTIVELY PACKED
1- antenna trimmer condenser, 35 mmf.
max., National.
1 -100 mnlf. tuning condenser, National.
Complete Stock Ready /Of
single -throw switch for filament line.
Immediate
1 -25 mmf. tuning condenser, National.
.el, ,rd.r. hatanea C. O. D.
- Itrr,iir s',Shipment
Orde from this
All Micas ars F. Ñ Far-Mitt
Skipo,., go forward
1 -.01 mf. condenser, fixed; Aerovox.
Ares. or parent 10.1. N. or.,r h,r Ir.. riso aa.00 accepted.
1 -.0001 nlf. condenser, fixed; Aerovox.
1 -.002 nlf. condenser, fixed; Aerovox.
1 -1 mf. condenser, fixed; Aerovox.
Typo
Fil.
Your
Type
Fil.
Your
No.
Voltage
Cost
No.
Voltage
50,000 ohm, 1 watt resistor, Ohmite.
Cost
IV
6.3
.50
75
6.3
.50
1- 50,000 ohm potentiometer, with switch, 00.A
.40

on ARCO Tubes

-2

-

1-2

TI

little

i. powerful

set operates

fly from any houseli..hriog circuit, either A.C.
O.C. It brings in all standard
I

adeast stations and also pollee
walls. Foreign stations, code and
trans- Atlant le phone conversaFr

tions. Uses five plug -In rolls to raver band from le
to 550 meters. Compost and light -Makes an ideal
portable. will operate several headsets simultanemsly and will Mork on a .hurt Indoor aerial.
ilt
Complete Set. with two `tubes, earphone, two milt
meeting band Iran 70 to 55o oaten, ('QSO
Ready to plug in and use. Postpaid
8alne as above, less earphone.
Postpaid
Air Scout -eulogists
B
`Operated
with tube, earphone two roils. ready
'to use (less inexpensive batteries)_..
a7e
7-In tells to cover
:u l0
to 70 motel, 50 each.

1-

.

aW

Electrad.

I.

:r, ALL WAVE AIR
,

1

SCOUT

I
I
I

-1

meg. fixed resistors, Ohmite.
1 -10 ohm rheostat, useful even if you
employ a 2 -volt battery and necessary with
3 -volt battery, Ohmite.
1-6 prong socket wafer, Na -Aid.
1-4 prong wafer socket, Na -Aid.
1 -pair phone jacks, insulated.
2

SUPER DELUXE MODEL'
E

1

-type

vania).

19

tube, R.C.A: Radiotron (Syl-

-set

of coils; Na -Aid, (Bud, I.C.A., or
Hammarlund, etc.). Note: A few turns
may have to be added to tickler windings
1

for best operation.

,

,

Pat. Pending U. S. Serial No. 592586
li anmeine set incorporates the latest developUTh
ments In radio engineering. including the new two
1n -one 6F7
tube- FOREIGN RECEPTION, 010
-

ICOURSE-Loud Speaker operation

on

local

most

1

brondcaI stations.
Equipper) with illuminated
vernier dial. crackle-finish cabinet, metal chassis,
variable selectivity control. Easy to tune. works
In any A.I'. or D.C. houselight lug vieruil.
COMPLETE SET -READY TO USE -with ear phone. genuine Arcturus tubes. and five coils cov$13.50
ering hand from 10 to 000 meters
sta. 00
ISame as Above. less earphone
5" Magnetic Speaker for Super DeLure Model 1.25
-

I

I

DELUXE MODEL ALL EL
TRIC ALL WAVE AIR SCOUT

Similar in eppearaneo to the Super Del.uve Model.
operation only.
Crackle finish
but for earphone
Icabinet, metal chassis. Illuminated vernier dial.
FOREIGN RECEPTION(
Complete-READY TO USE with earphone. Den -

IIIII

I

iiiimift
.....
ALL ELECTRIC AIR SCOUT

I

'
Il

AMPLIFIER

trimmer condenser 35 mmf.,
1 -100 mmf. tuning (Variable) condenser; National.

-50

1

mmf. variable condenser; National.

1-insulated grid cap.
-3 to audio transformer.
1

1

1-5

megohm grid -leak; Ohmite.
1 -100 mmf. grid condenser; Aerovox.
50,000 ohm potentiometer, with switch;

Electrad.
1
1

-

-,

f9.g5,

ALLIED ENGINEERING

1-antenna

1-

with all Ale Seoul Motel" Including
Battery- operated set. Standard 58.50 All Electric
Model. Deluxe and Super DeLure Motels. Will
Can be u-ed

also work on any other set.
Contains two powerful audio stages, with 77 tube
in first stare and 43 power output tube. l'ses a
or
Supply.
Self- rontalned Power
rectifier.
25Z5
Full
Operates frown any A.I'. m D.C. socket.
toned dynamic speaker. Chassis and wood baffle.
Foreign stations on speaker.
Enormous vollime.
Price Complete. less tubes
1: it of Three Matched Arcturus Tuber..._...._ 2.55
Free Circular Available.

As explained by Mr. Shuart in the June
issue, when describing this circuit, "care
should be taken to use a potentiometer
provided with switch, in order to avoid running down 'B' batteries when set is not
in use." Also in winding coils make sure
the outside winding of the grid coil is connected to grid -leak and condenser with end
nearest to the tickler connected to positive
filament and the outside connection of tickler connected to plate of tube, with end
nearest grid coil going to the 50,000 ohm
plate resistor and the .01 mf. audio coupling condenser. Then there will be no
trouble with set not working due to improper coil connections, etc.
Parts for 2 -tube circuit on lower shelf:

National.

ulne Arcturus Tubes and two colts covering band
$1075
from 70 to 600 meters
10..25
Sane as above. less earphone
Three extra plug -in coils to cover band 11. ,,
10 to 70 meters, each

I

MM

2-

!C 95

All

.

INSTITUTE

-1mf.

condenser, fixed; Aerovox.
fixed; Aerovox.

-.002 condenser,

2-4 prong wafer sockets; Na -Aid.
1-5 prong wafer sockets; Na -Aid.
1-set coils -any regular 4 prong make;

Na -Aid (or Bud, I.C.A., Hammarlund).

1- ground post.
-2 contact phone strip.
1

01A
10

I2A
19

20
22

24A
26
27
30
31
32

33
34

35/51
36
37
38

5.0
1.0
7.5
5.0
2.0
3.3
3.3
2.5
1.5
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.5
6.3
6.3

.30
1.10
.40
.60
.40
.60
.45
.30
.30
.45
.45
.60
.60
.60
.50
.50

d0

-10 ohm rheostat with switch; Ohmite.
The wafer sockets used for tubes in both
sets are set up one inch above shelf floor
on mounting legs of bakelite tubing.
Practically every continent has been
heard on one or the other of these circuits
by the writer since building the set, a matAll drilled and with
ter of three months. The Japanese signal
on 27 meters is listened to quite often over
handle attached.
the Duo -Amplidyne circuit, as are also the
Heaut iful
19 -meter European signals and the 14 -meter
crackle $ 2a95
Pittsburgh (W8XK) signal comes in extra
finish....
well over this circuit.
The writer found it advisable to have
separate coils for the two circuits, because
We also make
of heavy tickler windings required on the
chassis for any reDuo- Amptidyne, which averages 1/2 more
ceiver. Send drawturns than that found in standard make
estimate.
for
ing or give complete dimensions
coils.
ARCO TUBE
It must be remembered that above results
KORROL MFG. CO., Inc. Dept. 8-12
in Texas and are there- 232 Central Avenue
here
were
secured
CITY
YORK
NEW
ST.
232 GREENWICH
fore quite a feat.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
98 Park Pl. Dept.

912

New York. N. Y.

1

CHASSIS

for YOUR PORTABLE

G

www.americanradiohistory.com

79

80
81

82

83
84

85
89

X199
V199

IA6

IC6
2A3
2A5
2A6
2A7
2B6

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
5.0
7.5
2.5
5.0
6.3
6.3
6.3
3.3
3.3
2.0

.45
.50
.50
.60
.35
1.10
.45
.50
.50
.50
.50
.45
.45
.85

2.0

.85

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

.85
.60
.60

.50
.61)
.50
2.5
1.10
40
.40
2B7
.60
2.5
41
.50
573
5.0
.50
42
.50
6A4'I.A 6.:3
.60
43
.50
6A7
6.3
.60
45
.35
6B7
6.3
.60
46
.50
6C6
6.3
.60
47
.50
6136
6.3
.60
48
1.10
6F7
6.3
.60
48
.50
12A5
6.3
.85
50
1.10
1225
6.3
.85
.60
53
25Z5
.60
25.0
05
.50
12Z3
12.6
.50
56
.35
PZH
2.5
.85
57
.50
WDII
1.1
.85
58
.50
WDI2
1.1
.85
59
.60
2168
7.5
.85
71A
.30
213
.60
5.0
SPARTON TYPE TUBES
1828
5.0
.60
485
3.0
.85
183
5.0
.85
586
7.5
1.75
484
3.0
.60
686
3.0
.85
KELLOGG TYPE TUBES
401
3.0
1.50
403
3.0
2.00
MAJESTIC TYPE TUBES
2A75
2.5
1.10
6Z5
6.3
.85
2ß7S
2.5
1.10
245
2.5
.60
28/45
2.5
1.10
25 25S
0.2
1.111
2Z2/G84 2.5
.85
275
2.5
.50
6A78
6.3
1.10
35S 515
2.5
.75
6B7S
6.3
1.10
55S
2.5
.85
6C7
6.3
.85
565
2 5
.60
6D7
6.3
.85
57S
2.5
.85
6E7
6.3
.85
58S
2.5
.85
6F7S
6.3
.85
75S
6.3
.85
6Y5
6.3
.85
855
6.3
.85
6Z4
6.3
1.10
RECTIFIER AND CHARGER BULBS
1225 Mil. rectifier tube
U.II. (Raytheon type,
51.25
e -10 Amp. trickle charger Bulb (Tungar type)
2.00
2 Amp. charger Bulb Munger type)
2.00
and 8 Amp. charger Bulb ITungar type)
3.75
15 Amp. charger Bulb (Tunear type)
7.50
UX280M -5.0 Full `Vase Mercury Vapor Rectifier
1.10
UX- 281M -7.5 Half Wace Mercury Vapor ltectifier
1.90
UX- 865 -2.5 half Wave Mercury Rectifier
2.75
UX- 871 -2.5 Half Rave Mercury Vapor Rectifier
1.10
U X872 -7501) Volts Half Wave Meer. Yap. Ree
I1.00
TELEVISION TUBES and PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS
Photo Cell IPotassiuml, 2',¡" Length Overall
$1.75
Photo Cell (Potassium1. 3!5" Length Overall
2.10
Photo Cell (Caesium Typa, 44" Length Overall
7.90
Photo Cell (Caesium Typer, 3" Length Overall
5.90
Photo Cell (Caesium Tenet. Same as l'X 661
4.90
Television Tube (Neon It,fiectronl. I" Sq. Cathode 2.85
Television Tube (Neun1. 1" Sq. Cathode
2.85
Television Tube INeonl, 114" Sn. Cathode
3.85
Specifications and quotations on TRANSMITTER
TUBES. CRATER TUBES. GI.OW LAMPS. 1110H
YACI'I'M TYPE CATHODE RAY TUILES, suitable
for television and standard Oil lo, rant. le asps. SUBMITTED ON REQUEST.

39/44

6.3
6.3
5.0
6.3
6.3
25.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
30.0
2.0
7.5
2.5
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
5.0

76
77
78

l

COMPANY
Newark, N. J.
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DATAPRINTS
Just the

,'

Technical
'

t

Information

lh
V

e

You Need

I

To Build

"

Electrical
Apparatus

ñ ó

W

Dataprint containing data for constructing
this 3 It. spelt Oudin- Testa soil. Requires
I K.W. 20.000 volt transformer as 'exciter':

,

e

5

Includes condenser data.

below.

see

list

36

TESLA OR OUDIN COILS
inch spark. data for building, Including

.

condenser data
30.75
Inuit spark, data for building. including condenser data; requires Li K. W. 15.000 volt
0.75
transformer; zee list below
Violetta type. high frequency coil data; 110
volt A.C. or D.C. type: 1" spark: used for
"violet ray" treatments and "Experiments' 0.50
Dow to operate Oudlli coil from a vacuum tube
s

oscillator
3

inch

spark Tesla coil: operates on Ford ig-

nition roll

0.50

0.50

inch spark Oudin coil: 110 volt A.C. "Kirk 0.50
Cou"
0.50
20 Tricks with Tesla and Oudin Coils
3

k.w.

1

00

TRANSFORMER DATA
transformer data. 110 -volt,
Suitable for operating 3 ft.

20.000-volt

-ryrie primary.

0.50
Ondin coil
k.w. 15.000 -volt transformer data. 110 -volt.
60 -cycle pr.ntary.
Suitable for operating 00.50
inch Ondin roil

Electric Welding Transformer (State secondary
solaagel

Induction Coils -1 to
HOT!
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ARTIFICIAL

inch mark data

Meter Receiver

LATEST TECHNICAL

By DR. W. MÖLLER, Germany

(Concluded from last issue)

Experimental Results
The receiving experiments were conducted
within a radius of 5 to 6 kms. (3 to 3.6
miles), around the transmitter, which. with
its direct coupled horizontal antenna (third
harmonic) was located in a tall building of
a large city, a location which is extraordinarily unfavorable for transmission. The
receiver was mounted on a car which covered
the 6 km. (3.6 mile) circle in various directions. A plain Litz (stranded) wire, 1 to 2
meters (3.2 to 6.4 feet) long was used as a
receiving antenna.

0.50
0.50

FIG 15

APPA

RATUS -Ultra Short Wave Apparatus
Sold only to Physicians and Baeteriolo
gists.
Constructional Data for Small.
Medium and Large Apparatus
30.75

.

NEW! RADIO AND TELEVISION
30.50 Each
(Minimum Order 2 prints!)
The Find -An Pentagrd A.C. -D.C. "short -Were"
Convener 11 Tithes).
"All -Wave" Find -All Four (A.C.: no plug -In eoll)
3Tnbe !Satiety Operated Pc rnoal Receiver. 2 V. tubes.
"Pal" Portable, Sr. (Universal A.C. -D.C.. 38 Out
pot. Magnetic Speaker)
-rie "Short Wave" Triple Pentode with 44 and 42
Tubes (A.C.).
The 2 -volt Superheterodyne with latest 2 -volt Pentodes (8 tubes).
Nine Easy Ways to "SfmlernIze" the Radio Set.
7

} 0.425
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data (special)
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FIG. 16

0.46

on

steel

be

"slow."

Voice

wire

by

recorded

or
mag-

LA

X

"fast"

Construction

I.

MISCELLANEOUS DATAPRINTS
Treasure Locator
2 K. W. 110 vt. to 18 vt. transformer data
20 motor circuits -hook-ups
20 practical telephone hook -up,
100 mechanical movements for inventors ....... _
Polarised Relay-Ultra Sensitive

30.50
0.50
0.35
0.35
_

0.50
0.50

0.50
Electra -medical coil Mocking coil)
WaterWheels -now to Build and Light your
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

Mouse

Electric !tell circuits
Publie Address System
Electric chime ringer; fits any clock20

"Eleetrleal
PARTIES

-

Tricks" for LODGES

and

30.50

Electrically.. $0.50
0.50
"Rewinding" Small Motor Armatures
"ENGINEERING SERVICE BY MAIL"

How to Fry Eggs on Cake of Ire

Send Sketch of Your Problem for Estimate.
(20% ell on orders fer $3.00 or more. Na C.O.D.)

The DATAPRINT COMPANY
Leek Baa 322

WAVELENGTH

$0.50

MAGNET COIL DATA
Powerful battery electro- magnet; lifts 40 lbs...$0.50
110 Tou D.C. magnet to lin 25 m.
0.50
.. 0.50
110 Volt D.C. 30U lb.. Lift electromagnet
n0 Volt D.C. solenoid: lifts 2 lb. through I in. 0.50
110 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifta 6 lb. through 1 In. 0.50
0.50
12 Volt D.C. solenoid. lifts 2 Ib. through 1
A. C. Solenoid, powerful, 110 -volt. 00- cycle... 0.50
MOTOR -1'16 H.P., 110 volt A.C., 60 cycle
(suitable for driving 12" fan. etc.)-Data
0.50
0.50
60 or 1,2uo cycle Synchronous motor
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RAMSEY, N. J.

INFORMATION
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Observed Facts
The following facts were observed during
the experiments while traveling wtili the car:
The ignition system of the ear. of which no
care was taken to eliminate radio interferences, was causing such a weak crackle in
the earphones that the reception of the ultra
short waves was hardly affected.
Atmospheric disturbances could not be
detected at all. The quietness of the reception was not disturbed even during a thunder- storm. Also, the passing street cars did
not cause any disturbances.
In the immediate neighborhood of the
transmitter the surprising fact could be observed, that the signal strength was increasing while moving away from the transmitter.
Numerous fading points, due to local eon ditions were observed between the building
groups of the city. The signal strength
used to go down when the receiver was located immediately behind a group of tall

-

"FEVER"
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Fig. 15 shows method of coupling radiator
to oscillator. Fig. 16- coupling .46 wavelength aerial to receiver.

NOW

AVAILABLE. A convenient 104 -page Manual containing
essential information users must
have to get optimum performances
from any device using vacuum
tubes.
Complete data on over 90 receiving
RecomBase Symbols.
tubes.
mended Operating conditions, circuit applications, amplifier classifications. Over 150 cuts and diagrams.
Represents months of painstaking
research by Sylvania's famous technical staff.
This Manual is as necessary as your
voltmeter. Just fill in the coupon,
attach 10e in stamps and mail.

YOURS! FOR 10e IN STAMPS
Makers of

Factories

EMPORIUM, PA.

SYLVANIA TUBES
ST. MARY'S. PA.
buildings which was in the path between
HYGRADE LAMPS
SALEM.
MASS.
receiver.
PRODUCTS
and
ELECTRONIC
transmitter
the
N. 1.
R/L-CLIFTON.
S. Corp.. 12::4
A cross street, with an open path to the
transmitter, caused a marked improvement
By moving away
of the signal strength.
from the building group, which means by
",
its
"shadow the reception begoing out of
came normal again.
A direct optical sight between transmitter
THE SET -TESTED RADIO TUBE
and receiver was not necessary. IIowever,
the conditions were very favorable when the
space between the transmitter and the receiver was an open field, which enabled us
to move out from the "shadow" of the
10c-TECHNICAL MANUAL-10c I
buildi ngs.
I
The signal strength was lower under trees I Hymrede Sylvania Corporation
Weala (DS)
and behind tree groups.
I Emporium. P
Darkness or bright light, cloudy sky or
IPlease send me the new Sylvania Technical Manua''
sunshine had no influence on the reception!
II enclose 10 cents in stamps.
It seems that the manner of mounting
is
very
essential:
antenna
receiver
the
whether it is vertical, or inclined and in I. NAME
which direction it is inclined. Often the
signal strength was considerably increased I ADDRESS
by changing the position of the antenna.
STATIC
With the few exceptions mentioned above,
CITY
the transmitter was heard clearly all over
I
the "experimental zone ". It is emphasized
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here that it follows from our experiments,
that there is no doubt, that direct optical
sight is not required!
Following results were obtained while
testing the modulation performances of the
SHORT WAVE SET BUILDERS
three above described systems:
MUST HAVE THIS BOOK
The best results were obtained with the
parallel tube method (Ileising). Nearly
as good results were obtained with the grid
modulation method. The difference with
regard to the loudness of the received signals
Send for the most complete and truly
between this and the Ileising method was
timely book In Radio. It will keep you
so small, that whenever it is desired to spare
ahead of the field and save you mones.
tubes, there could be no objection to the use
Why buy from skimpy seasonal catalogs
whose usefulness is confined to a for
of the grid modulation method.
weeks-or from books a year old? Write
Considerably worse were the receiving retoday for radio's most valuable catalog-thu
sults with the plate modulation method.
ALLIED Radio Oulde- always timely beThese results were to be expected beforeof its remarkable completeness, alhand, because generally this method requires
wayse up-to-the-minute because of its straIt is necessary to
tegic publication date
a hi_her plate voltage.
geared to radio progintroduce an A.F. transformer between the
ress.
audio generator and the plate circuit of the
tube.
SENDFOR THIS BOOR transmitter
The object of another series of tests was
IT WILL SOLVE
to establish the efficiency of three antenna
7 =.1
types. .% comparative test was to be made
a
YOUR RADIO NEEDS
1, between the direct -coupled antenna, which
AT CONSISTENT
beis tuned up to the third harmonic: 2.
SAVINGS!
tween an inductively coupled dipole. usina
a feeder; and (3) h`nally a Fuchs antenna.
All - wave and Eurnpeen range sets, battery.
The construction and coupling manner of
Short Wave Coil Data
volt, and elect Mc
32.
the first type were already given in connecShort Wavo
for
models
Every Conceivable
tion with the description of the transmitter
Transmitting and Receiving equipment-an
Short Wave Receiver
amazing P.A. listing -test instrumentsand
there
is
nothing
to
add.
else
and
thousands of replacement parts, tubes
In the second type of antenna it is imare parked into the lo:
accessories
ALLIED Catalog. Also '7tuild-your -own"
portant
to transfer, if possible, without any
RADIO PURI IC4t1ONS
kits. (As kit specialists we can quote for
losses to a feeder system a certain amount
any circuit appearing in any magsalue or
of energy from the oscillator to the radiator.
handbook.) Write today for your FREE
copy of the 1935 ALLIED Catalog.
On account of this, care must be taken to
adjust its length carefully to the wavelength
of the transmitter. Fig. 15 shows the arFOR the first time, it is now
rangement which was used and gives also
833 W. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago. Dept. E
possible for the experimentthe corresponding values. The coupling coil
D Please send me your FREE 1935 Catalog
which is seen on the extreme left was aper and short wave enthusiC! Please quote for Kit described In
proximately lti Pits. (t1.4 inches) in diameter
ast to obtain the most exhaustive
and serves to couple the oscillator to the
data on short wave coil winding
NAME
parallel wire system. The distance between
information that has ever ap(2
5
-S
ems,
these
wires
inches).
is
to 32
ADDRESS
peared in print.
When
the
length
of
feeders
between
the
the
CITY
STATE
As every experimenter who has
coupling coil and the radiator is exactly X
ever tried to build a short wave set
over 2, their ends beeome current antinodal
knows only too well by experience.
points (Current maxima) through which the
the difference between a good and
middle of the dipole is excited.
a poor receiver is usually found in
SHORT - WAVE
The excitation of the third type of anthe short wave coils. Very often
tenna conies from the voltage antinodal
you have to hunt through copies of
(voltage maxima).
YOU ALWAYS WANTED point
magazines. hooks, etc., to find the
The length of the radiator is exactly .46 X
Information you require. The prear-'.,
and it is connected, as shown in Fla. lti,
ant data has been gotten up to
to the condenser Ca of the oscillatory coup obviate all these difficulties.
ling circuit. The voltage variations which
Between the two covers of this
is formed across the tuning condenser durbook you now find every possibile bit
ing resonance of the oscillatory circuit La('a
of
information on coil winding that
are transferred to the antinodal voltage
has appeared in print during the
point of the radiator. It is therefore impast two years. Only the most modportant to dimension the elements of the
ern "dope" has been published here.
circuit Lava so as to have the highest posNo duplication. Illustrations gasible tension. i.n is thus relatively large
lore, giving not only full instrucand Ca accordingly smaller. iu the circuit
Lions how to wind coils, but dimenneed by the author, 1.11 consisted of 2 turns
siona, sizes of wire, curvea, how to
of 7.5 cm. (3 inches) in diameter (copper
plot them, by means of which any
tubing .r, cm. (t/4 inch) in diameter.) A
coil for any particular short wave
Pin,
very small value of the capacity of Ca (a
set can be figured in advance, as to
neutralizing condenser of 20 muff. max.)
number of turns, size of wire, spaswas necessary for the resonance tuning.
ing, etc.
A hot -wire ammeter which is often used
There has never been such data
for resonance tuning is here not needed.
published in such easy accessible
The tuning of this type of antenna is doue
form as this.
by observing the milliauvueter, whieli is in
Take advantage of the special
the
truly
critical
oscillator.
"MJ"
for
grid
of
the
When
the
the
circuit
the
offer we are making today, as due
oscillatory
system
Circuit
radiatorThere is no finer Short- Wave Receiver entire
to increasing costs, there is no quesLaCa (Fuchs antenna) is in resonance with
tion that the price will increase
Write for details, No. 80-S
goon.
the frequency of the transmitter, the readLABORATORY
PIONEER SOUND
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RADIO PUBLICATIONS
New
N.
York,
Y.
135 Liberty St.
A comparison between the three types of
97 HUDSON STREET
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NEW YORK, N. Y.
their performance only then, when the conJust Off the Press!
dition of operation will be identical for each
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eration the degree of coupling between the 97 Hudson Street,
antenna circuit and the oscillatory circuit. New York. N. Y.
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(Continued from page 461)
Amplification Factor
25
Plate Resistance
12,500 ohms
Referring to the photographs of the
set we find that there is really no undue crowding of the parts. The center
dial is the main tuning control and the
antenna trimming condenser is mounted
to the left (looking at the front of the
panel) with the regeneration control on the
right side. As there is no filament Coll-

CATALOG

Phonograph Motor

G. E.
ONLY

$3.95
Furnished with
Speed regulator
Formerly
Sold for
515.00

NI tors
t anufacthe
hlred r rri
General ElectrIc
Company
and

These
were
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1/3011.P.-4800
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Condensers
Resistors
and practical data

.

.

.

working voltage.

...

MATERIAL
1/32 -THICK

ALUM INUM

Dimensions of "Midget Doerle" Receiver
chassis.

volts
r

.

capacity

n d

a

110

instant

AEROVOX

Likewise with resistors . . . from carbon type to
wide range of wattages
large wire -wound units
and resistance values.
And what's more, you can count on Aerovox for
latest engineering information on condensers, resistors, circuits and applications.

1.

specification,
D.C.

4.4> -

ly/(

tarit

afyrturiu;;

company.
re
(serf are the

sal A.C.

#

You can meet any condenser requirement from the
vast variety produced by Aerovox . . . any type

E. MOTORS

Ge

originally
loled for nec
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1

for

Variable speed Induction type self -starting. 110 volt. 80
cycle. AC. with lever control.
Speed range (rout 5 to 200
1íí'M. Can he installed in place of rid -tadhh urd
w:ndlog speed motor. Fits any cabinet. Also ideal tor
Edisplay tarn- table. pd
hundred other uses. These G. E.
lectric Motors are brand new. In original factory cartons.
Same motor that formerly sold for $15.00, only $3.05 as
long as supply lasts. Manufacturers and dealers, please
svelte for special quantity prices.
Shipping Weight, 11 lbs.

b
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Latest "DOERLE" Set
Uses "Acorn" Tubes

ADVERTISE-

ANY
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e

x e
3

lathes. length overall
4 Inches. Diameter of
shaft

inch.

hipping weight. 3 lbs.
Add 25c for "eclat'
p,ekloo and mailing
E

anywhere in U. S. A.
Original Price.
$12.00

Vre-tingl

,e

$2.45 Each
WHILE THEY LAST

l'o\er Generators

Manufactured by Wextinghouse for U. S.
Signal Corps.
Built -lo
takes oft
ate' D.C. 'flu,
extend throrgli
Wring lo pero
4'4 V. flashlight tt
battery to be swII

Into cinult for

s1

Ina. anti to contro.

A.C. output. Rotair,l
at Its normal speed
of 4.5n0 r.p.m.. the output is 200 w.. at 113 to 125 V.
Ion open circuit). 001I cycles.
The rotor nom fn
hearings. Shaft length (driving moll. 2 Ins.: dl:nnerer
9'16 ln.: the end Is threaded for a distance of S. In.
Base dinunslonn exclusive of the .haft. 414 x 6'¡ hl. In
diameter. Guaranies,' new and perfect.
Here Is what ene of our eustemen writes:
mall fl 'ling
In
"Ti e generators are bed mg
village. `t where the Án13 nut rent Is .suppled fr -w x
generator.
e It ix:'
".\s it was impossible to toe A.C. sit al
my Aron -ware transmitter using two 43 odes. be of rho
generators Is used to supply Illy two A.1'. receiver. a'.d
Bt+
the other to supply power for the rausudlec
These
generators are run by a 1.. htn arpowcr mopes,
generators perform perfectly and hate in-etc absolltl sly
reThe voltage and current rrgnl,tlru
trouble tree.
sidernblr
markably stable. taking
lNodor upp.ied

Ill

trol rheostat (there was not enough room
on the panel for one anyway) the regeneration control has a separate switch incorporated in it, and this is used to turn
off the heaters when the set is not in use.
The switch and regeneration control are
both operated by the sane shaft. Looking
at the rear of the set the detector tube and
plug -in coil are mounted to the right and
the tube to the left is the audio frequency
amplifier. The audio transformer is directly behind the tuning condenser.
In assembling the 'tB" battery it is necessary to remove the two small cells from
the cardboard tube and solder a very
short connection between the two terminals, in order that a good connection will
be maintained. These batteries are designed for a flashlight, where there is a
constant pressure against the ends of the
battery to maintain contact between the
two cells. So don't forget to do this or
you will have no end of trouble with an
een "B" circuit.

.
Monthly publication
fresh from laboratory
and engineers
.
the cream of the crop of advenced radio information. Sample copy
request. Also latest Aerosol catalog. Write today!
.
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Brooklyn,

Washington Street,

N.Y.

I

FOREIGN RECEPTION GUARANTEED

with the world's famous
International D X
World Wide All- Electric All -Wave Receiver
Builtin speaker.

1

ca

Remit by check or money order for full amount of each
Item -Shipped Express Collect If sufficient money Is not
No C.O.D. order acceoteienclosed for parcel post.
Money refunded if not satisfied.

WELLWORTH

TRADING

560 W. Washiniton Street

COMPANY
CHICAGO.

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY

ILL.

8W -12.34

560 W. Washington Street. Chicago, M.
for
Enrlestat you will find my rem Ill s lire -.f t
which please send me
(
) G. E. Phonograph Motor, $3.95 each.
(
) Power Generator. $4.05 each.
) G. E. Motor. 52.70 (including packing and postage).
(
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the author. Thus far the socket has to be
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Plug -in Coils
Less Tube
TAVINPLEX t+ ACTUALLY A TWO -TUBE
SET; yes, r repeat.
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At ST IMAGINE, TWO TIRES IN iINE r;LASN ENVELOPE.
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of the new "19" tube.
It is a _silt tube. which has a DOUBLE SET OF
ELEMENTS.
The
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nible. with a single tube of this type, to receive shortwave stations Iron all over the world, loudly. clearly -REGULARLY -night after night.
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they are on the air. Tso Units are furnished. onee for the 40 -meter foreign broadcast band and the other for the regular leis aa hand.
No. ßW308 Eaumns Twinplex Short -Icare Receiver Rit with all parts INCLUDING SINGLE HEADPHONE AND BAND -nut no tube
YOUR PRICE
No. SW309 Complete Accessories for TAYINPt.F:X lhcc ever. Comprising 1 Type
"19" Tube, 2 No. 6 Dry Cells, 2 45 -volt 'B" Batteries. Shipping weight 20
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Any part irular amateur bond may now be spread over practically the entire tuning scale of the 111.11.
Stations which before were clo.el- crowded or pissed
'.m rely, can now he spread over the entire dial
i thus be eaRy intermitted.
Not only that hut through the ruse of the powerful 2A3 pentode in tilt nut put stare
most of these short -wave stations will now come in on the loud speaker.
The circuit Incorporates the new Alden 3-prung hand-tweed plug -in rolls. Th'oils a
specially designed for this particular work. earl having a padding
b'nser rmounted to the tan. This maiden,er is shunted arras the entire .emnlali., iodine.
whereas the main tuning eolden.er is arm.- only part of this winding.
'The SHIlle standard of high quality parts used In other Doerle receivers is mait,lained here.
All component parts are mounted on a beautiful black. wreck le- tinthc
Rossis with the Wilds! OoTlo nameplate bolted to the front
panel. .titholch flu
receiver may be used with batteries It Is recommended
nm
for A.C. operation. A go, i.
,.li -tñleri'I power .supply slot as the one we 11.10111111e1111
for our other Doerle r...
firers should be used. The set uses I-51 and 1-2A5.
A set of
4
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plug-in coils are furnished with the receiver. Shipping weight, 8 lbs.
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Table Model
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tine literature FREE.
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YOUR COST
'Is PARK PLACE

half -watt grid -leak. Aerovox.
ohm potentiometer with switch.
Electrnd.
1 -3:1 midget audio transformer.
1 -4 -prong wafer socket: Na -All.
1- National 3 -inch vernier dial.
2-special 955 sockets. see drawing. Dian.
2 -955 RCA Radiotrons. (Acorn Tubes
Burgess.
14 -"Pen" flashlight cartridges.
"Baby" flashlight cells. Burgess.
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(Continued from page 455)
gram shows there is also a return shortwave circuit provided, so that the announcers in charge of the program could
cue the operators in Little America and
also Admiral Byrd at his advance post.
The return short -wave cuing link passed
from New York City over a telephone circuit to Rocky Point, the RCA transmitting
station on Long Island, from which point,
thanks to the high power of the transmit-

toll- ter, the messages jumped direct over
10,000 miles of space to Little America and
Admiral Byrd. In the event that the signals sent to Admiral Byrd could not be
picked up direct from the Rocky Point
transmitter on the short -wave receiver in
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Radio Colonial
(Continued from page 456)
tions and also for checking up on the transmission from the French stations. The
main studios of this station are in Paris.
l'ontoise is about 25 miles from Paris. All
the programs which originate with the different French loaf ware stations are
brought to these studios in Paris and from
there sent on through telephone lines to
the transmitter. All announcements for
the station are made from the Paria studios.
and interesting feature of the studios is
the chiming clock, which is located right
in the studio; it can frequently be heard
striking the hour or quarter hour above the
announcer's voice.

2 -Way Police Calls
iCoulünted from page 454)
use of standard French type hand telephone units in the cars, which enable the
police officers to place the system in operation by merely removing the combination mouthpiece and head -phone unit from
the hook that supports it when not in use.
Lifting it up closes the circuit as in regular French type telephone sets. The 5meter short -wave transmitter is housed in
the rear trunk compartment and the re-

ceiving equipment underneath the dashboard. The phone unit is attached to the
dashboard by means of a clamp. The
transmitter has a power of 15 watts and
both sending and receiving is handled on
wavelengths of above 5 meters.

NEXT ISSUE!
The "Economy 2" uses new 2 -volt heater
type, screen -grid tubes. By George W.
Shuart, W2AMN.
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Enclose Sc coin or U. S. stamps for
postage. Treatis, sent by return mail.

RADIO TRADING CO.
101A Hudson Street, New York City

SLIDE RULES
Midget 5 in

1

e

e

Circular Type:
Metal 4" Dia.
Price $1.50

Cue

50e

extra

1.23x= Tß50.41 =T
1.24°= T
Tan 8°5'= T
Cot 79,, = T

4t4Xie =T

Log 56.25= 7
6% of 145.9 = T
5.16 -1¡ +1.76 =T
Solve easily all these and dozens of other mathematical problems without pencil and paper -by
means of the Midget Slide Rule. This rule solves
any problem in multiplication, division. addition.
subtraction, and proportion. it also gives roots and
powers of numb-cs. The "Trig' males give the
sines, cosines, tangents and cotangents of all angles: also logs d numbers. Adds and subtracts
fractions. Approved by colleges.
10" Ole.. 27" Scale "Special" Rule, $3.00.
Multiplies and Divides, but has no "Trig" Scales.

RADIO Slide Rule -Short Wave
Price $1.00 prepaid

Type

Printed on white bris

MI board: Size S "x
Il". finery short ..vave
radio
It, dent
and
must have this inductance, capacity, and

"coil -dimension" slide
rule. It will an.aer
such

questions

e:

What is Inductance of
roll one inch in dlameter. winding two
inches long and haring 30 turns per inch?
What winding length
of No. 24 S. C. C.
wire must be put on
a form two inches in

diameter, to obtain an
inductance of 100 mlrrahenries? To what
frequency and w svelentetb will 35 mlcrohenry
tune with s 50 mmf. condenser?

ODD

NEW! "OHM'S LAW" CALCULATOR
Solves All Problems of Voltage. Current
and Resistance.

Price

DATAPRINT CO" Box

$1.00 Prepaid

322.

Ramsey. N. 3.

(Continued from page 481)
ing bodies will be composed of those actively interested and essentially familiar
with the problems that we have to meet
before we can accomplish our purpose.
At the time of the state convention a
delegation will be elected to attend the district convention (district conventions to be
called once a year). A district association
of leagues will be comprised of a number of
states, according to the U. S. Inspection
Districts (for example, the Fifth District
is comprised of the States of Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Louisiana, Texas, New Mexico
and Mississippi). The number of delegate's
to attend the district convention is to he in
proportion to the number of members in
their respective states. From these delegates the District League Manager will be
elected, the duties of the District League
Manager to be representing the districts that
they are managers of, and the forming and
passing of national laws, as well as representing us at Washington and ut radio conventions.
In the formation of all local, state or
district organization of leagues all dues will
be determined and managed by each of the
leagues. For instance, in the formation of
a local league all dues will be based only
upon the cost of operating this local league.
When all of the leagues in the state form a
"state organization of leagues" they will
determine the cost of operating the state organization of leagues and distributing the
cost according to the members of the leagues,
so when we form our district and national
organization of leagues the same procedure
will be used. This will mean that there will
be an equal distribution of the cost of operating our national organization of leagues. No
member of a league will, under any circumstances, pay money, dues or fees to anyone
except to treasurer of his local league.
At no time will more monies he paid in to
local league than that required to defray the
operating expense of the local and district
association of leagues, and of that, re -invested in the league for the betterment and
furtherance of all that the league stands for.
These monies shall be employed for circularizing new members in the district. state
and district conventions, state and district
printing expenses, representation, and the
incidental handling expenses of the state
and district correspondence. There will be
no salaries paid to anyone and none of the
officers shall derive any financial benefit
from the league.
At the time of the state convention a state
secretary and a state treasurer shall also he
elected, the task of the state secretary to
be keeping n record of all business of the
state, organization of leagues, issue notices,
collect all monies 3 to 5 days after each convention of the state association of leagues,
taking the treasurer's receipt therefor, attending to all correspondence and issuing all
cards and certificates of membership for the
state. Ile shall have charge of the books and
records of the state organization and shall
render a written report at the annual convention of the state organization of leagues,
to be audited and presented at next convention. Immediately upon expiration of his
term of office be shall transmit to his successor all properties of the state association
of leagues.
The treasurer shall receive all monies
from the secretary and deposit same in a
hank to the credit of the organization of
leagues in the state, bank to be selected by
the officials of the league association. Ile
shall pay all bills by checks signed by the
treasurer and countersigned by the state
manager on warrants signed by state manager and secretary.
He shall keep such books as pertain to his
office and render a written report at the state
eonveution once a year, which shall be and ited and presented at next state convention.
Immediately upon expiration of his term of
office he shall turn over to his successor all
properties of the league association.
What we must do, and do soon, is get a
system like the one I have just outlined into
(Continued on page 507)
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RCA Institutes, with its reputation firmly established by 25
years service, is an institution

recognized as an important factor in the radio industry.
Whether elementary radio principles or advanced subjects,
sound applications, mathematics
or practical radio engineering,
RCA Institutes is prepared to
give you the instruction you
need.
Resident Schools at New York and Chicago

Modern Apparatus and Labora-

tory Equipment -Conveniently
Located -Day and Evening

Classes-Tuition Rates

to

$3

$10 Weekly.

Extension courses for home study
on convenient "no obligation"

plan. Examination and technival advisory services. Free
post-graduate practical trainIng at resident school with
modern equipment under instructing engineers.
Write for Catalog.

=_

=

INSTITUTES, Inc.

RCA

Dept. SW -34

Varick Street

75

NEW YORK
1154

Merchandise Mart
CHICAGO

Recognized Standard in Radio Instruction Since 1909.

A

hit!

The 7-POINT
MICROPHONE
Here's why the A:,
Velocity Microphone

...

you the best In quality and
value. (1 ) Wider frequency
range. No peaks: no dis-

Directional
(2)
tortion.
quality makes It easy to
(SI
eliminate feedback.
Wider area of overage. One
rewill
Vel.
Mike
Amis'rile
place several diaphragm tyls

mikes. s41 NO( affected by
weatlter C011ten /MMeat tire.
di t i"ns or age. 151 !tugged
construction. I OI Best value
remikes. or money
in
(71 Fully gunrnnfunded.
tessl for two years against
Order
any service costs.
from your wholesaler.

71-

su

asar

THIS

NOT
THIS

N. Y. C

J4MPERITE
VELOCITY M ICROPHON
ST LL

Another Reason Why
THE TRIMM FEATHER

WEIGHT phones are ac-

cepted as best on the
market. All Featherweight
double headsets are now
equipped with
specially
developed moisture proof
cord, giving unparalleled
durability and service.
DX
more
ehelently

with Trimm Featherweight
phones.

Buy from your local dealer

TRIMM RADIO MFG. CO
1528

Armitage Avenue

Chicago, Illinois
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IT IS always the well -trained man who wins
over the horde of thousands of superfi-

for you to go to college to become proficient in
radio. Start today, to build a REAL radio library
become acquainted with all branches et this
great and growing art. In this page are listed the
world's best radio books. We have combed the market for the really important books i n radio: so that.
no matter what branch you are interested in. you can
pick out the best books that are now printed. Start,
now, to build a coo p ale radio library.
You da not
have to get all the books at once, but make up your
mind to get one book a month: so that, when your
chance comes, you will be fully equipped to win out over
the others not so well equipped.

CUT PRICES

out

cially trained and incompetent

men. You are reading this magazine because you are interested In
radio. Sooner or later, the time will come when
you will wish to cash in on your knowledge.
Your
chance may come over night, and then the big and
vital question will be, "Hew well equipped am I to
fill the job?" You are in radio because you like It.
You also realize that, at the present time. there are
many branches of the radio art which you do not know
as thoroughly as you should.
Knowledge, these days, can
be gotten cheaper than ever before. .It Isn't necessary

and

ON RADIO
BOOKS

l

IMPORTANT -All prices have been drastically reduced -take advantage of it.
W A V E
WIRELESS RADIO THEORY AND OPERAT
COMMUNICATION, by A. W. ING. by M. T. Luuml.. 5th reLadner and C. It. Stoner. Cloth need Edition. Cloth -bound; dze
ilser.. size 6t9-. 348 pages, 200 5418x1%"
thick; 1.000 Date.;
lustrations. 12 plates
over 800 illus.; 450 review guM19úc
n s
and smarm.
wave
experimenters who ('rice
Short
bare grown out of 1 -tube lets will Written ill textbook style.
tren col lu this book which tells the
amount of useful infor"ho come- of -hurt -scare opera- mendous
into
mation
has
been
crammed
A good portion or the vol Ihle thin -paper, compact reference

SHORT

$3.46 tie

$4.38

tion,r¡

ume Is devoted to the amateur and
W.
.ommereial .peul( of
S.

transmission.
RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRI
CAL REQUIREMENTS, by Huth
Cloth corers, stse
A. Brown.
lib ". 806 pates. 835 11e7
Notation.. Price
One of the few great books on this
fieerything
Important goblet.
Isom thermlonle -tube natant.
to ptero- electric me.urements.

$3.90

TELEVISION,

PRACTICAL

E. T. Lerner.
223
L1/4281/4",

Cloth rovers,
pater.

tlIustratlon.. Prim

127

by
3Nspie

$ J .69
OJ

This book explains television In
lull. belittling elementary prin.
Toles. photo- eleetrle cell. and ell
Important types of tebnlslon lets
OP a -iIl os bade principles of OPtics, Images, mirrors. lens., etc.

PHENOMENA, by
Samuel Robinson SVllllams. Cloth
rovers, lise 019 ". 290 pages. 150
illustrations, and numerf. e70
aun tables. Pilo.
All electric motors, coupling aile.
loud
.peak and
dynamic
magnetic
en. transformer.. choke tolls- etc.,
are dependent on magnetic phepumena. This fine hook 1. complete on the subject.
MAGNETIC

$2. 98

ELEMENTS OF RADIO COMMUNICATION (Second Edition),
by John 11. Mureeroft. (loth covers, size 6 x 9!4 ", 286 pages,
241 illustrations.
('rice
An introductory volume. written

$2.98

ally

In
the

y

understandable skie, to
comprehensive.

more

'Prin.

spies of Radio Communication."
AUDELS RADIOMAN'S GUIDE.

by Frank D. Graham. Cloth coven
(flexible). sin Sie % " 220 pages,

$

Illuetratlone.
Prim

800

A

. 0.7
89

concise book pre.enttheoretical and practical

prettied,

Inc the
information for the proper Operation. maintenance and service as
applied to modern radio practice.

RADIO

revised

amateur

illustration..

wish

to

(radio

$1.97

radio
become
hams this book

selle you how. Everything In reliving and transmitter Rte and
Low to build them.

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO, by R.
R. Ramsey, Prof. of Physics. InCloth cor
diana Unlvenity.
Illie

7%25% ".

lustration..

Postpaid
A

marvelous

256

Price

page.,

165

$2.69

book for the expert.

enter.
E,Derimenta Wore
me, comDreheneible languite.

HOW TO

ORDER

in

THEORY OF VACUUM TUBE
CIRCUITS. by Leo James Peters.
Cloth coven. size 619 ". 226 illustrations,
226
paces.
e70
Price
S. GERNSBACK'S RADIO EN- It Is one thing to "connect green
CYCLOPEDIA (Second Edition). lead No. 1 to pink lead No. 4."
Red Morocco Flexible Binder. 352 but It is another to know why the
., 1253 connections are made.
pages, 2201 radio
Read this
tdefini
buds and learn the design factors
Price
in tube circuits.

$2. 98
rf.

$3.19

The most comprehensive encycloRepedia of Its kind in print.
markably upto -date in .m17 way,
with marvelous Illustrations.
OF
CYCLOPEDIA
DRAKE'S
RADIO AND ELECTRONICS. by
H. P. Manly. Cloth coven, size
6:9". 1050 pate,. 1050 illustrations. New 1932 Edi-

Don.
The

$4.88O
W

Pria

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COMMUNICATION, by J. H. Store croft, Prof. of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University. Cloth
size 9%x6 ",
Profusely illustrated.

$2.47

988

Pager,

$7.35
J7

Prim
THE radio classic. by the dean
of radio. Covers entire radio art
as doer

work of Its kind ever
put between two cover.. New and
standby for eery
up -to -date;
radio man.

illustra -

$4.88
00

lions. l'rice
Each of the 23 sections has been
written by a specialist! Includes

no other book.

WITH

DY -BOOK

ADDENDA

DATA SHEETS. Flexible corers.

size 9112 ",

illus-

200 pager, 400

trations.
Pria prepaid
The Service Man's standby. Contains the latest practical information on radio servicing.

$1.49

.

HOW TO PASS U. S. GOVERN

MENT

RADIO

AMINATIONS,

LICENSE

EX-

by R. L. Duncan

and C. E. Drew. Flexible rovers.
size 9%x7 ", 170 pages, 92 illus-

/ 89
$1.

trations, appendix,

Price..._._..._
0e7
The most important book on the
subject ever published. Gives every
conceivable angle which will I.elp
you to pass
radio license examination successfully.

RADIO MOVIES AND TELEVISION. by C. Francis Jenkins.
Cloth

covers.

size

91/406".

144

$

8

profusely IilusPrice
e98
A complete volume by the master
of television. giving everything in
television, including constructional
details for building your own television sets.
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE and
enlarged edition,. by Alfred A.
Ghlrardi. Cloth covers. size 75íx

hated.

9% ", 992 pages, 510 Illustrations,
numerous tables.

$JJ

0x9
Price
The finest and most popular book
on electricity and radio.
Each
subject Is clearly discussed, with
the aid of dozens of excellent
drawings.
Chapters on talkies,
television, electronics and service
work, etc.
Biggest buy in radio
books.

ELECTRONS AT
WORK,
by
Charles R. Underhill. Cloth curers,

6691 ",

size

351 pages,

2.0 illustrations. Price. . aD2.0.7
O.7
The tremendous lms.ibllit les of
electronics are made available to
everyone.
a real feature I. Its
40-page cross -tinder.

I

present the most complete soilertlen of relent Important radio books. We have, after
exhaustive study, seletted these volumes because they represent the foremost radio books of their
kind In print today. There Is such
great variety that we are sure it will satisfy any taste as
well M any requirement that the student of radio might have.
Prompt
We publish no catalog and ask you to be kind enough to order direct from this game.
shipment, will be made to you direct from the publishers. We merely act as a clearing house for
PRICES ARE AS LOW OR LOWER THAN WILL BE
a number of radio publishers and OUR
FOUND ANYWHERE. Remit by money order or certified check. Register all cash,
We herewith
an

FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO,
by R. R. Ramsey, Professor of
l'hydes, Indiana University. Cloth
ioven. Ise 95ít8 ". 372 pages.
llustrated.
Prim prepaid

$3.46

The backbone of the radio art.
mi. book gives you the foundation on radio from A to Z.
QUESOPERATING
RADIO
TIONS AND ANSWERS. (Rased
Fifth Edition), by Nilson and
Hornung. ('loth covers. sire 5%t
8". 390 pages, 96 Rhof. a!
'rations. Price

$2.47

SHORT WAVES, by C. R. Louts
Stiff CoverB.
and lt. B. Gable.
255
619 ",
884
page.,
Bite
Price,
illustration.

RADIO RECEIVING TUBES, by

The biggest and most complete
book on short waves. Covers every
imaginable phase, including S. W.
The authors
Superheterodyne,.
are famous S. W. authorities.

One of the Snort hooks on vacuum tubes. Breathing worthwhile

$2.98

prepaid

Contains over 600 questions and
answers covering all phases of
OF TELElemnsed radio operation. Revised FIRST PRINCIPLES
to
ntln much fleW materW. VISION. by A. Dinsdale. Cloth
Nothing better in print for the rovers. sine 6x9 ", 242 Pages. A130
transmitting and receiving ama- illustrations. 38 plates.
YV
Price
teur.
A real review of lelerlsion In deoperation.
and
construction
sign,
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
coinerehertive
amazingly
MANUAL, Volume 1, by Hugo This
Gernsback and Clyde Fitch, Flex- book contains many heretofore unible loose -leaf binder, size 9x12 ", published tarts on this absorbing
topic.
over 2.000 Illustrations. 650 pages.

$3
J

6

MANUAL. by
RADIO
Sterling and Rob't S.
Kruse. E.E. 2nd enlarged edition.
Sise
Flexible fabrikold covers.

ELECTRICITY AT HIGH PRESSURES AND FREQUENCIES.
Paper
by Henry L. Transtrom.

ail

old circuits of

set up to 1931.

THE

George E.

seise", 305 page..
illustrations. Price

348

$5.88

A complete Radio Course for the
operator, the technician. the amateur, the student and experimenter.
Everything imaginable in the
%hole radio art is co
d In this
great book -the "radio Bible' of
the amateur. DON'T MISS THIS.

EXPERIMENTAL

RADIO

EN-

GINEERING, by John H. More
94nfl.
ver..
Cloth
.lee
8
patea. 250 Illus
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A student'. book; devoted to the
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tended to aemmpany a course in
electricity. The best of Its kind.
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Illustrations
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on the
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$1.89

Illustration..

Price Prepaid

A marvelous book for the student
in electricity and radio. General
eon fundamentals lead up to
Mete discussion of every type of
Tesla and Ondin high- frequency
rolls. Geissler tubes, etc.; eon .truction detail, of Testa colts
are given in great profusion. THE
ONLY BOOK OF ITS KIND.

OFFICIAL

RADIO

SERVICE

MANUAL, Volume II. by Hugo
Gernsback. C. E. Denton and C.
with 1932 Free
H. W. Nason,
Supplements, 1000 pages, 2000 il-

lustrations.
Flexible Loose-leaf
Binder. adze 9112 ".
Price prepaid
The talk of the radio industry.
This marvelous volume r talus
every thing In radio. circuits and
radio developments. for 1932. Net
line of duplication between 1931

$4.00

and

Vol
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2

volume.
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PRINCIPLES OF RADIO, by
Keith Henney. M. A. Cloth rovers.
else 81542 ". 478 pages.
306 illustrations. Price
A
marvelously written textbook
with the latest radio principle.,
including screen grid and pen-

$3.46

tode,

PHOTOCELLS AND THEIR APPLICATION. ¡Second Edit ions,
by V. K. Zworykin end E. D.
Wilson. Cloth rovees, size Starr ",
332 pager. 180
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Price

illustra.

d edition. brought right up
date,
Is even a better volume.
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Enough said.

ELECTRONICS. by R.
45

illustrations,
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6x9 ", 131
C.

$1.95
e7e7

"This book Is written for the
reader who may with to know
meshing about what is going on
and who has not heretofore given
the matter much attention." says
the author.
head it and learn
how dry rectifiers. vacuum tubes.
batteries, television tubes, and
other apparatus. work; get the
"low down" on electrons and atout..
RADIO SERVICING

COURSE.
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and Freed. Cloth
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Short Wave League
Advertisements in this section are inserted
at Sc per word to strictly amateurs, or
10e a word (7 words to the line) to manufacturers or dealers for each insertion.
Each word in a name and address to he
counted. Cash should accompany "Ham"
advertisements. Advertising for January
issue should reach us not later than
November 5.

-

WANTED -USED TRANSMITTING PARTS
W9SFX, Manly. Iowa.
QSL's 75c A 100 2 COLORS, W9DGH, 1816
5th Ave. N., Minneapolis, Minn.
SWL's-QSL's. HAM PRINTING. MAC PRINT,
36 Roland Ave., Baltimore, Md.
ARTHUR
TELEVISOR COMPLETE $10.00.
POHL, 2135 Hubbard Ave., Detroit. Mich.
QSL CARDS, NEAT, ATTRACTIVE. REASON ably priced, samrles free. Miller, Printer, Am..t

bler, Pa.

COLONIAL A.C. RADIO, 7 TUBES $15. NEED
Morris Goldstein, 916 DeKalb Avenue,
Cash.
Brooklyn.

MORE DX GUAR Radiolabs, 151 -A

anteed.

Liberty,

Modern
Each.
San Francisco.
30e

INSULATION. WIRE. VARNISHES. SUPPLIES,
etc. Send 3c stamp for bulletin. AUTOPOWER.
414 S.

Hoyne Ave., Chicago.

COMPLETE TRAINING FOR AMATEUR Li-4
N.Y. Wireless School,
cense $1.50 weekly.
West 105 Street, Clarkson

2-7456.

SHORT WAVE EQUIPMENT BUILT TO
Write for
ORDER. Satisfaction guaranteed.
prices. Virgil Darnell, Emerson, Ga.
TELEPLEX WITH OSCILLATOR $12. COST
Also Converter for
$28 new six months ago.
$R.
M. Leib, 210 Condon. Buffalo, N.Y.
NEW TUBELESS 1850 MILE RADIO. OPERBlueprint, 17 Others. 25c Coin.
atea Speaker.
Modern Radiolabs. 151 -A Liberty. San Francisco.
FOR SALE -NEW AND USED SHORT WAVE
sets of all types -Hammarlund, Nationals, Scotts.
Pattersons, etc. Edward Schwarz. Dumont, N.J.
DESIGNERS.
TRANSMITTERS.
$4.95 -25W
manufacturers of short wave receiving, trans-

mitting equipment. Radio Service Laboratories,
Fort Wayne. Indiana.

FACTORY
RADIO SHORT,
prices -Catalog Z. Free large Short Wave World
Labs..
City
Radio
Map. (postage ten cents).
1217 -30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York.
RADIO TRANSFORMERS, AUDIOS. CHOKES,
Special Transformers & Windings. Write for
Skiles Transformer
catalog. Dealers wanted.
Co., 1707 California Ave.. Fort Wayne, Indiana.
LINCOLN DC31 S -W SUPERHET COMPLETE
Photowith RCA tubes $15.00. RCA single 250 $10.00.
phone amplifier complete with RCA tubes
M. Watson, Brooks School, No. Andover, Musa.
IN STOCK -LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES:
Silver 5C receivers $74.70 complete shipped preAll National, Hammarlund, Patterson,
paid.
RME9D, receivers. All other short -Wave apparaCode machines
Trade -in your receiver.
tus.
rented. Write -Henry Radio Company. Butler,

ALL -WAVE.

Mo.

SENSATIONAL BARGAIN: NATIONAL ACSW3, 2 Weeks o:d; with 6 coils, Philco tubes,
power supply, push-pull 45 amplifier, and genuine Amplion speaker with cabinet. Everything
in original cartons. First money order for 25
dollars takes it. W2EUN, 619 Leland Ave.,
Bronx, N.Y.C.
COILS 15 -200 METERS, TALL
4- LOW-LOSScolors
$.75, Broadcast coils, set of
forms. Four
meters
$.40, Pilot Midget Variable
2- 200-550
Condensers -.0001 each 5.59, Short Wave Maps
$.10.
Write for special list No. 1 -5c stamp.
Short Wave Accessories, 121 Derby St., Valley
Stream, New York.
LAW CALCULATOR- LIGHTNING
OHM'S
Slide Rule; solves all problems of Voltage, Current and Resistance, Power. Wire Sizes, etc.
Range: 1 micro-amp. to 1000 amps: 1 micro-volt
to 10,000 volts: 1 micro -ohm to 10 megohms: 1
micro -watt to 10 megawatts ; wire sizes 0 to 36
B. & S. gauge. Introductory price $1.00 prepaid.
The Dataprint Co.. Box 322, Ramsey. N.J.

TEN

PRACTICAL

WORLDWIDE RECEPTION

NICER

(Continued from page 505)

"HAM" ADS

CELLULOID SW COILS.
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AND INEXPENSIVE

changes converting Dodge 12 -V. Ford T.A., Chevrolet Delco 6 -V generators, into 100-500 watt

capacity A.C. generators, or into 32 -110 volt
D.C. motor or generator. Dodge is 500 -W. self excited. All in one book illustrated with complete simplified instructions and drawings for only
il. AUTOPOWER, 414 S. Horne Ave.. Chicago.

operation. This system will operate very
smoothly and prove to be a very powerful
organization, and power is what we must
have before we can complete the third step
and demand recognition and the abolishment of the code test below 6 meters fruln
the Federal Communications Commission in
Washington, D. C.
We must have a system like this if we are
going to get anywhere and accomplish what
we have set out to dn, or, are we going to let
the "code fiend" that says, "I learned the
code' (and that's about all lie knows. And
they can learn it. too, or stay off the a ir,
which shows a very selfish nature), cause
the downfall of our purpose, not only in getting the code test abolished below 6 meters.
but the loss of thousands of kilocycles in our
5 meter band, as well as th"usandg of kilo tyeles in all of the other amateur bands?
A re we going to let this type finally cause
the downfall of amateur radio?
Let's quit this argument and get busy at
getting something done. as we will never get
anywhere by arguing all the time. Let's use
our space in SHORT WAVE ('RAFT for constructive ideas hi our campaign instead of a
"1912 Code Argument ". These fellows that
are arguing for the code all the time should
know that this is 1934 and that there have
been a "fen" improvements in radio since
1'112. Anyway, in time code will prove to
be of no use below G meters, as the 5 meter
band will be used for experimental and research purposes, also for communication between amateur, IF we have any of this band
left after the "commercials" get through.
A railroad has been experimenting with 5
meter phone equipment for the communication between engineer and conductor on a
long freight train and it has proven to be
very successful. I can mention numerous
other commercial interests that are experimenting with 5 meter equipment. It won't
be long until commercial interests will demand a big cut of our 5 meter band, as it
has very few occupants according to the
room we have there, and it will be many
years before we can get enough stations on
this band to hold it if we don't get the code
test abolished below 6 meters.
So, come on fellows! Let's get together
and build up an organization that will give
us power, and iu the end, accomplish our
purpose.

The foregoing is an answer to the general
run of questions asked in the hundreds and
hundreds of letters and postcards that I have
received since my article in the August issue
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT On why we need
codeless 6 meter license.
Since the questions asked were of a nature
to be of general interest to all, I have answered then[ in the above article.
To each and every one that wrote me I am
sending a hand -colored post card of a scene
taken here in the beautiful Ozark Mountains
of Arkansas.
I will appreciate letters of suggestions or
criticism in regard to the above article. All
of Poll fellows that are interested in the
abolishment of the code test below G meters
drop a line to the address below. I will
answer all letters or post cards, so write me,
and be sure of getting a reply.
I will sign with the best of wishes for the
future of amateur radio and SHORT WAVE
CRAFT.

PAUL LOMASTER,

Bentonville, Arkansas.
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Are you a beginner or amateur in the field
of radio? Would you like to become an operator, technician or engineer at a good salary?
¡Prepare yourself at home for big-money jobs
with a future and really understand your

work!

Our easy, step -by -step PERSONAL INSTRUCTION gives you real information you
can USE!

One of the finest courses ever offered at
price you can afford. Less than

a

$1.25 A WEEK
for

a

few short weeks! n rige

RADIO TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE
Houston, Texas
1202 Omar Avenue,
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...SHORT

WAVE ESSENTIALS

FOR MEMBERS OF THE SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
FEW WORDS AS TO THE PURPOSE OF
THE LEAGUE
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE was founded
in 1930. Honorary Directors are as follows:
Dr. Lee de Forest, John L. Reinartz, D.
E. Replogle, Hollis Baird, E. T. Somerset,
Baron Manfred von Ardenne, Hugo Gemsback. Executive Secretary.
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE is a scientific membership organization for the promotion of the short wave art. There are
no dues, no fees, no initiations, in connection with the LEAGUE. No one makes any
money from it; no one derives any salary.
The only income which the LEAGUE has is
from its short wave essentials. A pamplet
setting forth the LEAGUE'S numerous
aspirations and purposes will be sent to anyone on receipt of a 3c stamp to cover
postage.
A

FREE

MEMBERSHIP

.l> ,,,,,u

tm

CERTIFICATE

is a aaaallT,
beautiful certificate with the LEAGUE'S
will be taut to you, providing 10 In
stomps or coin Is went for mailing charges.
Members are entitled to preferential dis:a,

acre

tur'411ed

seal

counts When buying radio merchandise from
numerous firms who leave agreed to allow hirer
prices to all SHORT
lire W.tVE LEAGUE mom.
born.

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LETTER/1E kDS
A beautiful letterhead liars been designed
for no
avreslmndence.
It Is
the official letterhead for all members.
The Iett ,.,,,
inv,,i riahle when It
hive, ales necessary to deal with the
industry. ,nail
homes. hullo nu,nnfactunrs. and the like: as many I radio
s have offered to give members who write
on the I.EAG HE'S letterhead it preferen
t bd
dbeoul1 t.
The letterhead is also
absolutely essential when writing for verification
to radio stations either here or
abroad. It automatically gives yuu a professional standing.
A- SHORT WAVE LEAGT'E letterheads, per 100
50C
OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LOG
Here Is the finest book of Its kind ever publishes. AND CALL MAGAZINE
It
contains
the largest listing
of short wove stations Iu the world, nule'h
harger in fact than the list published
SHORT 'WAVE CRAFT and other magazines.
In
All experimental stations, nu matter
where located, are listed. A barge section
is provided where calls can
a proper planner.
listed
in
This log section gives dial settings. tine. date,
location, and other information.
call letters,
section has squared.paper
you can fill in your own frequencyAnother
on Which
curve for your particular receiver.pages
It leaps
to find stat inns Which otherwise you
could
never log. It Is the only !nook of you
kind published.
Its

..

.r
;

b

B- Otn cinl

A -50e per 100

'{

C_

Log and

Call Magazine
Prepaid L,
RADIO MAP OF THE WORLD AND STATION
FINDER
The finest device of its kind published.
The world's map on heavy board is
divided into 23 sections, while the rotary
time to any foreign country. InvaluitM Indisc show's you imnadbtely the exact
logging foreign stations. Also gives
call letters ,assigned to all nations.
Size 11 "x22 ".
C-Radio Map of the World and
Station Finder
Prepaid
GLOBE OF THE WORLD AND MAGNETIC
COMPASS
This highly important essential is nn ormmneut
for
every
or
den
study.
globe, 0 in. In diameter, printed In fifteen
colors glazed in such a way that Itit Iscana
be washed. This globe helps yon to intelligently
log your foreign sttions. Frame
Is of metal. Entire derive sni,atmtially'
noel,. 01141 Will give ail attractive appearance to every atutiun, emphasizing the lougdistauce
work of the operator.
d
D -Globe of the World
Prepaid $1..25
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LAPEL BUTTON
This beautiful button is trade In band enamel
colors. rel, white. bla
and gold. It measures three
quarters of an bleb inin four
diameter. Ity' wearing this
button. other meudsrs will rerognsa
Made in bronze, gold filled, slut /sh//ca. you 111141 If will give you n Professional air.
Mtlst ere seti to be allpreela teil.
SHORT
button
EE-SHORT WAVE LLF
paidd35ee
like the one described
shove

W4

B-25e per

copy

but in solid gold

$hort9Daue. rager
CIA . D...r.,. Il.m.y C.f.,

!'repaid .$L.HU
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE SEALS
These seals or stickera are executed In three
ciders
and
ciameter, and are gunuuel on
measure 114 In. In
aide. They are used by members
to infix to
letterheads,
postal! cards
the like. The weal signifies
that you are a memberenvelopes.
of the S111 11/T WAVEandLEAGUE
Sold iu 25 lots or
multiples idly.
G -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE reai,
per 25, Prepaid 15C
SHORT WAVE MAP OF THE WORLD
This beautiful map, measuring Isx26 iii. mad
printed In IS colors
pelllsnbb lvbon hang In sight or pined "under
Inlitthe glass- on the table orIswall
the short wove enthusiast. It enrtalns
of
a wealth of 1116.11111111011 sorb m
to all parts of the world, political nature
distsmee,
station is located. etc., toad from Ihr mauler of the country In which a broadcast
In which the nusp Is LLrkevl out gives
tilt' time 1u different parts of the world at
F-SHORT WAVE Map of the World n gore.
C_
Prepaid
PLEASE NOTE THAT ABOVE ESSENTIALS
ARE
SOLD
ONLY
TO
MEMBERS Ode

.

'Il.-VA r.y.149..[.,
ELL 40.,.1... W SYd New Emu

cre..

f

3ohn
`Jtlilller
..,..,t.. d.. c.r...

d.wu, .t'.'l,r....W t..
L.I1
gr..r+wr.w.ahat.
.a,

.f...

25c

C-25e each

sHorbhorrtUwave
wave

SHORT WAVE ESSENTIALS LISTED HERE SOLD
ONLY TO SHORT WAVE LEAGUE MEMBERS
They cannot be bought by anyone nuleas

tuts a lr,a,ly enrolled as One of the memof the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE or signs
the blank on this page (which nut,
Godly
nrulls hint es It meudsr. always provided that
he is a short Wo Ve experimenter. it short wave
fan, radio engineer. radio student. rte.).
Inasmuch as the LEAGUE is Internat b'n.d
It
makes no difference Whether you
citizen of the United States or any are
old,,
moot ry. The LEAGUE Is open to all.
Le

l'ra

Application for Membership

nttials0 to SHORT WAVE LEAGUE,
99 -101 Hudson Street, New York City.
If you do not wish to mutilate the mazngi ne, you may copy
either or lath coupons
on a stet of paper.

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE 99 -101 Hudson St., New York,
N. Y.
I

....
G

-1 7r

for

D- -$1.25 each

_.,

f3

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
12.34
99.101 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
I, the underslgnrd. herewith desire to apply for membership in the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. In Joining the
LEAGUE I understand that 1 am not assessed for membership and that there are no dues and no fees of any
kind. I pledge myself to abide by all the rules and regulations of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE, hkh rules
you are to .end to me on receipt of this application.
I consider myself belonging to the following class (put
an X in street ,,area: Sfiort Wve Experimenter
Short Ware Fan
Radio Engineer Q Student
I men the folloning radio equipment:

Transmitting

cede
I

I.

en no eve Peer

I

.. L

er

L L E

:...

t.

i

t....,

. t. L 6 L 6 4 1 /.

F--25c each

anuitT

WAVE LEAGUE. 99-101

Hud.eo9neet.

New.

E-35e

York. N. V.

Gentlemen:
1
am already an
s enrolled member in the FItORT WAVE LEAGUE
.
,1
ml 1e u
u'u
Meow mod nm the hdÌuwi.ee short WSW,
nrh,l...lin.drieeÌr5.Wvenirme.t.

1ayrl

1

Call Letters

i

Receiving
Name

City and State
OU n t ry
1

enclose 1Oc for postage and bandana for my MemberCertificate.

shop

1
enclose S
herewith.
(The LEAGUE accepts money order. each or nee U. S. Bump h. say desseuesdon.
Nume
Address
11-34
City sod State

her -which

Address

Goatee

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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(Continued front page 484)
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SOLDERING IRON

ANTENNA SYSTEMS

Smallest good iron now on the
market. Will do the work of irons
twice its size. Only 10 inches
long, Y2 inch in diameter. By
using the highest grade elements,
it heats up in half the time of
ordinary irons. Guaranteed to
give satisfaction or money back.
We issue no catalog on this item.
Enclose $1.20 and iron will be
sent postpaid in U.S. 10e extra in

Canada.

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CO.
New York
98 Park Place, S. W.,

EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS is the finest scientific technical - mechanical - constructional magazine in the field. Upto-the -minute with news flashes of
scientific events Dozens of constructional articles and many popular experiments. Ideas from which you can make
things to sell.

Edited by HUGO GERNSBACK
A ROST OF INTERESTING SUBJECTS COV-

ERED:-Aviation-Radio
-Woodworking-Astronomy-Patents and Inventions -Home Hints

-

Metalworking -Chemistry- Engineering
Microscopy-Electrical

Experiments-House-

Helps -Shop
Hints and other subjects.
Get your copy today!
on all newsstands
10c the copy
hold

Over 150

Illustrations

WHY MEN GET BALD

READ FREE OFFER
Full particulars of an amazing new discovery
enables pet pie who have dandruff, scalp itch.
falling hair or 4aldness. to harmlessly remove the
congested thin outer layer of seelp skin and activate the dormant hair roots to grow new hair.
WILT. RR SENT ABSOLUTELY FIRM. to any
reader of this magasine who will write to ikrmolay

that

Lab. Desk 64 -A. 1700 Broadway. New York. N. Y.
This FREE Treatise explains anatomy of your
hair and tells what to do. It Is positively amazing Send no money. If pleased, tell friends.

If you stay over a night or so he will take
you out to meet other local "DX" hunters
who use various makes of receivers.
The I.D.A. is different from other Radio
organizations in as much as a person has
to qualify as a real "DXer" to gain membership. Their monthly pamphlet seems
to contain plenty of the real "hot tips"
and we were mighty glad to get the copies
he gave us. "Glad we met you and your
friends Charlie."
A general check -up of comparative receiving conditions show us that Illinois'
affords a more pleasant evening of entertainment over 49-meter band due to tower
"noise- level" and maybe better reception
of some European signals such as the
Russian and Swedish signals for the same
reason, while we in Texas appear to be
better located for receiving the China, Jap,
and Australian signals.
The above is based on what was heard
together with reports of listeners related
to us while visiting Illinois.
And speaking of that 49 -meter band
reminds us of the fact that COC in Havana has returned to the air with a dandy
signal. We salute you COC on your rare
good quality and look forward to several
pleasant hours of listening to your signal.
Now that DX -ing is beginning to be
"just possible" on the 49 -meter band again
we suggest you S -W hounds go fishing
for HJ1ABE who will be found between
GSA and W1KAL on your dial. Conditions will have to be good for you to make
the catch but it's a real good signal when
heard, with a program of well -planned
musical numbers as a rule. The call number will be announced at end of program
which is usually about 9:15 p.m., C.S.T.
The 31 -meter band is getting better fast
right now at this post and we expect to
make some good catches between 30 and
38 meters soon.
Results on 25 -meter band are unique.
When we get them we get them good but
reception is by no means dependable, day
to day.
The same proves partly true on 19
meters. On this particular band we find
the period of good reception is getting
short. Signals which were heard from
7:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m., C.S.T., a month ago
are now only heard for a period of about
30 minutes with equal quality. This is of
course, not the case with our American
signals as much as the foreign ones, yet a
keen ear will notice the difference even
on locals.
Nineteen and 16 meters while fairly
close on our dials must be plenty far
apart in reality for conditions on the two
hands differ greatly. While it is true
European signals are getting a little
ragged on 19 meters we have to admit that
PHI. and GSG on 16 meters are not thus
affected. In fact September has proved
a banner month on these signals.
During November we can expect to hear
CT2AJ on 85 meters as noise level will
be lower than we have had for some
months. As we have stated before in this
column this is one real catch.
Also we can better enjoy RV15 on 70.2
meters. No use writing this station for
confirmation.
The writer once kept a 6- month's check
on their signal and sent it all in at once
in an effort to get an answer and failed.
This post has made no notable catches
this month.

Reception Report From Herman Borchers, Greenfield, Mass.
SHORT -WAVE reception during September was very erratic, and varied
from day to day, due to the many rainstorms and atmospheric conditions, which
we have had here at this post.
The European stations on the 19 -meter
band were excellent in the morning, up
until noon.
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Lynch Materials (.w'el Fxrhlsirely

Complete Ready to
No. 884 -Doublet
Hang Up.
cage (41 ft.) with
No Labor On
35 ft. Giant Killer
Your Part But To
Attach To Your
cable lead-in.
Masts.
Complete with new Universal Coupler and
Double Lightning
$10.95

Arrester. net...._....-..----Kit Lynch materials to

$7.25

Complete with
Universal
ft. flat top) tif n e w
and
and 25 ft. trans- n Coupler
Lightning
Double
with
posed lead -in
Arrester, $8.95
10 ft. Giant Killer
net
cable.
Kit Lynch materials to
$6.95
_.. -..
..
-.._.
netbuild 873.
Other types available. Send for additional
information. Include sketch of location.
No. 873- Inverted
L (78
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THE "MISS :NG LINK"

Phone Receptor for Receiver Without Phone lack

wiring

:.
:IV

plug

nhoWe

automat
.peatl
of recei No
receiver

.ilr

'

TLev

$3.95

6F+

AMPLIVOX LABORATORIES
Fulton St.. Dept. SW -12, New York. N. Y.
Chief Engineer -Sul. Perlman. E. E., Consulting
Engineer on Antenna Problems to A. H. Lynch. Inc.
227

HOP"
"SIGNAL
Beyond Your Fondest Hopes With

PEAK Pre-Selector and Pre -Amplifier
Two tuned
Pre- Ampllllention !
IAualnsls of
-gain :.s type tubes.
RS
audibility
signals
of
R3
to
that
tests
are consistently hoostd to R0 and RO +. Resides
PEAK
gives
Increased
signal
gain,
tmmendous
s,nsltivlty; absolute rejection of Image or repeat
Spots; reduction of background noise; Increased

lu.l
sines apt

Th..

,

i,v,

l

:,I

I

Iri

selectivity!
Operates with arty S.W. or All -Wave set. Comes
complete with d arts of built -i,r roils (none to
piny in) covering all frequencies with overlap from
Other features inrhab airplane type
14 -200 'II.
dial,

smooth

mgen-

automatic
erntint.
change -over switch,

Ola
self-contained
etc.
uant supply.
For 110 -120 V. 5060 Cycles. A.C.

ATTKNTIOINI

ll:lalts algal S. W. Fans!
Order or get all the
farts TODAY ! List
price $33. less 40% :
price SI9. sa
par"complete. Less tubes.
Order tivuugh yunr
D

calm

I lease.

or

SLIT.

EASTERN RADIO SPECIALTY CO.
113 E. 165th St.,

Peek Products
Dept. 5C.134,

New York. N.Y.

The DX2AII -Wave Receiver
sensitive, powerwell -england
tube re.
2
of
ceiver
capable
world -wine short-wen
l'nea 30
reception.
and 33 type tubes.
Pontones the Bensnitlty and high gain
that Is characteristic
of sensitive regenerative detectors. the
excellent tonal quel itiee of the resistance
coupled amplifier. and
an extremely smooth
regetleretion control.
!team ifulblerk crackle
ünished maul chassis nod petty. Weight 5 lbs. Highest quality pans and simple to build. Operates on
Colla for 10 -2110
1 -45 Volt B battery and 2 dry cells.
Foreign neeption
meters and imtruetiona included.
le Guaranteed. C.O.D. orders filled promptly. Circular on request.
Kit . . . $4.45
Wired and tested, ettZ
SI 35
Arcturus tubes..
Broadcast coils
_...__- ..._.- .95
-.....__. 1.35
Acme 4000 ohm phones...._
CENYRALLION ENGINEERING CO.
Dept SWC -2
Now York. N. Y.
451 Fourth An.

(Continued on page 511)
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Presenting the

Advanced Doerle:

THE NEW

Advanced

t.

"DOERLE
A.C. Five"
lG to 200 Meters

ltuilt -in

l'4..4er Supply and Dynamic Speaker

I 11:111'I.1':7'1a-NOTHING ELSE TO BUY

RT11,., I....
i.r
ini't this what you've been waiting for? A powerful
-luis Iioerle JItreivrr. maplete utth Its bum -free power supply and dynamic speaker;
oil mounted on a single chassis and contained in a beautiful. black. crystalline- finished
metal cabines
Two tuned stages. two A.F. stages with powerful 2A5 output and perfectly
matched dynamic speaker; all contribute to the enormous power and superlative performance of this 'top- notcher" of the Deals line.
During its initial test. in one sitting. this receiver pulled In on its loud speaker, at good
roan rotund. the following enviable log: ILID. D.I C. and ILIA, Germany; .I IAA .layall;
GSD and GSt'. England; ('.IItX, C.1110 and VE9GW Canada; EAU. Spain; III3ABF,
Rogna. Colombia; XDA, Mexico; FY:t. France: 1V(1O and WEE. testing with the 'Syr,'
Expedition and a whole llock of amateurs in practically every radio district of the United
State,. After that we could no longer keep our eyes open, s
"signed off" to lieti
The receiver employes e 58 as RF amplifier. a 57 as detector, a 56 as first audio emplitier, a 2.t5 as power output tube and an SO as full -wave rectifier. The antenna is
coupled inductively to the first tuned circuit through the medium of the three- winding,
1-I -rong plug-in Cells used in the hest 11F stage. TDIs effectively eliminates the bothersome antenna ltimming condenser. Provisions are made for plugging
in earphones. The entire set measures 11%" wide z 81/2 deep z
SW high. Ship. Wt. 19 Iba.
i
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GENUINE HAMMARLUND
ONDENSER

NEW 230 RCA
just as good as
In our Grade A
,LICENSED
steadfastly maintained the "quality drat' posers,
hovarer, ea
(gat many wpla to get lower priced sany
rums
and r o are now errcring
offering such a popular priced line 1u our many
friends and followers.
This new line still Uses excellent materials. although ne use somewhat lighter cha i ces, and In other respects we hare effected considerable billings which are now passed on to you. Even at these low
prices, however. we could not afford the risk of cheapening the main
mots- We still use ti.tyl]IAI(l.l -ND TUNING CONDENSERS.
and other equally well- known rotnpenenta The seta we offer here
are not quite as rugged as our standard DOERLE sets on which
we never skimp, but if you are looking for a low -priced set,
receiserthat will do the work and do it well, here are the sets for you.
AUDIO
This new line of DOERLE receivers may be likened to low- priced
automobiles as cmnpared with the more luxurious and expensive
TRANSFORMER
ones. Both types will get you to the sane places. yet one wail outlast
the other and will be easier to handle. Our tuual guarantee goes
4
BATTERY
with these lover- priced sets, the sante as with our higher -priced
STA DARD 51ZE
CABLE
ones. The electrical circuits, wiring, etc.. are exactly the same as
PLUG IN COILS
our higher -priced sets.
You will make no mistake in getting any one of these sets. These "Globe Girdling" DOERLE sets are guaranteed
to bring in short.wave broadcast stations from all over the world and you will get music and every kind of entertainment from all 5 continents.
The excellent Performance of these 2 -Tube Merle receivers has already become traditional. Mass production of
chasses, the use of good "over -flay" parts from
nufacturer+ and tube -hase plug-in trolls, make it possible for us
to sell these competitive receivers at the LOWEST PRICES ON THE MARKET.
NO. 349 2 -VOLT BATTERY MODEL DOERLE KIT- NO. 351 STRAIGHT A.C. DOERLE KIT -Thls model
This receiver uses 2 of the new economical 30 tubes. Rat- uses either 2 58'n or 2 27's. It may be used In eooluneterles required are 2 No 6 dry cells (or a 2 volt storage lion with our own power park. listed below. The set may
roll, and 2 -45 volt "It" batteries. Sold complete with also be run on a 2% -volt filament transformer or a "R"
instructions e nd diagram. Shipping weight 5 lbs.
eliminator or, Instead of the "It" eliminator. 2 45 -volt
YOUR
Taws Tubes
PRICE.
54.45 YO"
weight 8 lbws
l':dr
Pair of Matched 30 Tubes..._
$L25
YOUR PRICE, lasse Tubes
__._.$1._.....31.45
350 ALL -ELECT RICtery
DOERLE KITof Matched 58 or 27 Tubes
31.30
This model requires no battery or power pack at 11. It NO. 352 COMPETITIVE A.C. POWER PACK KIT
v o rks
anywhere and on any type of current at 110 volts. comport
a
power unit delivering 2% volts at 5 amt's for
a self.eontained nouer supply. Uses 3 type 37 tubes,
filament supply and 250 rolls D.C. at 50 rails for plate
Shipping weight 8 lbs.
Shinning
supply. Requires a type
as rectifier.
YOUR PRICE. loess Tubes
$4.70
55.95 YOUR PRICE, Less Tubes .............. ...._...... -...__
Rectifier Tube
e Matched 37 Tubes
_ ..5 .40
51.75
WE WILL WIRE AND TEST ANY OF THESE KITS WHEN ORDERED FOR $1.25
Send money order or certified check. C.O.D. only when 20,o remittance accompanies order.
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Never Before I

(Continued front page 509)
Foreign l'eee'pl¡fill litre' thisNe
The 25 -meter band came in good from You I'I,uiiq.'
__
about 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., only a little noisy,
but this band is excellent after dark un- !'nor 41 nrP
til 8 or 9 p.m.
11end in
,
The South American stations were most- a Jiffy
ly lost in static, except that new Brazilian
station PRE5, on 31.58 meters. This staT h
:Isecielly
tion is on the air from about 5:45 to 6:30
constructed
p.m. It relays the programs of the Radio
chassis and
Club of Brazil.
Cadmium PlatLSX on 28.98 meters is still relaying
ed panel with Gothic shaped rethe broadcasts from and to "Little
cess(.,, make the
Their
signals
America" on Wednesdays.
came in very weak.
ALL WAVE
JVM on 27.93, located at Nagoya, Japan,
A.C.RECEI` /ER
is broadcasting almost every day from
about 2 to 8 a.m. I also have heard then
(e ,t si. it N1r:c sensati,m
Bub Herzas'.
in the evening from 10:30 to 11:10 phoning
u convenience as well as a joy
California.
ZFB on 29.02 meters was on the air
Marvelous World -Wide
Sept. 5 at 5:55 E.S.T. phoning U.S. It has
Selectivity -E z t r em el y
a two -tone whistle which identifies this
Simple to Wire-Dynamic
particular station.
Speaker $2.50 Extra.
HJ1ABB, 46.53 meters, Barranquilla,
volume.
good
came in with
MOUNTED
SRI around 31 meters Poznan, Poland,
was back on the air again (a very rare
Kits Shi oacd ReSi Mounted for Easy Wiring
occasion). Sept. 8 at 5:45 p.nl. it was
Its a Ci orb to Build It -You Can't Go Wrong
broadcasting the Granada Synagogue Concert, and was received fine here.
THOR'S BARGAIN BASEMENT
On Sept. 7 from G to '7 p.m. Germany
Dept. S,
New York
sent a special broadcast to PSK Rio de
167 Greenwich St,
Janeiro; this concert was transmitted on
FILLED
MAIL
ORDERS
three different wave -lengths, namely DJD,
FREE TECHNICAL DATA
DJA, and DJC, which were heard here with
tremendous volume.
JYT on 19.03 meters, Japan, phoned
California on Sept. 14 at 7:40 p.m. Signals were very weak and noisy.
"No Radio
HBP and HBL, League of Nations,
Geneva, was very fine.
Can Be Better
VK2ME, Sydney, Australia, came in like
a "local" on Sept. 16 from 4:30 to 8:30
Than Its Aerial"
a.m. It is now broadcasting a special program to each different state in the U.S.A.
every Sunday.
OE R2 on 49.4 meters seems to be back
on the air again. I picked this station up
on Sept. 3 at 11 a.m. broadcasting the
Military Marché.
(High Fidelity)
There is one station just above the German DJC, 49.83 meters, which I can't seem
ANTENNA SYSTEMS
to identify. It is only possible to hear
this station after DJC signs off. It anGuaranteed to Improve reception
with any receiver. in any location.
nounces quite frequently, but the talking
is all done in Spanish. It's on the air
LYNCH "HI -Fl" aerials are necessary
with the new high Ftdelit y receiver,.
almost every night and as late as 1:15
There are LYNCH "III -F1" antenna kits
a.m., and it plays a two -tone high frefor every purse and purpose.
quency signal something like an auto They're easy to install and they pork
horn, before announcing. I think it must
like nobody's business.
be XEBT, 49.88 meters, Mexico, or TGX,
From $3.50 to $7.10, Ilsi
49.9 meters.
Full Information on Request
All the time given is Eastern Standard
.

R G H -5

FREE

FREE

-

Time.

Trophy Contest Entry Rules
SCOUT
rules
only
Trophy Contest haves beentba
cent of your dig of stations submitted need be verified.
If, for example, you send In a list or Ion gallons with
30 verification cards. you will receive credit for the other
50 per rent or 1110 stations total. The trophy will be
awarded to the SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has logged
the greatest number of short-wave stations during any 30
day period; (he omit have at least 50 per rent veris)
this period need not be for the immediate month preceding the elosing dale. The complete list of rules appeared
in the August Issue of this magazine.
In the event of a tie between two or more contestants,
each logging the same number of stations (each accompanied by the required 50 per rent yetis! the judges will
award a similar trophy to each contestant so tying. Earl.
list of stations heard and submitted in the contest must
he sworn to before a Notary Public and testify to the
fact that the list of stations heard were 'logged" over
given 30 day period, that reception was verified and
that the contestant personally listened to the station acnouncenlents as given in the list.
Only commercial "phone" stations should be entered
rcial
mateur" transmitters or "commercial
In your list. no
c
le' stations. This contest will close every month on
the first day of the month, by vhIrb time all entries
mu-t he in the .titors' hands in New York City. Entries
received after this date will be held over for the next
month's contest. The next contest trill close In New
York City. December 1.
The judges of the contest will he the editors of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT. and their findings will be final. Trophy
awards will be made every month. at which time the
trophy will he ent to the winner. Names of the contesting SCOUTS not winning a trophy will be
Mention each month. From this contest are
excluded all employees and their families of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT magazine. Adire-s all entries to SHORT
WAVE SCOUT AWARD. 99 -101 Hudson Street. New
York City.

ARTHUR H. LYNCH. Inc.
227 Fulton St., New York, N. Y.
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(While every precaution is taken to insure
accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the
possibility of an occasional change or omission in the preparation of this index.)
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WORLD GLOBES
FOR SHORT WAVE ENTHUSIASTS

AT UNPRECEDENTED LOW PRICES
THESE remarkable

globes, executed in fourteen colors, are absolutely indispensable
for short
wave fans. Notable among the numerous features of these world
cloth Quickly removes all dust and water does not harm the surface. globes, is that a damp
Short Wave fans are enabled to determine correct time in various centers
of the world with the
aid of these maps ; distances from city to city can be accurately established,
There is a graduated "Meridian" scale of black enameled metal with
the 9" and 12" globes. Aa additional
feature is the movable hour scale found at the north pole-this facilitates
determining the hour in any part
of the world.
Only on

a globe of this size is it possible to get an accurate
picture of countries and their relative positions to
eau other.
You will actually be amazed when you compare
distances -from New York to Moscow" from
Cape Town to Tondo; from Los Angeles to Itio de Janeiro,
etc. A fiat map is deceptive for measuring, but take
a small string and stretch it across the globe, from city
to city, and you have the correct distances.
Here are globes that add dignity to home, oMee, studio or laboratory-a
globe that everyone would

be proud
possess.
Each world globe contains a listing of over 7,500 cities in nations
the world over-spellings conform to Inter
national geoglaphlc standards -all globes are of 1934
production. GET ONE OF TItESE FINE WORLD
GLOBES TODAY!
to

World Globe No. 99
9'

Globe, equipped with sturdy, black metal base
and full meridian. Same ball as our No. 139 but
reduced 15 in size and scale. Included with globe
Is newly printed World Globe Handbook FREE.
Shipping weight 6 lbs.

PRICE

$2.05

F.O.B. Chicago.

World Globe
tVoe 147

Gentlemen:
I received the World Globe and am
certainly well pleased with its completeness. appearance and its usefulness.

12" Globe. New

Slant wave listening has become

111Me1

-e.pdpped with w,aslIn
aiuut.
Height

hobby with me, and this World Globe
Is a flereenary accessory to any short
wave listener or, for that matter, to
any home.
P. C. EI.LIS. Supt.
Laboratory-19th and Campbell Streets, Kansas City, Mo.

en floor stand finished

overall 35".
Globe
constructed with half
meridian. New World
Globe Handbook Included FREE. ,t
marvelous buy. Never
has
floor model
(:lobe s been sold at
cell a low price.
Shipping weight J lbs.
PRICE

$4.115
F.G.B. Chicago.

World Globe No. 47

7" Globe, equipped with sturdy metal
base and half meridian.
Index to
countries of the world by latitude and
l ngitmic shown on base.
Shipping
weight 9 lbs. PRICE

$0.90
World Globe No. 139

12" Globe, equipped with sturdy, black
metal base and half meridian. Contains overr 7,500 names and .titles.
Spellings conform
to
authoritative
world standards.
Hundreds sold to
many short wave fans during the last
year- Copy of World Globe Handbook

included FREE.
lbs. PRICE

$3.25

Shipping weight

8

1
1

ORDER YOUR
GLOBE TODAY!

F.O.B. Chicago.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
SWC -12-31
New York. N.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will Y.
find my remittance of $
for which please ship me
the following World Globe.
b9 Hudson Street,

All

globes are carefully packed in original
cartons assuring safe delivery. ORDER BY
NUMBER. Send check or money order, plus
sufficient postage for delivery by parcel post. Globes are shipped from our Chicago
warehouse. Register letter if it contains cash, or currency or stamps. If preferred,
specify that shipment be sent express collect. ALL ORDERS ARE FILLED
PROMPTLY.
ALL GLOBES SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

99 HUDSON STREET,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

(

)

(

)

(

World
World
World
World

Name
Address
City

No. 99 (ri? $2.06
No. 147 0l $4.15
No. 47
$0.90
No. 139 C $3.26

n

State

Send remittance W cheek or money order -register letter
if it contains cash, stamps or currency. GLOBES ARE

SHIPPED

FROM OUR

WAREHOUSE

F. O. B. FROM THAT CITY.

writing advertisers
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IN CHICAGO

-

Your Copy
READY!

IS

NEW NATIONAL CO. CATALOGUE

Of the /'rt
GET YOUR COPY TODAY
NEW RECEIVERS!
NEW PARTS!
Ask Your NATIONAL Dealer or Use Coupon Below
o

NEW

TR

36 MC TRANSCEIVER

A portable combination

5

meter re-

ceiver and transmitter (special booklet
available). Uses two tubes.

New Cathode Ray Oscilloscope
Provides instantaneous graphic picture
of actual operating tondit ons in transmitter circuits. (Booklet available).
NEW TYPE HRO AMATEUR RECEIVER
Two stages cf pre -selection, two air -tuned IF stages, calibrated band spread,
automatic volume control, 4 -gang condenser, micrometer dial, single signal filter,
new ganged plug -in coils, vacuum tube voltmeter, and many other new features.

New TMS Transmitting Condenses
For low power use. Steatite- Isolantite
'
ulation. Compact, inexpensive.

New TMC Transmitting Condenser
For power stages where peak voltages
do not exceed 3000. Compact rigid.
New NC 000

Neutralizing Condenser
For high voltage use, especially with RCA -800.

New M30 Mica

Padding Cond
Steatite mounting.
capacity 30 mmf.

Max.

New Type XR -9
Fire -Meta Coil
Copper coil air- spac,d
winding on Steatite base.

®
I
New Type CH

Crystal Holder

NEW PW PRECISION CONDENSER a MICROMETER DIAL UNIT
A new and entirely self -contained ganged condenser unit for high frequency
receivers. Worm -gear drive 40 -1 ratio. Full of new and advanced features.

Holds crystal vertically.
2 forms, for transmitting or

for resonator

Illustrated above
tional Catalogue
and many other
Velvet Vernier

are just a few of the items shown in the new NaNo. 240. National Radio Products include these
new items, and of course the well -known National
Dials, Transmitting Condensers,
Receiving
Condensers, IF Transformers, RF Chokes, Sockets, Coil Forms, Coil
Shields, Transformers, and HF Dielectrics.
Included also are the famous NATIONAL AGS and AGSX Re-

NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc.,

61 Sherman

Gentlemen: Please send me your new catalogue No. 240.
Name

New XT -11
Choke Coil Form
Steatite form for small
choke coils and resistances

New TX -9 Shah Coupling
Steatite
insulation, for
isolating circuits.

use.

ceivers, the FB -7A and FB -XA Amateur Receivers, the SW -3 High
Frequency Receiver, the PSK Preselector, the SRR 5 Meter Super
Regenerator Receiver, the HFC 5 Meter Converter, -as well as the
power units for operating these receivers. Call at your National
Dealer's today for a free copy of this new catalogue, or send coupon
below, enclosing 6c to cover mailing costs.
-

Street, Malden, Mass.
I

enclose 6c to cover mailing costs.

Address

SWC-12-34

//

Thousands This to GUARANTEE

a/od/d-Wide

--- FIDELITY

Performance

wifh fh%ar

9 T0

2400 METERS
(12,000 MILE
,

-

TUBE
Ba

OVER 110,100 SATISFIED

CUSTOMERS SAVED 1/3

4

t

Radio

All-WAVE

TUNING
RANGE)

EFORE you buy an radio
write for the new FREE 1935

3o

/ D Ay s

F RIE F

Midwest "Fifteenth Anniversary"
and see for yourself the
catalog
Wert®
many reasons why 110,000 satisfied
customers bought their radios direci
from the Midwest Laboratories told
L
it. I logged with e.ee saved from 3/ to %. Why pay more
and good volume: than the direct-to-you laboratory price?
ISX, LtiN, Nil ABB,
HJSABD, YYIBC- You, too, can make a positive saving of from 30;;, to 50%
VE251E, Australia
--CSC, GSA, GSA. by buying this more economical way. Learn why MidEng.- JA, DSC. Ger. -EAQ. Spain. west outperforms sets costing up to $200.00 and more.
eta W. C. Geiser. 2260 Yale Blvd.
täwAS yDOWN
Never before so much radio for so little money! Midwest
Admires Wonderful Tone
guarantee,
-year
One
gives you triple protection with:
C.ón.eat.0: Tte
ia not a better r,
foreign reception guarantee, money -back guarantee.
than the Mid,
50 ADVANCED 1935_, FEATURES
Ever' one Rey
SENSATIONAL HIGH FIDELITY RECEPTION and 16 tubes make this Super High Fidelity
super
-toned,
clearer
powerful,
more
This bigger, better,
ondefu ton,.
Radio today's most powerful long distance
have gotten
selective radio gives you absolute realism -assures you of receiver. Its many exclusive features include:
foreign stations
have
ever
you
anything
clearly. our
life -like, crystal -clear tone-unlike
Micro-Tenuator , .. Fidel -A-Stat ... Separate
is worth more
experienced before! You will hear one more octave -over- Audio Generator ... Ceramic Coil Forms, etc.
we paid for
Now,
Mrs M. C. Moody, l
tones-that cannot be brought in with ordinary radios.
FEATURES OF NEW -TYPE MIDWEST DIAL
Now
hear every instrument, every voice, every shade and in- This dial takes the guesswork out of tuning.
Gets Byrd at Pele Direct
persona ran
TO 1/2 BY

DIRECT
8vesrrqtivsajn i mwhose
an 1 apes
ot radios,
radio.`, and
the
made canequal

ABUYING

1

TR

t

-

t

o

e

so,

m

Hammond, La.-The

greatest

ave

distance

1

received so far
is Byrd at the Pole
direct, not a relay
through LSX. EAQ
and Vx2ME come
clearly locals. DJB
CRC. ORB. come io

flection of speech. Take advantage of the amazing 30 -day
FREE trial offer. Send coupon today for FREE catalog.

ALL FIVE WAVE BANDS

Only Midwest covers a tuning range of 9 to 2400 meters
(33 Megacycles to 125 KC.)- enabling you to easily
ll. and successfully tune in foreign stations up to 12,000
tremely
R. T. Puuley. miles away with crystal- clear, loud-speaker reception.
All 5 Wave Bands enable you to enjoy toSTYLE CONSOLES day's finest High Fidelity American programs.

s

NEW

Midwest
guarantees that inexperienced
Send for
secure good foreign reception.

beautiful, artistic Increasing coats are eure to re,::lt
higher radio prices soon. Buy
deluxe consoles in
the big advance...NOW...
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